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CEDARVILLE UNIVERSITY
MIRACLE 2004

'The house had gone to bring again
To the midnight sky a sunset glow
Now the chimney was all of the house that stood,
like a pistil after the petals go
The barn opposed across the way,
That would have joined the house in flame
Had it been the will of the wind, was left
To bear forsaken the place's name.
No more it opened with all one end
For teams that came by the stony road
To drum on the floor with scurrying hoofs
• And brush the mow with the summer load.
The birds that came to it through the air
At broken windows flew out and in,
Their murmur more like the sigh we sigh
From too much dwelling on what has been.
Yet for them the lilac renewed its leaf,
And the aged elm, though touched with fire;
And the dry pump flung up an awkward arm;
And the fence post carried a strand of wire.
For them there was really nothing sad.
But though they rejoiced in the nest they kept,
One had to be versed in country things
Not to believe the phoebes wept.
- Robert Frost,
The Need of Being Versed in Country Things
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Dedication
rrivo .ieez• of Otewice
When Cedarville grads Carol Ann
Towle and Daniel John Estes married on
June 20, 1975, they didn't know what God
had in store for them. They didn't know
that within thirty years they would affect
the Cedarville family in such a distinct way
as to warrant a Miracle dedication.
But that's exactly what they did. Dr.
Estes, Professor of
Bible, has taught at
Cedarville since 1984.
He's also served as an
Assistant Pastor,
Director of the Honors
Program, and
Academic Vice
President. He's chaired
many a committee,
received myriad honors,
and published in Biblical
and education journals.
Mrs. Estes has
worked in the education
department since 1996,
teaching classes at all
levels of the teacher
licensure programs in
the areas of language arts and literature.
She's also played a lead role in developing
the handbook and assessment tools within
the Teacher Education Program.
It's not their impressive resumes alone
that distinguish the Estes couple, however.
Their classes are known as challenging
while enjoyable, but more importantly,
students view Dr. and Mrs. Estes as
people. Dr. Phil Basset noted, "Mrs. Estes
is known for caring about her students."
Dr. Chris Miller had a similar view of her
husband: "He's just amazingly well-loved
within the department."
Dr. Miller also noted that the Estes
have cared for their family as well as their
jobs: "Both of them are faithful parents
who have significant
relationships with their
now grown children."
Dr. Merlin Ager
added, "They have
modeled authenticity
as parents while
modeling excellence
in the liberal arts."
The Estes have
also led a book
discussion group for
students and faculty,
which Dr. Ager noted
as demonstrative of
"their desire to go
beyond the classroom
in their relationships."
In 1975 Dan and
Carol Estes didn't know that they would
come to stand for excellence in education
and genuine caring. They didn't know that
they would affect thousands of college
students for the glory of God. They had no
idea—but God, of course, did. For this,
Cedarville University is humbly grateful.
Dr. and Mrs. Estes celebrate their
wedding in 1975.
Dr. Estes reads to Christina and Joel in 1981. (Above)
The Estes family celebrates Christmas in 2004.
Dr. Estes views Israel from a camel while
touring the country. (Top Right)
VFINISH 199R4
Dr. Estes earns the reward for hours of work as
he finishes a marathon in 1995 in just over 3
hours. (Above)
Mrs. Estes teaches to education majors.
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Inauguration
c7 ?ieen/ cWeicOrne
On Friday, October 10, after
twenty-five years under the same
leader, Cedarville University installed
Dr. William E. Brown as its ninth
president.
After a processional by the
university's symphonic band, Dr. Paul
Dixon opened the ceremony with an
invocation, and Dr. David Jeremiah
read Proverbs 2:1-8. Representatives
from every aspect of the university
family then welcomed Dr. Brown as
the new president, and President John
W. Garland of Central State represented
other colleges and universities in
welcoming Dr. Brown. Dr. Howard
Hendricks, a professor under whom
Dr. Brown studied while at Dallas
Theological Seminary, addressed Dr.
Brown on what needed to characterize
him as a Christian leader in a speech
that was both humorous and challenging.
Dr. Brown then responded, and, as
sophomore Brandon Colas said, "clearly
revealed his enthusiasm and care for
students in his inaugural speech."
One of the highlights of the
ceremony was the presence of Dr.
Brown's father. The Cedarville family
prayed for nearly a year that Mr.
Brown's cancer would not prevent him
from attending his son's inauguration.
Cedarville University honored the
Brown men by announcing a new
department of business administration
scholarship in their honor.
The inauguration demonstrated the
way the Cedarville family excitedly
aniticipates Dr. Brown's leadership.
Senior Mikala Varney summed up this
campus-wide sentiment when she said,
"I think the inauguration was
spectacular, and I sensed a great spirit
ofpride for our school across the student
body. I think that Dr. Brown is such a
humble man, and I can tell that he is led
of the Lord. His passion for Christ is
evident in his love for the students. Jam
excited to see what is in store for the
future of Cedarville."
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Dr. Brown gives his inauguration address after
receiving the gold chain of leadership.
Hours of prayer allow Dr. Brown's parents to share
proudly in the inauguration. (Top)
Dr. John Garland, President of Central State Univer-
sity, joins KC Myers, Mr. Spencer, Dr. Matson, and
Dr. Jeremiah in honoring Dr. Brown.
To the Students
r _91 role )640/72 ,932-0111,1
William Brown takes Lynne on a date at Disney
World.
A young William Brown demonstrates his basket-
bill skills on the blacktop.
The Brown family celebrates April's High School
Graduation. (Top)
Dr. and Mrs Brown, April, and Alex wait for a quick
ride down a snow covered hill on the softest sled
ever made. (Middle)
Dear Students,
There are days when I cannot
believe I dm in higher education. My
college career at a state university left
me cold. I was a social security number,
and most of my teachers were graduate
students because the real professors
were busy with writing, research, and
other professional activities.
The best teachers I had were two
professors who were engaging and
caring, but they were fired for "lack of
productive scholarship." They were
criticized --get this — for spending too
much time with the undergraduate
students.
I guess my experience motivates
me to want Cedarville University to
take seriously the challenge to mentor
students to passionately love God, others,
and truth. Lynne and I have found such
a wonderful family at Cedarville who
share this same vision. The faculty
cares deeply for the students and works
hard to teach them well. The staff
members see their roles as supporters
of what happens in the classroom and
chapel. The administrators take
seriously their responsibility to lead well
and seek God's guidance for decisions.
But it is all about the students.
Whenever I find myself getting
overwhelmed with responsibilities and
deadlines, I only have to spend some
time with students, and I am refocused.
You are why I am here at Cedarville.
The students of Cedarville
University are fun, loud, focused, and
optimistic. You ask hard questions, you
expect great things from yourselves,
and you really believe God is walking
with you. I am honored to serve as your
President.
This has been a great start for all of
us. We are excited about what God will
do in the future. It is going to be a great
ride!
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Chancellor
.Whan5e of Oteenew
In his role as Chancellor, Dr. Dixon
remains vitally involved in the ministry
of Cedarville University. Though he
and his wife, Pat, do not live
permanently in the Cedarville area, the
wonder of technology (cell phones,
computers, and fax machines) keep him
daily in contact with his secretary, Lynn
Rohm. Mrs. Rohm has often
commented on the fact that Dr. Dixon
has a phone growing out of one of his
ears. He speaks with her usually 3 or 4
times per day. Dr. Dixon represents
Cedarville University through speaking
engagements, fund raising, and
evangelism. Dr. Dixon's and Lynn
Rohm's offices are located in the upper
level of the SSC in the area between
Career Services and the President's
Dining Room.
Dr. Dixon is all about marketing
Cedarville University. Whether he is
speaking, meeting with a prospective
donor, or on a golf course, people are
hearing all about Cedarville University.
Admittedly he is happy to be out from
under the pressure of the presidency,
but he will always be a vital part of the
leadership team. He continues to do all
that he does for Cedarville in a manner
that has quality stamped all over it!
-by Pastor Rohm
Dr. Paul Dixon speaks from the pulpit in his
role as chancellor. (Top)
Mrs. Rohm shows off her new office in the
Steven's Student Center
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School of ringineering, Nursing, and Science
Dr. Irene Alyn
Chair of Nursing
• r. DenñWFTntge
Chair of Science & Mathematics
The School of Engineering, Nursing,
and Science (ENS), as stated on its web
page, sought "to offer an education in the
theoretical and applied sciences that is
consistent with biblical truth, to that end
[the school of ENS] offer[s] programs in
engineering, nursing, science and
mathematics that present our disciplines
through the lens of scripture..." The faculty
of this school wanted their students, even
while building a bridge or administering a
shot, to show their Christ-likeness so that
others could see it.
Three separate departments formed
the School of ENS. The faculty in the
Department of Engineering upheld a
philosophy of "back to the basics" and
used the hands-on approach when
instructing its students. Dr. Lawarence
Zavodney served as the chair of theiv department.
Chaired by Dr. Irene Alyn, the Nursing
Department faculty educated students who
will fulfill God's purpose for their lives in
local communities and throughout the world
through the field of nursing.
The faculty in the department of
Science and Mathematics held the concept
of variety high on a pedestal because of
the benefit it can have for the students of
the department. Dr. Dennis Flentge chaired
the department.
Dr. Clint Cole, an engineering professor,
said, "Impacting the lives of young people
and encouraging them to grow spiritually
as well as intellectually is immensely
rewarding." The heart of the faculty was
aimed not only at teaching the students, but
impacting them as well.
Dr. Kevin Roper, a professor fro
mathematics department said, "And what
is so amazing is that after I have had so
much fun, someone gives me money for
doing it."
Dr. Lawarence Zavodney
Chair of Engineering
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Dr. Stanley Baczek
Dean
Dr. David Sharp
Associate Professor
Nursing
Dr. Kimberly Sharp
Associate Professor
Nursing
Dr. Donald Baum
Professor
Science &Mathematics
Dr. Edwin Braithwaite
Professor
Science &Mathematics
Dr. Robert Chasnov
Professor
Engineering
Dr. David Gallagher.
Associate Professor
Science &Mathematics
Dr. Steven Gollmer
Associate Professor
Science &Mathematics
Dr. Harwood Hegna
Professor
Engineering
D. Larry Helmick Andrew Heyd
Professor Instructor
Science &Mathematics Science & Mathematics
loPPIPMPF
Associate Professor
Engineering
'Vert Laramore
Professor
Engineering
Dr. Terry PhipiPp, -
Professor
Science & Mathematics
Dr. Keith Shomper
Associate Professor
Science & Mathematics
Dr. John Silvius
Professor
Science & Mathematics
Timothy Tuinstra
Assistant Professor
Engineering
Aaron Hutchinson
Assistant Professor
Science &Mathematics
IF Kevin Roper
Assistant Professor
Science &Mathematics
"MIlr
William Jones
Assistant Professor
Science & Mathematici
IFFro iumacert Scl
Assistant Professor
Science &Mathematics
Dr. Daniel Wetzel Dr. John Whitmore
Emeritus Professor Assistant Professor
Science &Mathematics Science &Mathematics
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School of Health and Human Performance
Dr. Donald Callan
Dean
Professor of Physical Education
"What a great place to work, where God and prayer
are always the focus. It is a pleasure to see leaders stick
to those principles all the time. The students have a
similar heart for the Lord and have been great to work
with." With these words, Professor and Coach Ben
Belleman was referring to his work as a member of the
faculty at Cedarville University in the school of Health
and Human Performance (H&HP).
The faculty of this school deserved the same praise
that Mr. Belleman awarded the leaders and students.
They shared their hearts that yearned for the Lord,
reinforcing the school's God-honoring reputation, using
John McGillivray
Chair of Exercise & Sport Science
their abilities both in the classroom and on the field. Their
leadership and teaching gave the students the ability to
master their area of study and graduate as professionals
ready to take their knowledge and education into the
world.
Professor and Coach Teresa Clark enforced the
claims in favor of the school with her statement,
"Integrating Biblical truth and principles in the classroom
and on the volleyball court is why I love my position.
Using a sport to further the gospel and training future
educators to stand firm on Biblical concepts is so
rewarding."
The school's faculty excelled in their respective
fields and measured up to their titles as professionals.
The University's Yellow Jacket Sports teams saw great
success under the leadership of these professors and
coaches. Top NAIA teams in Men's and Women's
basketball, Men's and Women's Cross Country, and
Women's Tennis were the reward of all the school's
work.
Coach Clark enjoys a lunch meeting with Cheryl Irish in the Hive.
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Mr. Plush oversees a track meet in the warm sunshine.
J effrey Bolender
Assistant Professor
Exercise & Sport Science
Teresa Clark Dr. April Crommet
Assistant Professor Assistant Professor
Exercise & Sport Science Exercise &Sport Science
Everyone seems to enjoy their spacious new
offices.
Kathy Freese Dr. Pamela Johnso Paul Orchard
Assistant Professor Professor Assistant Professor
Exercise & Sport Science Exercise& Sport Science Exercise &Sport Science
Jonathan Plush Ray Slagle
Assistant Athletic Trainer Assistant Professor
Exercise & Sport Science Exercise & Sport Science
This student waits for medical attention in the
Athletic Center.
Coach Slagle gets fired up during a basketball game. Dr. Hellwig takes care of some paperwork in the office.
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School of Humanities, Fine Arts, and Bible
Dr. Charles Elliott
Chair of Communcation Arts Cedarville classic song, "Lion ofJudah," ,
the School of Humanities, Fine Arts, and
-Bible impacted and touched the entire
Cedarville campus.
The School was led by the Dean, Dr.
Jack Riggs. Dr. Charles Elliot chaired the
•Department of Communicaiton Arts, and
Dr. Kevin Heath chaired the Language
and Literature Department. Dr. David
Matson Chaired the Department of Mu-
sic, and Dr. Christopher Miller led the
Bible Department.
Dr. David Matson, the well known
professor who taught Humanities admitted,
"I am driven by the plaque I have in my
office (right by my door) so that I can read
it as I go out: The teacher who does not
pray for his students has no right to teach
them."
Dr Matson's quote easily summed up
the thoughts and feelings of the faculty of
this academic school and its various
departments. The faculty not only taught
the students the facts and lessons of their
particular fields of study, but they instructed
students on how to integrate them into
their faith to create something truly God
honoring. The School of Humanities, Fine
Arts, and Bible sought to leave its students
with that lesson learned.
Dr. Matson also revealed, "When
people ask me what I teach, I like to say
students. So often we say the subject..."
Through the Bible minor and numer-
ous required general education classes,
the School of Humanities, Fine Arts, and
Bible influenced every student on campus.
From faculty like Professor Michael
DiCuirci, who led the thunder of the
Dr. Kevin Heath
Chair of Language & Literature
Dr. David Matson
Interim Chair of Music
Dr. Jack Riggs
Dean
Professor of Bible
Dr. Christopher Miller
Chair of Biblical Education
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Connie Anderson Dr. Lyle Anderson Rebecca Baker Dr. Wesley Baker
Assistant Professor Professor Associate Professor Professor
Music & Art Music & Art Communcation Arts Communcation Arts
P.
Shannah Campbell
Instructor
Language & Literature
Terry Chamberlain
Assistant Professor
Music & Art
Robert C!nts
Assistant Professor
Communication Arts
Dr. Thomas Cragoe
Associate Professor
Biblical Education
Dr. PRIPliron o
Associate Professor
Language 8c Literature
Dr. David Dmllinger
Professor
Biblical Education
Dr. Daniel Estes Joy Fagan Timothy Frame • Ryan Futrell
Professor Assistant Professor Instructor Assistant Professor
Biblical Education Biblical Education Music & Art Language & Literature
Derrick Green
Instructor
Commuication Arts
Donald Grigorenko
Assistant Professor
Biblical Education
Dr. David Hoffeditz
Assistant Professor
Biblical Education
Michael Holt
Assitant Professor
Biblical Education
James Leightenheimer Dr. Barbara Loach
Associate Professor Professor
Communication Arts Language & Literature
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Mischelle McIntosh
Assistant Professor
Communication Arts
Cyndi Messe Dr. James Phipps
Assistant Professor Professor
Language & Literature Communication Arts
'ffliffilfr"
Dr. David Robey
Professor
Communication Arts
Dr. Michael Thigpen Dr. Branson Woodard, Jr.
Assistant Professor Professor
Biblical Education Language and Literature
Rebecca Sietman
Instructor
Communication Arts
Dr. Burban lectures in a computer lab as students try to keep up.
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Dr. Miller sports his NASA lab jacket as he prepares for a chemistry class.
School of Social Science and
Professional Studies
Dr. Phil Bassett
- The school of Social Sciences and
Professional Studies included almost 40%
.of the student population. More than one
out of three students majored in this area.
our different academic departments
ormed the school of SS&PF. They were
the departments of Business
Administration, Education, Psychology, and
Chair of Education Social Science and History. The largest
academic departments on the entire
• l
campus of Cedarville University were the epartments of Business Administration
nd Education. The School desired to
ring these departments together to serve
the students better.
That job fell into the hands of the
school's Dean, Merlin Ager, and his
dedicated team of faculty members. Dr.
Ager reported that his school was
"constantly revising and upgrading their
programs in light of national expectations
for their professions." The department
heads also took an active part in achieving
the desire of the school. The Department
eads consisted of Dr. Ron Walker in the
epartment of Business Administration,
Dr. Michael Firmin in the Psychology
Department, Dr. Philip Basset in the
Education Department, and Dr. Murray
Murdoch in the Department of Social
Sciences and History.
• The faculty played the key role in
ensuring the proper function of the school
Dr. J. Murray Murdoch and the transition of knowledge into the
Chair of Social Sciences & History hands of students. The faculty comprised
the backbone of the school. Dean Ager
l-paid of his school, "Every student at thecollege is affected by the dynamic menand women of the school. Its longevity andervasiveness make it a 'bread and buttercomponent of the university's.programming."
Dr. Michael Firmin
Chair of Psychology
Dr. Ron Walker
Chair of Business Administration
Dr. Nlcrlin Ager
Dean
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1
Harry Anderson
Assistant Professor
Business Administration
Dr. Jon Austin
Associate Professor
Business Administration
4111111111k.
-itor
Dr. Richard Baldwin
Professor
Business Administration
-yr
Dr. Omer Bonenberger
Associate Professor
Education
Dr. Jeffrey Fawcett
Associate Professor
Business Administration
George Huff
Assistant Professor
Social Sciences 8c History
Dr. Cheryl Irish
Assistant Professor
Education
lirr. Sharon Johnson
Professor
Business Administration
on Inc
Associate Professor
Business Administration
Associate Professor
Social Sciences & History
ch
A ssitant Professor
Business Administration
Dal! Schmidt
W- Assistant Professor
Business Administration
ivin Sims
Associate Professor
Social Sciences & History
Dr. Galen Smith
Professor
Business Administration
Dr. Sarah Smith
Associate Professor
Business Administration
Professor Duchardt shows off an award.
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Dr. Walker points towards the camera on Honors Day.
Dr. Stephen Gruber
Assistant Professor
Education
Jeffrey Guernsey
Assistant Professor
Business Administration
woMr.
Dr. Donald Meissner
Assistant Professor
Education
Gary Habeggar
Assistant Chair
Business Administration
Tim Hansel . Charles Hartman
Assistant Professori Associate Professor
Business Administration Business Administration
David Meyer Dr. Robert Parr Dr. William Ragle Dr. Lance Revenaugh
Associate Professor Professor Assistant Professor Associate Professor
Social Sciences & Histo Social Sciences & History Business Administration Business Administration
Susan Terkelsen Dr. irett- I heeler Dr. Robert Wiggins
Assistant Professor Professor Professor
Business Administration Business Administration Social Sciences & History
Professors don their academic regalia for the innaguration of Dr. Brown. Dr. Norman and Dr. Dewhurst discuss lab results with a student.
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Academic Division
As the student body rushed from class
to class day after day, they seldom thought
about who was responsible for maintaining
the courses they needed to take and the
graduation requirements they had to meet.
The same division in charge of classes is
also responsible for the library, Computer
Services, and intercollegiate sports.
The duties of the Academic Division
gave them a great opportunity to spend
time with the students. People involved in
this division included professors, advisors,
and coaches. Each was responsible for
daily student interaction.
Besides working with students, the
Academic Division also worked with some
of the more technical aspects on campus.
This included all the work involved with
the computers. Not only did they run
Computer Services, they monitored the
use of the computers and selected new
software. This division was also in charge
of the multimedia used in classes. They
hoped the technical aspects oftheir division
would aid students in the learning process.
The Academic Division aimed to
provide Cedarville University students with
"an education consistent with Biblical truth."
They sought to keep the twelve academic
programs up-to-date and relevant to the
society into which the students would take
their degrees.
Displaying its passion for the student
body, the Academic Division spent much
time in making the academic experience
of the school appealing and helpful to all.
David Bastress
Electronic Media Technician
Communication Arts
J. Debra Halsmith
Administrative Assistant
Communication Arts
Carol Bliss
Administrative Assistant
Drama Teams
Vicky Hines
Administrative Assistant
Community Ministries
Karen Calvert
Dean's Assistant
Engineering, Nursing &
Trish Huber
Administrative Assistant
Human Resources
Marilyn Meyer
Administrative Assistant
Academic Assistance
Shelly Nutter
Administrative Assistant
Science & Mathematics
Rebekah Pitz
Secretary
Summer School
The bookstore staff can always find what you need when you are in_a rush.
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Mark Button grabs a power lunch with some of his co-workers.
Vicki Edem
Administrative Assistant
Business Administration
Virginia Huff
Secretary
Business Administration
Carla Gaines
Secretary
Social Sciences & History
Carol George
Executive Assitant
President's Office
Mrs. Ware writes a witty poem about parking
in the wrong lot.
Laura J oily
Licensure and Testing
Coordinator
Education
Esther Lanham
Administrative Assistant
Social Work
Nancy Ranger
Dean's Assistant
Health & Human Perfor-
mance
Lynn Rohm
Administrative Assistant
Chancellor's Office
Dr. David Rotman
Director
Computer Services
Merilee Shank
Administrative Assistant
Exercise & Sport Science
Joy Williams
Administrative Assistant
Distance Learning
Sherrie Wood
Dean's Assistant
School of Humanities, Fine
Arts, and Bible
Mr. Huck can always be found hauling his cameras
around.
111111111111111111111111101101111111111
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Business
Division
Throughout a normal week, students
found themselves visiting the bookstore,
pdst office, cashier's office, or even cam-
pus safety. Even though different in many
aspects, a common thread ran through
these parts of students' lives: the Business
Division.
Besides managing these highly visible
sides ofstudent life on campus, the Busines
Department also managed other obvious,
but less student-involved sectors—ne
construction, maintenance, budget, human
resources, and personnel. Though most
students may not have daily visited these
areas, they appreciated the new buildings
and well-kept grounds.
The Business Department worked hard
to ensure the financial viability ofCedarville
University. They also made sure the
University stayed within its operating
budget. For example, as they looked into
the construction ofnew buildings on campus,
they guaranteed financial success before
going ahead with the project. The Business
Department wished to maintain a good
reputation with the banks and other outside
institutions they worked with. They wanted
to show. Christ to these other institutions
through their wise use of the resources
God had given them.
When the Business Department
worked with students, they tried to be as
helpful as possible. They wanted to provide
students with information, while making
transactions an easier, better, and more
efficient service for the students.
'nor
Leah Battaglia
Cashier
Bookstore
Margaret Burrichter
Cashier
Business Office
AlbertaCarr
Book & Bible Buyer
Bookstore
Die ug an Ann DeLange
Maintenance Facilitator Music & Sportswear Buyer
Physical Plant tore
Kathy Ga
StaffAccountant
Business Office
Linda Hunter
Secretary
Facilities Planning
Jean LeBlanc
Gift & Card Buyer
Bookstore
Patricia Lee
Supervisor
Payroll
Lee Mattson Cindy McDaniel Benjamin Smith Lisa Todd Sarah Young
Supervisor Technician Assistant Controller Staffing Services Coordinator Assistant Textbook Buyer
Bookstore Copy Center Business Office Human Resources Bookstore
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Jim Cato
Director
Music Teams
Cla.f
Brian Nester
Director
Missions Involvement
Services
Mark Irving
Director
Discipleship Ministries
Christian Ministries
Division
Kristin Neumann
Secretary
Christian Ministries
Jackie Pyles
Front Desk Receptionist
Christian Ministries
Cheryl Shupe
Executive Secretary
Christian Ministries
Joel Tomkinson
Administrative Assistant
Touring Teams
Branllirraltz
Director
Drama Teams
The Christian Ministries Division of
Cedarville University held Mark 10:45
as the purpose of their department. They
believed service to others and God was
an important factor in students' lives.
Christian Ministries desired to form
students into Godly leaders with servants'
hearts. Pastor Bob Rohm, Vice President
of Christian Ministries, stated he hoped
that students "no matter their vocation,
they will be servants of the living God."
Besides working with the ministry
opportunities, Christian Ministry also
worked with pastoral counseling and
discipleship students' ministry groups and
teams. Whether they were helping students
prepare for mission trips around the world,
working with community ministries, or
even counseling a student on campus, the
Christian Ministries' staff loved their
involvement with students. They did this in
order to help the students develop a serving
spirit and a passion for being more like
Christ and His example of service.
They assisted in the student initiative to
raise money for MissionIGS and sent many
students around the world on various
missions trips. A strong focus of Pastor
Rohm's sermons was the need for English
speaking missionaries in China. He showed
videos and encouraged all students to find
their role in world missions. The Missions
Conference put together by the Christian
Ministries Division provided an excellent
platform for numerous missionaries to
share testimonies with the student body.
The Christian Ministries division
provided spiritual support during the
academic year, while they encouraged all
students on campus in all majors to pursue
a lifetime of mission involvement.
John Wambold
Director
Community Ministries
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Development
Division
Another very important division of
Cedarville University staff was the
Development Division. The major
expense of running and maintaining
Cedarville University had a significant
impact on every student. This division
worked on raising and using the funds
needed to maintain the university
properly. They worked with those who
wished to support the university not onl
though monetary support, but also through
prayer support and other intangibl
aspects, such as good will.
Dr. Martin Clark, Vice President of
the Development Division, stated, "W
are a support division of the university.'
Their work involved things such as
working with alumni, publications, and
donor related scholarships. This division
also included CDR radio, as well as
Torch and Inspire, university
publications.
God led the Development Division
with the very talented people who worked
there. Dr. Clark felt that his division
was not only blessed by the people
working with him, but also by the donors
who so generously gave to the university.
Mike Bieniek
Senior Graphic Designer
Public Relations
Kara Demusz
Assistant Director
Public Relations
Kristi Gleason Tim Johnson
Administrative Assistant Purchasing Agent
Public Relations Planning
Mark Kordic
Development Officer
Development
Mrs. Funtik and Mrs. Deardorf discuss research needs with a student.
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Mrs. Fawcett searches for information for a student in the library.
Staff
Fran Andrews
Office Manager
Library Services
Margaret Dillon
Serials Technical Assistant
Library Services
Rachel Johnson
Technical Assistant
Collection Services
Jennifer Myers
Manager
Circulation Services
Tricia Walker
Technical Cooridator
Reader Services
Jan Bosma
Associate Director
Library Services
Julie Deardorff
Assistant Director
Collection Services
Centennial
Library
As a vital part of the academic life of
the students on the Cedarville campus, the
library provided much assistance for stu-
dents. Towering shelves laden with books
offered resources for many projects. The
computer lab and resource center pro-
vided a place to work on projects for those
with a creative flair. Tables scattered
throughout the building gave the students a
place to study away from their room or
with their friends and classmates. These
features helped make the Centennial Li-
brary a wonderful place, but the staff's
passion and love for the students en-
hanced the effectiveness of the library.
The staff worked hard to provide the
materials needed for all the classes on
campus. They offered a wide variety or
books, magazines, journal writings and
internet connections. If the Centennial
Library did not own the needed material,
they would send out to get it; often in a few
days, the pertinent material arrived.
Besides offering excellent technology
and a myriad of resources, the library also
provided a warm atmosphere to work.
Students could find a place away from the
distractions of dorm rooms and roommates.
With large windows, open spaces, and
peaceful views from the windows, the
library contained the aura of learning and
study.
Tonya Fawcett Lynne Funtik Greg Martin Rory Patterson Susan Winn
Assistant Director Sr. Reference Librarian Curriculum Materials Assistant Professor Instructor
Reader Services Library Services Library Services Library Science Library Science
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14,nro11ment Management
Division
In the lower level ofthe Stevens Student
Center, amidst the catacombs of hallways,
hid the Enrollment Management offices.
Prospective students met this staff when
they visited the campus for the first time.
Grateful graduating students observed its
work when they attended graduation.
Financial Aid, External Relations,
Academic Services, and Admissions all
helped carry out the responsibilities of this
division.
A main part of Enrollment
Management's job on campus was to
maintain a dynamic enrollment on campus.
This means they helped the university to
grow moderately—fifty to one hundred
students per year. In doing this, they
hoped not only to maintain the student
body, but also to enhance it. Their work,
though, did not cease at this; they worked
at retaining current students and recruiting
future students as well.
The student involvement was not just
limited to employment and enrollment, but
many specific activities as well. These
activities included Youth Blowout and
Junior Jam through External Relations.
Enrollment Management found students
on campus to help with programs such as
Link2CU and the Thanksgiving calling
program. They used the students to make
a personal contact with those in their home
area. Dave Ormsbee, Vice President of
Enrollment Management, stated that he
and his division are "vitally interested in
students" and were here to serve them
howev r
Judy Awabdy
Correspondence
Admissions
Tonya Bailey
Compliance Manager
Financial Aid Office
Bert Fulishige
Assistant Director
Financial Aid Office
Aman a Gillispie
Representative Servic
Extern
Harold Greerim
Unversity Represen r
lations
Carol Marshall
Assistant Registrar
A emic Services
Merritt
Director
Financial Aid Office
Donna Paulsen
Assistant Director
Admissions
A staff member processes student forms.
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Staff members grab lunch in front of the big screen.
Amy Bielek Fran Campbell Curtis Cline Michael Dorsey Christina Faulkner
Correspondence Assistant Registrar Assistant Director Intercultural Recruitment Event Services Coordinator
Admissions Academic Services External Relations Admissions External Relations
MatfGièFñ Tim Hewitt Jennifer Irish Kristy Lester Aaron Mahl
Secretary Assistant Director Applications Coordinator Communications Assistant Counselor
External Relations Financial Aid Office Admissions Admissions Admissions
Ashely Rohne
Communications Assistant
Admissions
Ken Rotroff
Assistant Director
Financial Aid Office
Kristie Uminn
Guest Coordinator
Admissions
Steven Winey
Assistant Registrar
Academic Services
Glenda Womanck
Correspondence
Admissions
The librarians are always willing to help with any problem. Pastor Rohm chats with two senior engineering majors.
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Student Services
Division
There were a plethora of activities,
otganizations, conferences, and meetings
for students to be involved in at Cedarville.
The driving force behind all of these was
the Student Services Division, the people
who did their best to meet the needs of
students on and off campus.
Vice President for Student Services
Carl Ruby headed the Division of Student
Services and under his leadership were
several other departments: Campus
Activities, Career Services, the Counseling
Center, and University Medical Services.
Every one was established for the benefit
of the students.
There were also smaller divisions of
student leaders who took positions under
the Student Services name. These included
the Student Government Association, the
Resident Directors and Resident
Assistants, and the Campus Activities
Board.
Concerts, Homecoming, J/S, Elliv and
Intramural sports were just a few of the
many activities that each of these
departments organized for the students.
For the school year, a series of leadership
conferences was instituted. This workshop
explored the importance of character and
integrity in the lives of Christian leaders
and was led by Vice President Ruby. The
Career Services Department aided the
students in composing resumes and also
hosted Career Link days, inviting numerous awn co Rebecca Stowers
employers to campus so students could Information Cen Resident Director
attend interviews on campus. Coordiantor Student Services
Campus Activities Office
Jeff Beste Kirsten Gibbs
Assistant Director Associate Dean of Students
Campus Activities Office Student Services
Lew Gibbs
Director
Career Serv.c
Nancy Knauff
Secretary
Student Services
Mark Matthews
Director of Recreational
Activites
Kelli McCall
Office Manager
Career Services
arvm toyer
Commuter Coordinaro
Student Services
This staff member looks up information for a student,
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No question is too difficult for these ladies in the library.
Mandy Herd
Events Coordinator
Career Services
Meredith Irving
Resident Director
Student Services
Elaine Keller
Administrative Assistant
Student Services .
Staff members find good food in Chuck's.
Jon Purple
Dean of Students
Student Services
Lyndell Rising
Resident Director
Student Services
Beverly Robey
Nursing Supervisor
University Medical Services
Scott Van Loo
Director of Stevens
Students Center
Campus Activities
Susan West
Resident Director
Student Services
J. Brock Weston
Resident Director
Student Services
Hours on the pholign 'th potential sttilEts is
just part of the job.
Lyndell Rising works hard at managing chapel attendance. The ladies in the post office are always ready to help send mail home.
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Getting Started Weekend
_Wedi /7,a/ion: ,Whow
After driving through cornfields, new
students •and parents stepped out into
blazing heat and the tropical paradise of
a themed Getting Started weekend:
"Destination North Shore."
Before proceeding through the maze
of DMC stations for keys, registration
packets, and orange nametags,
freshmen and parents received leis and
posed for Polaroids taken with the bee.
The U99.5 outdoor speakers blared
Jars of Clay while the Young's Dairy
tent housed free ice cream, and a station
by the SSC provided fresh fruit
smoothies. Megaphone-bearing SGA
members in a boat on Cedar Lake
encouraged students to visit the SGA
office.
Friday night meant the Early Arrival
Party. "Great music and some pretty
sweet inflatable activities made for the
perfect end to a breathlessly busy, but
very cool day," freshman Joe Dugan
said.
Saturday meant more arrivals and
the annual new student meeting, where
small group leaders held up numbered
surfboards, and students walked warily
into the excitement of the chapel. The
classic "Five Hundred Miles," Cedarville
style, scared a few but quickly became
the favorite of others.
On Sunday morning, Pastor Rohm
addressed the student body and
remaining parents, assuring them with
his well-known comfort: "There are no
giants in the land."
After lunch, parents began to leave.
"I had mixed emotions," freshman
Ashley Risner said of her parents'
departure, "but for the most part I was
excited."
With newfound independence, the
students went to a Sunday night
bonfire in front of the DMC for a
praise and worship time. And so the
year began.
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Lawlor RA's do some heavy lifting in the hot sun
as they help a new freshman move into the dorm.
Printy RA's sit in the warm sunshine outside their
dorm as they await the arrival of their new freshmen
girls. (Top)
Justin Ippoliti and Samuel Hilbert work the U99.5
booth, enhancing the Getting Started atmosphere
by 'providing incoming students with free give-
aways:
North Coast
.ASIS
"Come on, it's tradition!" Parents urge their fresh- Greg Guiler and Shaun Hanna publicize the Student
men to have the ever-popular polaroid picture Government Association from Cedar Lake: "Free
taken with the bee. snowcones in the SGA office! A hydrated freshman
is a happy freshman!"
"Girls should be limited to one car-load of stuff,"
Brett Johnson says. He takes a break with Amanda
Allen, Allison Martin, Brock Weston, JoeIle
Marquardt, and Philip McCune. (Top)
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Fall Bible Conference
eb Wpon 1&stib
As freshmen tried to stay afloat in
the rush of getting started and returning
students hugged their friends and moved
back in, the 2003 Fall Bible Conference
focused everyone's attention on Jesus.
The soloists and praise team continued
Cedarville's tradition of quality, God-
centered music, and "Lion of Judah"
reminded everyone ofChrist's imminent
victory.
Speaking as anew, fatherly president
to his new student body, Dr. Bill Brown
opened the conference by calling
students and faculty to excel in Christ
as Paul called the Philippians. He
showed his audience how they should
discern what is best by changing their
minds and hearts: changing minds by
seeing everything as God sees, looking
for God's hand everywhere, and thinking
maturely; changing hearts by
determining to love, serve, and give to
others.
Presbyterian Pastor Joe Novenson
from Lookout Mountain, Tennessee,
spoke during the second half of the
conference. Drawing from Hebrews,
he addressed the problems of apathy
and failure, urging that attention be
turned from self to Christ. He pointed
out the need for repentance and humility,
which arise out of honesty in relation to
an individual's goodness. "The Bible is
not a book of virtues," he asserted. "It's
a book oftwits"—even Biblically, there
was no one good apart from God's
grace. With a dramatic but genuine
urgency, Pastor Novenson commanded
the attention of a full chapel, placing
Christ, in power, glory, and sacrifice, in
their line of vision.
Sophomore Katie Fickes summed
up the campus-wide sentiment when
she said, "Pastor Novenson emphasized
God's almighty power and amazing love
in such a way that I gained a really clear
view of God's grace I had never
understood before."
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Neysa Fuller smiles before singing a solo for the
chapel.
Jeremy Camillo says, "Rev. Novenson was the best
conference speaker that I can remember. He
showed us the different attributes of God and really
made me think about how God sees us and how we
should respond to Him." (Top)
Faculty dressed in their regalia march in the aca-
demic chapel recessional for convocation. Eliza-
beth Tegge comments that "it was fun to see all the
different colors!"
Dr. Brown's messages are not only loved because Rev. Novenson, Dr. Brown, and Pastor Rohm sing
of their solid Biblical truths and applicable topics, their hearts out before the conference message.
but also because of their random illustations:
"McDonald's is a Scottish restaurant!"
Laura Ransom, Randy Felker, Elizabeth Dudick,
Isaac Pittman, and Neysa Fuller lead the student
body in 'The Lion of Judah.' (Top)
Harvest 45
Patriots' Day Chapel
,7Conokin5 crhoze who rewe
Opening with an impressive
rendition of the "Stars and Stripes
Forever," Cedarville's September 11
Patriots' Day Chapel was a time during
which the CU family was, as President
Bill Brown described, "free to stand as
one under the blessing of God." This
special service was set aside especially
to honor and remember those who gave
of themselves for the United States.
Colonel Chuck Allport led the
assembly in the Pledge of Allegiance
and prayer. The University's Symphonic
Band and Concert Chorale captured
the essence of the chapel with such
stirring performances as "How Firm
Thy Friendship"—a tribute to those
who lost loved ones in the 9/11 tragedy,
"The Battle Hymn of the Republic,"
and "The Armed Forces Medley."
During the medley, firemen, police
officers, emergency medical service
members, and individuals from every
branch of military service were invited
to stand and be honored. "Tears just
ran down my face to see what all the
veterans did for our country. It was
very touching," sophomore Jessica
Dodson said.
"I was blown away to see a World
War II veteran in his late seventies,
standing side by side with a twenty year
old veteran of the Iraqi conflict," added
Israel Peck, also a sophomore. The
high percentage of faculty and staff
who served in the armed forces shocked
many students and reminded them of
the blessing living in a time of peace
provides.
After several moving dramatic
presentations, the service ended with
the Music Major Ensemble performing
Michael W. Smith's "There She
Stands." The Patriot's Day Chapel was
not only a tribute to the men and women
who sacrificed for the United States,
but it was also a solemn reminder of
how God has truly blessed America.
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Dr. William Brown thanks the service men and
women who give of themselves for God, family,
and country.
Joe Knable holds the flag as the school stands and
honors the United States during the singing of
"America the Beautiful." (Top)
A member of the concert chorale leads the entire
chapel in singing "God Bless America."

Homecoming
,5712 eld of kearrio
It was a typical autumn day—or, as
freshman Vashti Mensah described it,
"light jacket weather," on October 4—
a day perfect for Cedarville University's
Homecoming and the year's theme:
Field of Dreams.
A hayride, corn maze, old-fashioned
pictures, and mechanical bulls added to
the festivities as students showed up,
many dressed to the theme of the day.
Freshman Matt Redinger said, "A pair
of Wranglers and mechanical
bulls.. .what could be better?"
For dinner, students enjoyed shish
kabobs, corn on the cob, salad, rice, and
fruit, a banquet many noted as "different
than the usual Chuck's." Finally came
the part of the night everyone was
waiting for: the concert. The band
Switchfoot gave an entertaining sold-
out performance in the Jeremiah Chapel.
After the show, a line stretched across
the DMC as people awaited autographs.
Before the concert, SGA crowned
senior Julie Rhoads Homecoming
Queen. "I was genuinely surprised at
being voted Homecoming Queen and
truly honored," she said. "It was such a
fun experience for me." This year's
senior attendants were Krista
Augustine, Kara Howe, Sarena Luke,
and Rachel Robertson. The junior,
sophomore, and freshman attendants
were (respectively) Chelsea Casto,
Stephanie Hueni, and So Mang Cho.
"The one thing that I enjoyed most
about being an attendant was meeting
some terrific girls that I may have
otherwise not met," Rachel Robertson
said. So Mang Cho noted, "One thing I
loved most was that I got to keep my
sash! I love it!"
As all good things must end,
Homecoming finished with a finale that
included caramel apples, a bonfire, and
the classic movie Field of Dreams.
According to Queen Julie Rhoads, "This
experience was another example of
God working things out for His good by
blessing me with such an incredible
place like Cedarville."
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Jeremy Williamson gives bull-riding a try. "It is one
second thinking, 'This is great!;' the second second
thinking, 'Where are the stirrups?;' and the third
second falling off!"
KC Myers gives his best cowboy impression,
complete with pistol, rope, and ten gallon hat. (Top)
Matt Montgomery, MarkYorgey, Kevin Bunnell,
Cami Chipe, and Jess Black enjoy hanging out
together.
Switchfoot, led by vocal Jon Foreman, gives an
excellent show. "It was the best concert I have been
to at Cedarville," comments Bethany Hochstaetter.
"They had great voices and good music quality that
added to the songs, but wasn't distracting."
Tim Warren, Matt Watson, Caleb McCollim, Elisabeth
Strobridge, and Kim Williams dress up for some
good old-fashioned photographs!
Serena Luke, Holly Forsberg, Rachel Roberts,
Amanda Slagle, and Amber Clark enjoy the food:
fruit salad, shish kabobs, corn on the cob, and pie
and caramel apples for dessert! (Top)
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Homecoming Parade
Wfi, Wfi, and ,pbeam
As spon as children saw the "Up,
Up, and Away!" on the sign leading the
homecoming parade, they rose to their
feet hoping to catch some candy and a
glimpse of the homecoming queen. A
police car with lights flashing followed
the sign along with an Army ROTC
corp carrying flags. A horse-drawn
carriage escorted this year's Grand
Marshals, Mark and Paula Kordic. The
Alumnus of the Year, Randy Merritt,
was also honored. The Cedarville High
School marching band played, followed
by the high school's homecoming
attendants and queen.
Next were the university floats,
which expressed creativity and talent.
The Class of 2005 won first place in the
class floats again, with their theme
"The Jetsons." The Class of 2006 came
in second with a UPS-themed float
titled "UPS, UPS and Away." The
floats received much attention, and
according to sophomore Mallery
Waters, were "excellent. The little
vehicle that drove around on the Jetsons
float and the almost life-sized cardboard
UPS truck were definitely the
highlights."
"Music Makes Our Spirits Soar"
was the title of the MENC float, which
won first place of the organizational
floats. Freshman Kari Gannon, who
walked with the float and threw candy
to the crowd, expressed her views of
the parade: "I really enjoyed the
parade—it was the first time I had ever
been in one. Our float was awesome
and obviously the best, as seen by the
first place prize!" Second place was
awarded to Chi Delta Epsilon for their
float "Kites and Clouds."
The student homecoming attendants
rode down Main Street in convertibles,
accompanied by escorts. The girls
smiled and waved to the crowd, and
freshman attendant So Mang Cho said,
"I felt like I was a princess!" The 2003
Homecoming Parade was an event
made memorable by the creative floats
and smiling faces.
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Aaron Welty commands the Jetson spaceship on the
junior class float. "I had a great time with it," Aaron
states, and by the looks on the spectators' faces, the
did as well.
Sophomore Class Attendant Stephanie Hueni rides
down Main Street in a convertible. (Top)
-The marching band in the Homecoming parade
really added to the exciting atmosphere all around
us as we celebrated with students, alumni, and local
people!" says Julia Lewis.
IP, UP, AND AWAY - HOMECOMING '03
A staff member walks beside his float representing
Brock Hall and supporting the theme of John 15:3:
"You are already clean because of the Word which
I have spoken to you."
The Homecoming Queen, Julie Rhoads, rides
down the street in her corvette. "Sharing it with my
dad was very special. I think he got a bigger kick out
of it than me; he loves cars!"
Elizabeth Byers and Krista Baker hold the banner
to signal the beginning of the parade. "It was fun
seeing people smile when they got their balloon,"
Charis Whitney remarks. (Top)
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Canoe Race
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October 10th marked the day of the
Ilth annual Cardboard Canoe Challenge.
The beautiful weather and warm
sunshine added to the spirit of the
anticipated day.
For months the students gave careful
attention to details in the canoe design.
Freshman Bill Obaker explained, "In
our construction, we planned everything
out first to make sure we had enough
cardboard. We wanted to brace the
front and middle the most because it
would have the most pressure from the
water."
Many canoes successfully crossed
the lake. Freshman Tim Dekoninck
commented, "It was really cool how
everybody wanted you to make it across;
however, how fast you did it is a different
story." The final winner was canoe 14,
"The Mosquito," constructed by Ryan
Prins, Ben Kouba, Tim O'Donnell, and
Jeremy Conyers.
After the race, 16 of the remaining
canoes paddled out again to face off in
the "King of the Lake" competition.
"It was cool seeing everything come together [after] Freshmen engineering students grouped in teams
all the time we put into [making our canoe], and then of four to build a cardboard canoe using only two
on race day getting in the canoe and hearing the tape rolls of tape and a 50-foot by 44-inch piece of
squeak was a neat feeling," recalls Caleb McCollim. cardboard.
Winners Ryan Prins, Ben Kouba, Tim O'Donnell,
and Jeremy Conyers proudly display their canoe
and brand new 1I-89 plus calculators. (Top)
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Moonlight Madness
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Molly Earley, Kari Hunker, and Brittany Smart set
up for an inbounds play. (Top)
Fans watch the men's scrimmage during Moonlight
Madness as they root for either the gold or blue
team.
A crowded gym, shouting students,
and candy and soda hurled across
bleachers marked the beginning of
basketball season.
"Moonlight Madness was just
altogether awesome," said freshman
Timothy Schriemer, a member of the
Yellow Jackets Cheerleading Squad,
"just seeing everyone come to the AC
and cheer on our Varsity Athletes."
Fans cheered wildly as the band
played in the background and volunteers
walked the sidelines. The night included
exhibitions by the men's and women's
basketball teams.
Freshman Luke Snider said, "The
best part about Moonlight Madness was
watching the amazing dunks in the
contest and between the men's
basketball team."
"It was great to see the student
body come out to support the teams and
get fired up for the season!" said
freshman Regan Rice. "The overall
excitement and atmosphere were
incredible!"
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The cheerleaders wait for one of their members to
come back down to earth.
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Fall Play
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Director David Robey and a team
of cast members and staff brought Peter
Shaffer's. comedy Lettice and Lovage
to life. The story began as single,
middle-aged Lettice Douffet (ICristyn
Gledhill) attempted to spice up her dreary
tours of Fustian house by elaborately
dressing history where facts were gray.
Charlotte Shoen (Rebecca Wolff) of
the Preservation Trust learned what
Miss Douffet was doing and fired her
for altering the truth. When Miss Shoen
visited Miss Douffet to make sure she
was doing okay, she drank a good deal
of Miss Douffet's potent cordial made
with lovage and began sharing long-
hidden details of her past. The two
women discovered they had a common
interest in retaining the beauty of the
past and became close friends. After a
near tragedy almost separated them,
the women went into a business
partnership which both of them found
meaningful and enjoyable.
Along with encouraging the
audience to search for truth through
both creativity and order, Lettice and
Lovage left the audience in stitches.
As sophomore Mallery Waters said,
"Lettice and Lovage was great! I'd
never seen a play take such ordinary
subject matter and make it hilarious yet
thought-provoking." Much ofthe play's
humor was due to the melodramatic
antics of senior Integrated Language
Arts major Kristyn Gledhill as Lettice,
who saw life as a chance to act and who
specialized in dramatizing famous trials
and executions.
Freshman Communication Arts
major Rebecca Wolff performed
delightfully in the second lead role. She
acknowledged the amount of teamwork
and commitment that made the play a
success and said, "I feel so blessed to
have been a part of this production."
David Frohmberg, Rebekah
Nettekoven, and Rob Rasmussen IV
acted supporting roles brilliantly, and
the crew astounded everyone with their
realistic sets for three different scenes.
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The Surly Man questions the vaildity of Lettice
Douffet's story while she desparately tries to de-
fend it and hold onto her job as a tour guide.
Charlotte Shoen pours Miss Douffet's potent cor-
dial made with lovage into a goblet. (Top)
In response to her exa cration of history while
leading tours, Lettice swears not to depart from the
truth any longer: "Not so much as one cedilla!"
As Lettice and Lotte reenact King Charles Is execu- "And then suddenly - suddenly I realized some-
don, Mr. Bardolph marches and beats his imaginary thing was wrong! Do you know the most extraor-
drum: "Pam-titit-pam...pam-titit-pam..." &nary fact? The headsman was so frightened of
being identified by the mob..."
"Is she dead?"
"No, saints be praised! Her neck's not
broken!" (Fop)
Harvest 55
Day of Prayer
rane of ( 9tidion
The Day of Prayer provided the
university family with time away from
the daily routine to devote to prayer.
Many took advantage of the cancelled
morning classes by praying.
Dr. Brown began the day by inviting
the student body to the early morning
Leadership Breakfast in support and
honor of student leaders.
Everyone met for Chapel, which
left hundreds of students focused on the
importance of our continuous
communication with God. Dr. Brown
focused everyone's attention on the
Lord's Prayer. Freshman Karen
Alenskis said, "God was present, and it
was awesome to have so many people
in one place praying at the same time."
The Day of Prayer ended with a
chilly fall evening as students huddled
around a bonfire for a relaxed time of
song and praise. Rachel Marley, senior
and Vice President of SGA, said, "The
Day of Prayer was amazing! It truly
inspired me to be fervent in prayer
every day, not just on one special day."
"This, then, is how you should pray: 'Our Father in
heaven, hallowed be your name, your kingdom
come, your will be done on earth as it is in heaven..."
(Matthew 6:9-13).
Members of AD 7 and SGA lead the student body
in a time of worship and prayer. (Top)
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Many students gather at the bonfire Wednesday
night to pray with Pastor Rohm. "I'm constantly
floored by how great God is and how small I am in
comparison," Sarah Wiegand states.
New Faculty Chapel
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Mr. Thigpen calls students to honesty before
friends and God. "Resources and results are God's
responsibility. Our job is to be faithful." (Top)
Students get a chance to learn more about the new
faculty through hearing of each one's spiritual,
educational, and occupational backgrounds.
The student body met its 23 new
faculty members during the New
Faculty chapel. Dr. Wood, Vice
President of Academics, introduced the
service by noting that of the 70 new
faculty hired in the past three years,
almost half are Cedarville graduates.
Mr. Jeffrey Guernsey, Assistant
Professor of Finance, served as Master
of Ceremonies, reading introductions to
each new faculty member as their
present and college photographs flashed
on the screens behind him. He began by
saying, "I hope that you will see that
God works in our lives, and He will
work in yours as well." Guernsey, a
new professor himself, went on to
describe the way God worked in his
fellow faculty members' lives.
Stanley Baczek, Professor of
Engineering and Dean of the School of
Engineering, Nursing, and Science,
noted John 14:26 as among his favorite
verses. Mr. Thigpen followed Mr.
Guernsey with a charge from Haggai to
hold on to truth.
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Mr. Guernsey, assistant professor of finance, leads
the New Faculty Chapel by introducing his fellow
faculty members.
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Independent Play
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Cedarville University's student
theatre organization, neXtage, presented
a play based on George Orwell's novel
1984. Following in the footsteps of last
year's Spinning into Butter NeXtage' s
second year proved to be a success as
students crammed into Alford
Auditorium each night.
1984 presented an anti-utopian
future, which was George Orwell's
vision and warning ofwhat could happen
if a government were left unchecked.
The play was set in a portion of the
future world, called Oceania (formerly
known as England). In Oceania, a
small percentage of the population
served the government (Party) while
the rest of the people (Proles) lived
apathetic lives of submission to this
government.
In the Ministry of Truth Building,
Winston Smith (Josh Cobb), a member
of the Outer Party, contemplated if
there were more to life than what the
Party and its head figure, Big Brother,
said there was. One day Winston had
a strange encounter with a new worker
in his office, Julia (Lauren McCotter).
Julia, a seemingly innocent young lady,
soon confessed her love to Winston —
an act forbidden in this society.
As the two attempted to hide their
feelings in a world under constant watch
by the government, they learned quickly
who could be trusted and who could not
be trusted. In an attempt to have a
"normal life," Winston and Julia
relocated to a small apartment in the
Prole section of Oceania, where they
believed they had finally found privacy
and safety. Ironically, it was where
they were discovered and separated
forever. The government forced both
of them to endure grueling torture in
order to "re-educate" them to love Big
Brother and embrace the Party.
While 1984 made for an
entertaining Cedarville evening,
neXtage succeeded in making it much
more — an uncomfortable vision of a
terrible, yet possible future.
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1984
"It's my surprise. Look, I'm a woman. I have a dress,
Winston...this is the only time I've ever felt like a
woman. A real woman, and you are my man...my
husband!" Julia exclaims.
Winston raises his hands in allegiance to the govern-
ment. (Top)
Syme explains Newspealu."We don't invent words
- we destroy them. We simply say: plus good Of
double plus good. In the end, the whole notion of
good and bad will be covered actually by one
word."
Even Parsons, the loyal party member, cannot
escape from the system: "Thought-crime. Of
course I'm guilty. You don't think the party would
arrest an innocent person, do you?"
"Is there no room for love in your world?" Winston
asks. O'Brien answers him: "If you want a picture
of the future, imagine a boot stamping on a human
face - forever. That is the world we are preparing."
Winston confronts Julia about being a member of
the Thought Police, and she confesses that she's in
love with him. When O'Brien questions them
about the argument, Winston lies to save Julia's life.
(Top) Harvest 59
Grandparents' Day
ceetekafin a 5401)1./2,5
Over the weekend of November
14-15, grandparents from all over the
country gathered at Cedarville to spend
some time with their grandchildren and
be a part of their world for a few days.
Students had several opportunities to
show their grandparents around campus
and attend various events reflecting
college life. A special grandparents'
day chapel was held on Friday the 14th.
During this time, Pastor Rohm
recognized all the couples who had
been married for 50 or more years.
"My grandparents really enjoyed the
chapel service. They liked seeing all
the other couples who had been married
for 50 years or more," said freshman
Ashley Hume.
The grandparents could choose
from several activities to attend. There
were two concerts on Friday afternoon.
One featured the Symphonic band,
Orchestra, Brass Choir, and Jazz Choir;
the other showcased the Women's
Choir, Concert Chorale, Men's Glee
Club, Jubilate, and Ja77 Singers. Friday
night, students and their grandparents
could watch the men's basketball game
vs. Geneva College or choose the
Saturday game vs. Daeman College.
Most grandparents were just happy
to be with their grandchildren,
regardless of what activities they
participated in. Students were equally
as excited to share their lives with their
grandparents. Freshman Danielle Beal
affirmed, "I had so much fun showing
my grandparents around campus. We
definitely spent some quality time
together."
Grandparents' Day was a great
opportunity for students to spend time
with their grandparents, and for some,
to get to know theirs a little better. As
freshman Patrick Clinton observed,
"Grandparents' Day is a way of
celebrating God's faithfulness
throughout the generations." Many
students felt this blessing as they shared
the weekend with their grandparents
and formed lasting memories with them.
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On the way out of lunch students and grand-
parents discuss why "Chuck's" is called
"Chuck's." (Top) •
A student poses proudly with her grandpar-
ents outside the chapel on Friday morning.
Elderly ladies can't resist boys in tuxes—
especially boys who perform at afternoon
concerts.
Melissa Zurakowski takes time before chapel Granparents always seem to make us smile.
to give her grandmother a hug.
Chanelle Pottinger enjoys the chapel experi-
ence with her visiting family. (Top)
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Christmas Activities
QMidrna4 eg3emond -aetiapeitte
This year, as melodies from
Chuck's singing elves and the aroma of
freshly-baked cookies from "Little Town
of Lights" filled the air, Cedarville
brother and sister units took the time to
minister to the community. Units
volunteered in diverse ways, from soup
kitchens to nursing homes or on
community maintenance projects.
Over all, the students enjoyed the
opportunities to spend time with their
friends while serving someone else.
Junior Ethan Merck recounted his
experience: "We went out to the
Ridgewood Nursing Home in
Springfield to go caroling room by room
and talk with the residents. It was a
wonderful opportunity to get out into the
community! The people were glad that
we were even there. One lady named
Florence would hardly let us leave! At
the end of every song she'd say, 'You
kids are doing a good job. Sing another
one.' We also made Christmas cards
for all of them—it was a personal touch
that really meant a lot. As I was
leaving, I walked by one of the first
rooms we visited. The lady there was
sitting in a chair still holding her card in
both hands and reading it."
As well as creating good memories,
the ministry projects encouraged
students to check their perspectives on
life during a time when it is easy to
worry about things like tests, papers,
and finances. Junior Sara Firebaugh
said, "For our Brother/Sister service
project this year, eight of us went to the
Dayton Gospel Mission to serve a meal.
The director and his wife greatly
appreciated our help because they did
not have enough volunteers for that
evening. Everyone who went enjoyed
serving the community and sharing the
love of Christ to the people who ate
there, and the experience caused us to
remember how fortunate we are."
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Andrew Ralon and his three buddies check
out the ladies' poofs during Open House.
"I'm sorry to report that my attempts were
unsuccessful," states Jon Daizello. "It was
certainly fun to try though."
Two students dress up in Santa outfits to
spread cheer throughout the dorms. (Top)
teE SAT,Aln f 4,101
- -441111. -am•
As their brother/sister hall Christmas com-
munity project, Sarah Coleman, Andy Young,
Micah Sweeley, and Ryan Dunlap carol through
the halls of St. John's Nursing Home.
Maribeth Phillips and the girls of Maddox 19
welcome guys to hang out in their lounge.
LaVaughn Ricci, Ashley Selegne, Lindsey
Selegue, and Bethany McCloskey sing Christ-
mas carols to a patient. "We met the oldest
person in the country with cystic fibrosis at the
age of 701" (Top) Harvest 63
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-John Keats, "On the Grasshopper and Cricket"
Marcy Marie Abildness Richard James Abraham Robin Jean Acheson Christopher R. Acorn Jane Kimberly Adams
Tana Adams Kristen Ann Ahtila Amanda Sue Aiken Daniel M. Alburger Travis Martin Allen
Andrew Philip Allgrim Rachel Lynn Althaus Wayne N. Altstaetter Jenny Christine Anderson Jennifer Beth Asbury
Dorothea Nguyen Asher
66 Seniors
Ryan Scot Atkinson Philip Jonathan Attard Krista Joy Augustine Anna Elizabeth Avery
Mark Abraham Awabdy Brock Alan Bahler Justin Scott Bahorik Joshua Matthew Bailey Laura Linae Bailey
Krista Joy Baker Emily Woodman Baldwin Hannah Ariel Ballou Priscilla Nicole Band Stephanie Pearl Barron
Janine N. Bartholomew Amanda Sue Bassett Mary Lynn Bauman Mary Beth Baustain Andrew Joseph Beach
Todd David Beall Kristen Michelle Beckett Jeffrey Brett Beckley Albert Joseph Bellows Kristen Marie Ben
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Rachel Michele Bender Megan Christine Beuoy Matthew Joseph Bigelow Andrew Earl Billhartz Katie Lynn Bledsoe
Lisa Anne Bleikamp Jennifer Ann Bogenschutz Rachel Ann Bojczuk Michaela Diann Bolton Seth Michael Borland
Ryan Anthony Boudreau Laura Elizabeth Bowen Shelley Renee Bowers Sarah Elizabeth Bowman Jennifer Elaine Brink
Shere Lynne Brisendine
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Benjamin Raymond Britton Nathaniel William Brock Stephanie Lynn Brorein Brandon A. Brown
Christopher M. Brown Kyle Dennison Brown Sarah Lynn Brown Stephen Andrew Bruckart Tyler Benjamin Brumback
Jonathan David Brost Jennifer Nicole Buckner Kevin Lee Bunnell Amanda Jo Burger Rachel Marie Burkhardt
Kara Ann Burks Amber Lee Burroughs Angela Jean Burrows Elizabeth Anne Byers Kari Lynne Calhoun
Michael Ryan Carlo Katie Renee Carlson Drew Alan Carroll Thomas Eric Carroll Timothy Randall Cary
Seniors 69
Jeffrey Donald Cassano Jonathan Daniel Cassell Robert Alvin Cassity Kristen E. Caudill Barry Dean Chamberlin
cts,,
Mandy Lee Chandler Thomas R. Chiavetta Jr. Genoveva Florina Chipe Stefanie Kay Clarke Elizabeth Ann Clawson
Daneille Cobb Kenneth Michael Cole Sarah Anne Coleman Brooke Elizabeth Colon Jessica Beth Cook
70 Seniors
Michael David Cook Michael Ross Cosgrove Shawna Marie Cosgrove Jennifer L. Cox Kevin C. Craig
Michael Robert Crowder Aaron James Davis Evan Michael Day Jonathan Lyle Day Rachel Dawn Dearmon
Erin Elizabeth Delp Sara Leigh Denhart Desiree Nicole Depenning Hannah Lee Detwiler Rebekah Lynn Diaz-Pons
James David Dice Michael P. Dicuirci Jr. Karen Dimatteo Jeremy William Doot Kara Maria Doust
Patrick Paul Dudenhofer Christen Lorraine Dudick Elizabeth Thelred Dudick Ashley Colleen Duff Sara Elizabeth Dull
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Natalie Marie Dunlap James Boaz Duty Emily Caron Dyer Molly Cathleen Earley Alicia Jean Elder
Lindsey Katherine Ellis Richard D. Ellis Jessica Ann Ells David J. Emerson Mark Robert Emmons
Lindsay N. Engelmann Mark Philip Erikson David Edgar Eshleman Jonathan Alan Estes Kerry Nelson Estes
Benjamin Thomas Evenson
72 Seniors
John Eric Evenson III Lynsey Laine Fabian Sara Elisabeth Faith Catherine Susanne Farley
Anna Lee Faulkner Melissa Anne Fawcett Erin Ruthe Feenstra Randall James Felker Adam Guy Felmlee
Jasmine Marie Ferdula Alan Bradley Ference Jessica Nicole Fisher Gertjan A. Flikweert Nathan Paul Flood
Kristin Anne Flynn Nathan Paul Foote Michael Steven Forrer Holly Elizabeth Forsberg Joshua Paul Foster
Michael Benjamin Francis Sarah Elizabeth Franitza Jesse Karl Frederick Steven Lewis Frey Krista Marie Friend
Seniors 73
Tristan Matthew Fries David Richard Frohmberg Ethan Scott Frye Neysa Joyce Fuller Brooke Joy Fulton
Aubrey Marie Furlong Benjamin Joseph Futoran Andrea Louise Galehouse Jonathan G. Gallagher Ashlee A. Gallaugher
Andrew Raymond Gardner Andrew Marshall Garrett Jessica Jae Gasiorowski Anna Lee Gebert Kirsten S. Geisel
Emilie Marie Geissler
74 Seniors
Kyle Thomas Gerber Anthony K. Gianettino Silas W. Gibbs Allyson Joy Gilbert
Andrea Jane Gillenwater Micah D. Gillet Kristyn E. Gledhill Michalina A. Gluchowski Abbey Noelle Gochenaur
Rachel Marie Goldston Jack Brian Gray Courtney Louise Green Naomi Rebekah Greenman Forest Shawn Greetham
Rachel Grooms Rebecca Jean Gross Miriam Ellen Grossman Megan Elizabeth Grove Sara Diane Gruber
Marigrace Gayle Guce Gregory S. Guiler Amanda Heather Guy Alexandria Kyle Gyurik Elizabeth Anne Hacker
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Charlotte Ann Hager John Darrell Hagley Laura Renee Halbert Jennifer Lynne Hale Greg Allan Hamilton
Lizabeth Carla Hamlin Bonnie Ruth Hammond Erin Jeanette Hamrick Justin Reid Handley Nicole Marie Hanson
Kelly Cecile Harrison Carrie Lyn Hartman Jamie L. Hawkins Kathryn Laurel Hayes Mark Philip Hayes
Gabriel Arthur Heagy
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Amanda E. Hecker James Christopher Heiden Luke William Heinz Stephanie L. Heldreth
Janine Marie Helmick Erika Lea Henning Jennifer Lynn Hensley Cory Eric Henwood Shelly Rae Herald
Tyson Andrew Herald Sharon Elizabeth Hershey Carol-Beth Hewitt Rhianna Elizabeth Hickey Nathan Gary Hill
Jennifer Elizabeth Hime Jennifer Sue Himes Mary Rose Hocevar Brandon Matthew Hoffman Sarah Marie Hoke
Krystal Lynn Holdredge Allison Anne Hollander Stephanie L. Hollingshead Timothy Warren Holzmann Jonathan Philip Hood
Seniors 77
Dana Elayne Hook Eileen Michelle Hopkins Jesse Raymond Hornback Bryan Daniel Horton Jason William Howard
Autumn Joy Howe Kara Lynn Howe Andrea Lynn Howell Linda Dawn Huff Jamie Dee Huffman
Jacob Mark Htunmitzsch Melissa Hunt Ryan Hale Husband Kristina Marie Hynes Daniel Thomas Ice
Brian lezzi
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Justin William Ippoliti Katherine Jene' Jackson Jessica Jo Jenks Rachel Lynne Jodry
Nathan Michael Johns Erica Joyce Johnson Lindsey Erin Johnson Rebecca Jay Johnson Keliann Catherine Jones
Lindsay Beth Jones Aaron Timothy Julian Paul Kenneth Karlberg Jennifer Lyn Keller Jonathan A. Kempe
Korie Ann Kerber Kenneth F. Keslar II Kyle A. Kettering Shannon Elizabeth Keyser Jonas Charles Kibelbek
Sara Elizabeth King Scott David Kinniburgh Janet Lynn Kishpaugh Rachel A. Klawer Dustin David Knoedler
Seniors 79
Katharine Lynne Kochis Heather Michelle Konop Andrew Koury Stephani Kreuder-Crowell Amy Marie Kronzer
Perry Calvin Kuhn Paul Raymond Laborde Sara Kathleen Lambers William Howard Lawler Kristan Kay Lawrence
Charles G. Lawrence Jr. Tasha Marie Lawson Thomas David Leach Jesse T. Leightenheimer Natalie Elizabeth Leitch
Leah Christine Leman
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Stephanie Ann Lengefeld Rachel Elisabeth Lewis Andrea Nicole Link Alison C. Littrell
Laura E. Livingston Nathan D. Loftis Joshua Samuel Logan Jordan Tobias Long Sarah Christine Lorence
Gregory Joel Louden Courtney Ann Love Amybeth Lowe Michael Aaron Luckey Sarena Jean Luke
Benjamin Ryan Lynch Emily Mace Esther D. Mace Sarah E. Mackenzie Jack Mackeverican IH
Rachel Lindsay Mahl Michael Richard Mank Joshua Forrest Mark Sarah Elizabeth Mark Lindsay Erin Marks
Seniors 81
Joseph Jed Marshall Julie Ann Marshall Allison Joy Martin Jared Martin Neil Timothy Martin
Amber Lynn Martinelli Joy Amanda Massey Amy J. Matarazzi Shalini J. Mathai Anna Ruth May
Kyle Leman McCarrell Matthew Robert McCloskey Andrea Lynne McCormick Ryan Dwight McCormick Sarah Elizabeth McDivitt
Matthew William McDonald
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Derek Wayne McKinney Andrew James Merchant Kathryn E. Michael Matthew David Michonski
Christina Mickey Daniel Robert Miller Julie E. Miller Melinda Elaine Miller Philip Michael Miller
Rebecca J. Mills Carole Elaine Mings Christopher Minor Stanton Sherwin Mistak Jenna Elizabeth Mitchell
Laura Dawn Mitchell Jonathan L. Mohr Brian David Montague Tammy Renee Moore Brian Philip Morgan
Mandy Rose Morrell Brandon Wayne Moses Karen Judith Mowrer Kathryn Elizabeth Mowrey Tracy Lynne Mrowca
Seniors 83
Jennifer Kim Muka Kenneth Christian Myers Matthew Wayne Myers Teresa Ann Myers Sameep Naik
Karl Michael Napekoski Russell Edwin Nelson Christine E. Newhard Leah R. Nielson Kimberly Sue Nikitin
Joshua David Nissley Christina E. Nofziger Karin Michelle Nyhuis Robert P. O'Brien Stephanie Lee O'Hara
Jonathan Douglas Oren
84 Seniors
Mark Robert Orlowski Bethany Anne Painter Sarah Elizabeth Parker Sarah Rebecca Patton
Leslie Erin Paulick Lynsey Marie Perry Emily Beth Pfeister Jeremy S. Pheasant Annie Rose Phillips
Alisa Marie Pierre Emily Susan Plate Kevin Platt Laura Ellen Pollard Terra Noelle Posten
Megan Noelle Potter Kathryn Regina Powalski Stephen Mark Powers Dina M. Previti April Marie Price
Justin Haven Price Morgan Ashley Price Joseph Charles Proctor Paul Tyler Proulx Jared Michael Pyles
Seniors 85
Allen John Rager Darren Allen Reckner Jacquelyn Recktenwald Joel Aaron Reemtsma Catherine Elizabeth Reen
Molly Christine Rehm Rebecca Barbara Reich Gregory R. Reilly Christop h er NI. Reyes lulie A. Rhoads
Sarah Marie Rhoads Todd Michael Rhodes Lavaughn N. Ricci Christopher Allen Rice Emily K. Richards
Julie Anne Richards
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Christina Nicole Richardson Jacob William Richardson Katherine E. Richmond Scott Alan Rieck
Michelle Dawn Rigel Mark E. Riggs James David Ritchey Rachel Towne Roberts Rachel Linn Robertson
Joshua John Rogers Sarah Elizabeth Rogers Katie Suzanne Roggie Rachelle Denise Roller Peter Lewis Romaine
Joshua Bradley Root David Alexander Ross Mark Homer Ross Julie Marie Roth Katherine Grace Roy
Kathryn E. Russell Scott Carl Ryan Amy Elizabeth Salmon David Timothy Sampson Sarah Ileen Sanders
Seniors 87
Kristin Sando Jessica Marie Sarver Craig Raymond Sastic Aaron Michael Settler AdeBe Lauren Schanely
Timothy P. Schierloh Elizabeth Merri Schmidt Kelly Ruth Schriemer Eric Douglas Schroeder Nathan George Schultz
Brent Douglas Schumacher Jennifer Lynn Schumacher Sarah Michelle Scott Noah Andrew Sebastinas Erin Renee Seeloff
Eric Paul Shadle
88 Seniors
Rachel Elizabeth Shaver Kerni Beth Sheldon Daniel A. Shellenbarger Rachel E. Shellenbarger
Matt W. Sheppard Karee Leigh Shev Miranda Dawn Simmons Jennifer Lynn Skelton Rachel Elizabeth Slade
Amanda Kay Slagle Ashley Lauren Smith Michelle Ann Smith Suzanne Dale Smith Amanda Beth Sin ithmier
Megan Louise Smyth Erik Klann Snell Emily Kathryn Snyder Jennifer L. Sparling Amanda Dawn Spence
Kristen Ann Spurlock Sarah Randall Spurlock Gaelyn Samantha Staab Annie Janell Stafford Christa Levine Stanford
Seniors 89
Kenna Sue Stark Melissa Ann Stark Julie Lynn Stauffer Clinton Sean Stenger Brian Douglas Stevenson
Lauren Renee Stewart Benjamin F. Stickle Peter Richard Stitcher Jesse Alan St. John Shannon Kay Stowers
John Claud Stranzin Nisha Lynne Strauch Jonathan Paul Struebel Jodi E. Strychalski Carrie Ann Stuenzi
Magdalena Suchoizewski
90 Seniors
Eric M. Sullenberger Jennifer Lynn Sullivan Julia Anne Sullivan April Renay Sutherlin
April Lyn Tate Andrew Leslie Tatham David Aaron Taylor Erin Leigh Taylor Julie R. Taylor
Markis R. Taylor Stephanie Lynne Taylor David Herbert Terrill Sarah Beth Thengvall Brendan Michael Thomas
Elizabeth Miae Thomas Jennifer Grace Thompson Andrew Michael Tidwell Tara Elena Torres Candace Jane Townsend
Nflatthew Wayne Toyer Zachary Neville Trimble Paul Douglas Tryon Erin Marie Tubbs Stephen J. Underkofler
Seniors 91
Brian David Vance Timothy John Vandekopple Stephanie Joy Vanderhoof Andrew W. Vanvalkenburg Mikala Morgan Varney
Nathan Wayne Vitatoe Daniel Anthony Volpe Melissa Joy Wagner Rebekah Ann Wagner ,. Matthew Gabriel Wailes
Jonathan Andrew Waldo Michelle Annette Walker Michael R. Walker ll Naphtali Vail Wall Benjamin Daniel Walsh
Rebecca Kathleen Ware
92 Seniors
Nathan D. L. Warren Charissa H Warsavage Leann Debra Wawro Elizabeth Ann Weaver
Christine Diane Webber Nathan Andrew Weir Traci Gail Weiss Amber Dawn Welvaert Julie Ann Westrick
Rebekah C. White Jeremiah Scott Wikler Jason Michael Williams Melissa Lynn Williams Anne Elizabeth Wilson
Charissa Irene Winburg Jennifer Leigh Wood Stephanie Gwynne Wood Bethany Lynne Wright James Robert Yahara
Marcia Jane Yamarino Mark Clinton Yorgey Carrie E. Ziegenfuss Beth Ann Zimmerman Jill E. Zwyghuizen
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Senior engineering design students take their
project out for a test run in the ENS parking
lot.
Brad Ference takes a break in the HIVE
during his busy senior year. (Middle)
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Megan Smith and Pete Weist celebrate at the Seniors including Erin Tubbs and Katie
Carlson congregate at Dr. Brown's house.
crop)
Senior Party.
Seniors discuss post-graduation plans. Stephanie O'hara and Eric Shadle talk busi-
ness at the senior class party.
Julie Richards and Alisonn Littrell fill out
information for alumni.
Seniors stop celebrating for a picture in the
bottom of the SSC. (Middle)
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Senior Chapel
,Witifien
After four years of watching from the
pews, the class of 2004 took the stage to
lead the annual Senior Chapel. Senior class
advisor Tim Heaton opened the chapel in
prayer, commenting on how fast the time
had flown. The seniors appropriately chose
the theme of "changes" for the service.
Scott Ryan and Jody Strychalski
introduced a series of skits reminding the
students to "call Dr. Dixon collect" if they
were ever in need.
Othadowb
Seniors acted out typical Cedarville scenes,
incorporating the old inside jokes like
Funkville, the I love S.G.A. shirt, and class
chapel.
Former class president Tyson Herald
also spoke on change, saying, "God is the
one thing that doesn't change." He shared
a story about his mother's struggle with
cancer and the changes it required of him.
He concluded by saying that God's plan
always includes change and that believers
must recognize the perfection of this plan.
Randy Felker and his worship team led
students in the choruses "He Knows My
Name" and "Blessed be the Name of the
Lord" as the senior class surrounded the
auditorium. This had become a yearly
tradition for seniors. Felker had been leading
worship for the class since freshman year,
making this final chapel especially moving.
At the end, Dr. Brown thanked the class for
a wonderful first year.
Randy Felker sings during senior chapel.
Seniors provide special music during senior
chapel.(Top)
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Wayne Altstaetter, Neysa Fuller, and Katie
Hayes lead the chapel in song.
Senior Sponsor
r-con c_xetzton
For the last four years, Tim Heaton
guided the class of 2004 towards
graduation. He acted as supervisor,
encourager, and problem-solver, keeping
class officers in line and on task.
Still, Heaton did not see himself as a
taskmaster. "I saw my role as a very
hands-off administrator, delegating
responsibility to the officers," he said.
Heaton also worked as faculty liaison for
the class, working to balance the
wishes of the class with university
preferences.
Senior class secretary Marcia
Yamarino said, "Dr. Heaton approved and
encouraged the officers as they served the
senior class. He also acted as a check-
and-balance to the office."
Official duties aside, Heaton took time
to encourage the officers in his own home.
"He and his wife once invited all five of
the class officers over for dinner one
evening, and you could tell that they loved
having us there. They made us feel like
family," said senior class president Eric
Shadle.
The senior class officers were grateful
for Heaton's leadership, reliability, and
encouragement this year as their class
celebrated graduation. Shadle said, "Dr.
Heaton helped us right up to graduation
day. His stability made it easier for us as
officers to enjoy this year."
Dr. Heaton's son and daughter-in-law enjoy
vacation together.
Mr. and Mrs. Heaton in a recent portrait. The Heatons stop for a picture in their front
yard.
Mr. Heaton pauses to take hold of the beauty
of the mountain landscape. (Top)
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Browns' Reception
c' 9aa/„gakeive#
The class of 2004 finally got a chance to
mingle with Dr. Bill Brown at his home
during the annual senior reception. Dr.
Brown greeted seniors at the top of his
driveway with an ever-eager welcome.
Students swarmed him for pictures, and he
fielded questions graciously even after a
long night at Elliv the evening before.
The Browns' backyard was converted
into a reception area with a catered spread
of cheeses, crackers, punch, and crepes. It
was a beautiful spring day, so most students
sat outside, but a curious few worked their
way inside the house. Some students even
made themselves at home in the Browns'
sun room and watched the Pistons-Bucks
game.
The pounding sun forced some students
to find shade under the monstrous trees
towering over the Brown yard, while others
welcomed the warmth as they feasted on
catered food.
Dressed in their Sunday best, students
came together for group pictures on the
Browns' patio. Mrs. Lynn Brown also
chatted with students and gave them
abridged tours of her home.
When the afternoon was over, students
found the ever-smiling face of Mr. Walker
directing school vans in and out of the
Browns' driveway on their short trips to
and from school.
Students found the Browns extremely
hospitable, even to an often-rambunctious
group of college kids. It was the perfect
send-off for the senior class.
Phil Attard peruses the refreshments table.
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Carrie Ziegenfuss and Marcia Yamarino grab
a picture with Dr. Brown in the sun.
Krista Elwood and Holly Forsberg appreciate
what they learned from Mrs. Brown during
their senior year. (Top)
NiattToyer discusses his post-graduation plans. Megan Weist and Katie Carlson look for-
ward to exciting postgraduate life.
The beverage table is constantly busy duing
the warm senior reception. (Top)
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he doe lite &own lulleide,
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,94s Ihe dude.
-R. S. Bridges, "Spring"
Row 1: Nathan Williams, Daniel Roeber, Michael
Row 1: Jennifer Buckner, Rebecca J. Johnson, Sarah Cuft, Crystal Missler. Row Ensslen, Steven Slotterback. Not Pictured: Cody
2: Jonathan Bussard, Georgeanna Smith, David Frohmberg, Megan Koons, Finnegan, Samuel Oltz, Christopher Harmon, David
Nathan Loftis. Czechowski, Jonathan Dinkins.
Row 1: Bonnie Kuvshinikov, Kristen Erikson, Sara Eplin, Holly Forseberg, Jon Kragel and John Hummitzsch struggle over an
Laura Pollard. Row 2: Sheri Trennepohl, Rachel Blaquiere, Kara Howe, Jolene Organizational Fair prop.
Nourse, Gena Kinker, Jane Adams, Allison West, Miranda Simmons.
102 Organizations
Row 1: Kristin Peny, Sara Firebaugh, Becky Gross, Jen Sullivan.
Row 2: Brian Masser, Lindsay Marks, Cindy Rich, Monica Gallagher,
Kara Burks, Adam Drent.
Row 1: Jennifer Schumacher, Tammy Fitzgerald, Stephanie
Vanderhoof, Jennifer Leasure, Tabitha Pfoutz. Row 2: Kathryn
Mowrey, Marie Schumacher, Alicia Mays, Jessica Harris, Timothy
Holzmann, Bethany Sears, Michelle Davidson, LaVaughn Ricci.
OKA Alpha Kappa Delta
American Society of
CEA Alpha Sigma Lambda
CAB Campus Activities Boa
Row 1: Benjamin Hobbs, Israel Peck, Mary Todd, Dustin Foster,
fonathan Boston. Row 2: Christopher Shirey, Ivan Davis, Thomas
Trupe, Jameson Reichert, Nathaniel Miller, Timothy DeKoninck.
Row 3: Eric Johnsom, Michale Hubenthal, Kevin Lofthouse, Justin
Lyon, Keith Rice, Joshua Craig, Michael Zerminski, Nathan Clark.
Row 1: Rachel Lewis, Ashley Duff, Andrew Flamm, Melissa
Pinkerton, Abigail Winburn. Row 2: Dick Walker, Jesse
Leightenheimer, Philip Kirby, Kristen Ben, Matthew McCloskey,
Johnathan Coleman, Scott Van Loo. Row 3: Laura Bowen, Karl
Napekoski, Laura Halbert, David Dice, Jaime Hawkins, Jennifer
Thompson. Row 4: Robert O'Brien, Anna Mied, Rebekah
Christman, Craig Sastic.
Organizations 103
Row 1: Abigail Fenton, Catherine Lawrence, Emily Moser, Rebekah Bole,
Rachel Blaquire, Bethany McCloskey. Row 2: Jaclyn McKeon, Thomas Hamilton,
Kyle Hiestano, Jonathan Collins, Cody Fisher, John Ament, Leslie Maxey. Not
Pictured: Kevin Cole.
CREW
ICjendvaerv!eEms
Row 1: Elizabeth Trimble, Aimee Gish, Kristen
Cavanaugh, Karis Bissett. Row 2: Kyle Miller, Alan
McIver, Benjamin Amberg, Mark Tedford, Matthew
Tabbut, Jeffrey Robinson.
104 Organizations
Row 1: Nichole Putnam, Bethany Sibbitt, Valerie
Strattan. Row 2: Kimberly Feiler, Jannette Foy,
Judith TerreBlanche, Jessica Spears, Melissa Joubert.
Row 3: Andrea McCarthy, Lizabeth Hamlin, Ian
Ellis, Jonathan Dunkin, Cameron Arch, Ryan
McCormick. Row 4: Andrew Greene, Jaron Rosien,
Nathan Heber, Andrew Van Curan, Joshua Ehrich,
Artur Suchorzewski.
CUCR College Republican
XAE Chi Delta Epsilon
Row 1: Katie Roggie, Jennifer Bogenschutz, Kristen Stewart, Wendy Curtis
Row 2: Tammy Moorejetulifer Hummel, Lisa Blackburn, Sarah Holden, Rond
Noden, Ashley Ellis. Row 3: Sara Lambers, Erin Seeloff, Jessicia McNut
Amanda Oakes, Lindsey Shev. Not Pictured: Stephanie Vanderhoof, Brittne
Bowman, Jamie Spader, Rachel Slothower, Jennifer Lambert, Sarah Cochra
Angela Cortade, Sarah Smith.
Row 1: Karen Mowrer, Stephanie Kreuder-Crowell,
Rachel Moore. Row 2: Ivan Wohner, Matthew
Reno, Mark Emmons. Not Pictured: Michelina
Gluchowski.
Row 1: Dane Miller, Kipp Tiger, Karl Napekoski, Jonathan Boche, Paul Round.
Row 2: Joseph Leykam, Alyssa Billhartz, Amber Nielsen, Rebecca Hornbrook,
Kelly Elshoff, Christina Craig. Row 3: Karen Elliott, Heather Kelton, Christine
Fairchild, Jacquelyn Recktenwald, Kara Jodry.
XAV Chi Delta Nu X111 Chi Theta Pi
- A Christain Nurses
. •
Asso9ariDia, thaw T
Row 1:Peter Shellabarger, Katie Renshaw. Row 1: Katie Sparks, Rae Read, Jennifer Grant, Kathryn Lakomy, Emily Van
Vlitet, Autumn West, Rebecca Sietman. Row 2: William Duncan, David
Alenskis, Matthew Martinez, Joseph Dugan, Mark Bentley. Not Pictured:
Teresa Myers, Mandy Morrell, Jenna Ellis, David McCune, Esther Mace.
Organizations 105
Row 1: Emily Pfeister, Bethany Wright, Leanne Sims, Michelle
Rigel, Elizabeth Hacker, Elizabeth Shortt. Row 2: James Duty,
Rebecca Givens, Michael Ensslen, Paul Laborde, James Filson.
Not Pictured: Ryan Husband
Row 1: Ben Foreman, David Skillings, Brian Montague, Matt
Anderkin, David Taylor. Row 2: Walter Strickland, Dave Emerson,
John Thomas, Dave Ross, Jason Emmanuel, Adam Wilson, Josh
Bailey, Jessie Leightenheimer, Ryan Adams, Steve Ziegenfuss,
Chris Moran, Justin Zimmerman. Not Pictured: Adrian Ramos.
ACE Delta Alpha Epsilon
SHE Delta Pi Sigmaimik jamina„
11 An E Delta Omega Epsilon
Row 1: Karissa Richardson, Carly Stoltzfus, Denise Schoen, Tracy Mrowca,
Stephanie McNeilance, Ashli Nelson. Row 2: Liz Hamlin, Liz Hohl, Kelly
Martin, Kayleanne Epp, J. Debra Halsmith, Melissa Cassidy, Amy Elliott, Sarah
Cline, Lauren Hanna. Not Pictured: Jaime Hawkins, Sarah Sparks, Megan
Driscoll, Emily Richards, Julie Richards, Alissa Neal, Mandi Van Hooser,
Melissa Snyder.
106 Organizations
Row 1: Eileen Hopkins, Melissa Wagner, Nathan
Schultz, Esther Mace. Not Pictured: Stephanie
Heldreth, Catherine Reen.
Row 1: So Mang Cho, Michael Gumprecht, Andrew Brown, Justin Keller,
Jessica Forsythe
Row 1: Joelle Marquardt, Kristen Spurlock, Jennifer
Spading, Amy Holderby. Row 2: Molly O'Conner,
Joy Merritt, Heather Born, Elizabeth Korver, Tammy
McCall. Not Pictured: Keliann Jones, Megan Watson,
Katie Michael.
Freshmen Class Officers FX Gamma Chi
ty_ sr- f
Institute of Filectrical and
Electronics Fngineers
^
ANT 1: Jessica Hall, Leeann McKinney, Julie Tullett.
ANT 2: Michael Luckey, Jeremy Doot, Paul Round.
Row 1: Christopher Zitzmann, Karen Snyder, Erin Hamrick, Jeffrey Kraker.
Row 2: Matthew Braun, Joshua Blackburn, Justin Linderman, Dustin Bunch,
Ethan Merck, Daniel Borud, Jeremy Wheeler, Matthew Krizo.
Organizations 107
Row 1: Lydia Baker, Melissa Hunt, Katherine Meyer, Christina Rarick, Kayla Smith, Sarah Brahler, Elizabeth Lemmel, Priscilla Band;
Karen Dimatteo, Catherine Mills. Row 2: Nathan Schultz, David Alenskis, Jaron Rosien, Ian Ellis, Christopher Harmon, Philip Attard,
Jacob Merritt, Daniel O'Callaghan Brandon Ge , Mark Weflen. Not Pictured: Richard Denius.
IC Inter Collegiate Council
International Students
ISO Organization
Row 1: David Ross, Tamara Ziegler, Magdalena Suchorzewski, Row 1: Denise Schoen, Carly Stoltzfus. Row 2: Mary Taylor,
AmyBeth Lowe, Daniel Archer. Not Pictured: Filip Quina, Eric Jingst, Michael Clutz.
Alexandre Costa, Melanie Hitchcock.
108 Organizations
Row 1: Crystal Baldwin, Emilee Bowman, Kathryn Hayes, Heather Johnson, Kate Svensson, Tiffany Wise, Stephanie Rudd. Row 2:
Bethany Broesder, Christine Newhard, Jessica Gigliotti, Courtney Potter, Natalie Plunket, Bridgette Hunter, Amanda Hunter, Heather
DePree, Elizabeth Abney. Row 3: Steven Wynn, David Erlandson, Jonathan Estes, Kari Gannon, Kimberly Ehlers, Miriam Gorssman,
Courtney Rice, Amanda Cowell, Lana Chritensen, Rebekah Lyons, Philip McCune, Timothy Miner, Tyler Barton. Row 4: Kyle
McCarrell, Benjamin Haas, Brandon Moses, Ryan Rotman, Jonathan Krull, Andrew Caritson, Aaron Carptenter, Timothy Rosie.
MENC Music Education National Conference
Officers' Christian Fellowship
ow 1: April Henrickson, Amanda Anzalone, Molly Brown,
haris Whitney, Tamara Ziegler, Amy Cuthbert, Katherine Cole,
o Mang Cho. Row 2: K. Michael Cole, Benjamin Walsh, Kenna
tark, John-Mark Sheppard, Brian Sallee, Andrew Staab, Rachel
taab, Angela Burrows.
Row 1: Jaclyn McKeon, Rebecca Lozen, Sarah Buchheit, Karla
Herdzik. Row 2: Brian Diercks, Andrew Myers, Jonathan Mingonet,
Andrew Merchant, Andrew Wong, Ryan Schildroth, Joseph Schneider,
Daniel Czaplicki. Not Pictured: Jaqueline Richards, Brandon Colas,
Joshua Carter, Christopher Snell, John Simmons, Joseph Hepworth,
Richard Russell, Travis Knipple, Rebekah DeGreeff, Angel Voris,
Jason Ayers, Casey Doremus, Nathan Lee, Holly Livingston, Jesse
Divine, Amanda Babbitt, Christopher Shirey, Nathan Clark.
Organizations 109
Row 1: Jessica Spears, Andrea Nelson, Thomas
Chiavetta, Melissa Joubert. Not Pictured: Ian Ellis, Row 1: Bethany McClosky, So Mang Cho. Row 2: Matthew McClosky,
Michelle Blalock, Stephanie Taylor, Justin Ippoliti Jennifer Thompson, Jessica Waggoner, Rebekah Read.
Row 1: Rachel Petersen, Allison West, Amanda Haag, Autumn West. Row 2: Sarah Thengvall, Megan Koons, Teah Thomson, Sharon
Foley, Jodi Strychalski, Shere Brisendine, Jessica Gigliotti, Leanne Sims, Nikole Simpson, Emily Thompson, Stephanie Taylor. Row
3: John Ament, Justin Ippoliti, Kyle Hiestand, Joshua Rogers, Jeremy Wickler, Nathan Schultz, Andrew Jenkins, Mark Tedford.
110 Organizations
Row 1: Erin Hodkinson, Korie Kerber, Misty Ramirez, Lydia
Baker, Tara Torres. Row 2: Mirshad Yibrin, Latice Strickland,
Lauren Jones, Tabitha Pfoutz, Nathan Johns, Vashti Mensah,
Krissten Marr, Tiffaney Strickland.
Row 1: Annie Stafford, Stephanie Hueni, Hannah Kowatch,
Stephanie King, Bethany Kinley. Row 2: Megan Heagy, Jenna
Mitchell, Aftan Hunt, Allison Malpass, Ashley Ort, Lydia Baker,
Rachel Mahl, Lydia Baker. Not Pictured: Midi Wood, Alison
Littrell, Katie Carlson, Jessica Boulet, Laura Bowen, Val Dolby,
Amanda Heeker, Lisa Pierre, Ashley Smith, Erin Tubbs, Rachel
Althaus, Karisa Linafelter.
eace roject
hiP Gamma Psi
Phi Epsilon Beta
Renaissance Guild
Row 1: Krystal Holdredge, Kimber Porter, Bethany Butters, Leslie
oe, Gretchen Sproul. Row 2: Allison Bielek, Sarah Grollimund,
bigail Winburn, Rachel Johnson, Karen Green, Katie Steiner,
mber Burroughs, Erin Seeloff, Bethany Johnson. Not Pictured:
hristie Zimmerman, Jennifer Presley, Kathryn McKallagat.
Row 1: Karley Hood, Stephanie Struebel, Bethany Sears, Megan Ellis,
Stephanie Vanderhoof. Row 2: Jessica Corbin, Stephanie Warren, Jesse
Sheldon, Brock Paine, John Simmons, Paul Alfred, Kathryn Mowrey
Organizations 111
Row 1: Richard Russell, Sarah Buchheit, Roleigh Tuazonjohn Drum, Holly Livingston, Amy Cuthberrt, Jonathan Boche, Molly Brown.
Row 2: Christopher Moran, Ryan Dudley, Nathan Clark, Nathan Fox, Andrew Myers, Jonathan Manchester, Christopher Shirey, Michael
Kemper, Travis '<nipple, Paul Alfred, Nathan Lee. Row 3: Zack Eagle, David Lindholm, Joshua Parker, Casey Doremus, Ethan
Hennessey, Jeremy Sutphen, Jaclyn McKeon, Jonathan Mingonet, Nathan Franke.
ROTC Air Force ROTC
Row 1: Ryan Schildroth, Jacqueline Richards, Elizabeth Greci, Jesse Divine, Erin Leach, Amanda Babbitt, David Heimann, Andre
Wong, Eric Brown, Brandon Colas. Row 2: Paul Laborde, Mark Hayes, Daniel Keslar, Daniel Congrove, Kellen Blythe, Andre
Merchant, Samuel Wanderi, Grant Letizia, Nicholas Chmielewski, James Duty, Bradley Miller. Not Pictured: Adam Mayo, Bria
Diercks, Howard VanMatre.
112 Organizations
low 1: Adam Leffel, Jonathan Eaby, Daniel Vogel, Matthew
iterner. Row 2: Mark Ross, Timothy Kaminsky, David Bartlett,
3enjamin Hobbs, Aaron Hofner.
Row 1: Benjamin Britton, Mark Ross, Joseph Proctorjoel Lansford,
Joshua Blackburn. Row 2: Patrick Dudenhofer, Joshua Lansford,
Michael Hubenthal, Trevor Mueller, Andrew Staab, Dr. Thomas
Thompson.
4,15
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Student Government
Association 
CTT? 
 J Students in Free En
'S7cigineers
Aiding Missions
ow 1: Rachel Mahl, Stephanie Taylor, Rachel Marley, Laura
ummings, Amanda Van Hoosen.Row 2: Eric Shadle, Patrick
udenhofer, Kenneth Myers, GJ Flikweert, Ian Ellis
Row 1: Megan Bartholomew, Kern Sheldon, Grace Gebert, Nicole
Vest, Bethany Johnessee, Bethany Streitmatter, Kristina Homan,
Elizabeth Clawson. Row 2: Darren Reckner, Jason Williams, Ryan
Dunlap, Ryan McCormick, Greg Hamilton, Matthew Bigelow,
Thomas Bailey, Anthony Mandela, Joshua Schmanke, Andrew
Koury.
Not Pictured: Amanda Windom
Organizations 113
Row 1: Stephanie O'Hara, Marcia Yamarino. Row 2: Clinton Alpha Delta Omega girls take it for the team at the Organizationa
Stenger, Eric Shadle, Erik Snell. Fair.
I1:13/A Sigma Phi Lambda, STC Socis.y.  for  Technical Communications
Row 1: Josh Flynn
114 Organizations
Row 1: Desiree DePenning, Brynn Paine, Laura Castle, Jessica Sobonya, Rache
Herring. Row 2: Jonathan Miller, Magdalena Suchorzewski, Rebecca Lozen
Jennifer Himes, Lisa Wendl, Carrie Schaeffer, Rachel Shaver, Jeff Stevenson
Not Pictured: Ann-Marie Wiggins, Lisa Pierre, Brock Paine.
Row 1: Michael Standish, Molly Thayer, Jillian Weleski, Jessica
Waggoner. Not Pictured: Phillip Ellis
Row 1: Jessica Black, Korie Kerber. Row 2: Jared Martin, Matthew
McCloskey, Joshua Bailey, Kellen Blythe. Not Pictured: Andrew
Kirby, Seth Borland, Aaron Welty.
ophomore Aass Jfficers
SRF Students F r Reli j •f  Frealo
Student Court
Society of Women Ei eers
Row 1: Jennifer McKellar, Stephanie LoDico, Kara Everett. Row
2: Kimberly Feller, Lindsey Everswick, Michalina Gluchowski,
Joshua Wyse, Sara Douglas, Kristen Zion, Jessica LaPorte. Not
Pictured: Amanda Anzalone, Kayla Bassett.
Row 1: Natalie Weil, Emilee Fairbanks, Joanna Hinks, Molly
Brown. Row 2: Peter Burban, Mary Todd, Karen Snyder, Emily
Snyder, Bonnie Hammond, Hannah Ballou
Not Pictured: Lisa Partain, Emily VanVliet.
Organizations 115
Row 1: Matthew Sterner, Joseph Proctor, Mark Caterinacci, Joshua Root, Brian
Montague, Emily Snyder. Row 2: Seth Lynoh, Jeffrey Kraker, John Glett, Ethan
Merck, Jonathan Struebel, Bonnie Hammond. Not Pictured: Jonathan Gallagher, DOE members Ryan Adams and Jesse
Aaron Julian, Brian Allen. Lieghtenheimer proudly display their org shirts.
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Row 1: Joshua Blackburn, Christina Papke, Cynthia Rich, Melissa Stinson, Jamie Rachel Marley takes on all opponents in GameCube
Foo. Row 2: Sharon Foley, Joshua Wallace, Paul Compton, Kelly Hand, at the Orgazational Fair.
Christine Fairchild, Courtney Butterfield
116 Organizations
Row 1: Mark Weeber, Andrew Nicholl, Christopher Reyes, Eric Shadle,
Tristan Fries, Seth Ritchie, Daniel Brewer. Row 2: Henry Tippins,
Matthew Toyer, Matthew Douglas, David Eshleman, Tyson Herald,
Thomas Hamilton. Not Pictured: Jonathan Kempe, Peter Romaine, Alan
White, Jonathan Oren, Wayne Altstaetter, Jonathan Hudson, Nathan
Weeber, Brock Bahler, Samuel Hutchins, Jason Mattern, Justin Mattem,
Jeffrey Beste Forest Greetham. Ian Ellis and Mandy Van Hooser wait for the production to begin.
Pr'
OPE Theta Rho hpsiloti
.4•1111M=MME=111111.
K .C. Myers gets some glitter. Cindy Rich mans the Tau Delta Kappa table and
answers querstions during the Organizational Fair.
Organizations 117
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Dawn Abney
Kailin Acheson
David Alenskis
Shawn Alexander
Amanda Allen
Brian Allen
Matt Anderkin
Nathan Arnold
Deanna Austin
Jason Auyer
Lindsey Bailey
Lydia Baker
Michael Baker
Nathan Baker
Kristen Banas
Jennifer Barham
Tim Barna
Kyle Barnett
Dave Bartlett
April Bauman
Lauren Beach
Craig Beatty
Tim Beck
Brandon Bennett
Karl Bernhard
Rani Bird
Rachel Blaquiere
Stephen Blauert
Kellen Blythe
Matthew Borich
Andrew Borton
Daniel Borud
Amber Bostic
Johnathan Bowers
Matt Braun
120 Juniors
Daniel Brewer
Curtis Britton
Deborah Brooks
Jonathan Brown
Kelly Brown
Rebecca Brown
Stephanie Bullard
Sarah Buller
Dustin Bunch
Darren Burns
Catharine Burtz
Jess Busch
Benjamin Busick
Courtney Butterfield
Bethany Butters
Amanda Byers
Joshua Call
Jeremy Camillo
Ronald Campbell
Andrew Carr
Rachael Castro
Mark Caterinacci
Lana Christensen
Carrie Churchward
Rebekah Clark
Andrew Clauson
Richelle Clem
Michael Clutz
Jonathan Coleman
Amanda Collins
Jonathan Collins
Holly Congden
Jeffrey Conklin
Heather Coon
Kristi Corder
Juniors 121
Angela Courtade
Brian Couzelis
Laura Cummings
Jack Curran
Wendy Curtis
Ivan Davis
Jennifer Delk
Katy Dellicarpini
Richard Denius
Jennifer Dennis
Nathanael Dewhurst
Karen Dimatteo
Jesse Divine
John Dizer
Jeffrey Doub
Matthew Douglas
Bethany Doupe
Hannah Draxler
Megan Driscoll
Megan Dulin
Meredith Eckburg
Lindsey Edlund
Heather Eger
Joshua Ehrich
Mark Eisentrager
Katrina Ellcey
Amanda Elliott
David Ellis
Ian Ellis
Megan Ellis
Kelly Elshoff
Michael Ensslen
Kayleanne Epp
Kristen Erikson
Jeremy Estes
122 Juniors
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Kara Everett
Lindsey Everswick
Sandra Ewerth
Emilee Fairbanks
Greg Fairbanks
Christine Fairchild
Wayne Fannon
Jonathan Faro
Sara Firebaugh
Stephanie Firebaugh
Colleen Fitzsimmons
Andrew Flamm
Laura Flaquer
Christi Flick
Kari Flunker
Sharon Foley
Ben Foreman
Dustin Foster
Thomas Freeman
Susan Fultz
Emily Furler
Rachel Ganong
Joan Gardner
Anne Gaynier
Kevin Gehret
Tracy Geiser
Adam George
Tami Gheen
Daniel Giddings
Zach Gifford
Ross Gilfillen
Sharon Girouard
Aimee Gish
Matthew Gish
Rebecca Givens
Juniors 123
Jessica Goodrich
Michael Goodwin
Nick Graff
Karen Green
Andrew Greene
Nik Grosfield
Sara Grosskopf
Elizabeth Gwilt
Benjamin Haas
Jonathan Haber
Joseph Hague
Benjamin Halladay
Michael Halsrnith
Shaun Hanna
Maggie Hansell
Lisa Hansen
Kristi Haring
Marcee Hart
Yosef Hassan
Ross Hauswald
Nathan Hay
Leah Haynes
Jeffrey Heigl
Katherine Hekel
Katie Henand
Karla Herdzik
Hannah Hermiz
Rachel Herring
Meredith Hertler
Mary Heslop
Matthew Hess
Erin Higley
April Hilgeman
Bethany Hochstaetter
Aaron Hofner
124 Juniors
Alex Hollander
Amy Hollins
Brian Holt
Kristina Homan
Nate Houghton
Julianne Howe
Jennifer Hummel
Elizabeth Hunt
Bret Hurlbut
Cassandra Ingram
Chad Jackson
Heather Jacobs
Kim Jacobs
Rachel Janssen
Andrew Jenkins
Nicole Jewell
Eric Jingst
Kara Jodry
Bethany Johnessee
Andrea Johnson
Arielle Johnson
Bethany Johnson
Brett Johnson
Rachel Johnson
Rebecca Johnson
Kristin Jones
Jessica Joseph
Melissa Joubert
Timothy Kaminsky
Rachel Keilman
Ginger Keithley
Kassondra Keller
Amy Kennard
Cherith Kennedy
Shelby Keyser
Juniors 125
Stephanie King
Gena Kinker
Bethany Kinley
Philip Kirby
Andrew Klein
Joseph Knable
Matt Knudsen
Megan Koons
Michelle Koziol
Jeff Kraker
Charlene Krewson
Allison Krizo
Matthew Krizo
Joshua Krupka
Noelle Kubinec
Joel Lansford
Rachel Larrabee
Adam Laskos
Erin Leach
Kristin Lebow
Adam Leffel
Elizabeth Lenunel
Jennifer Lewellyn
Stephanie Lewis
Joseph Leykam
Justin Linderman
Rebecca Lobdell
Stephanie Lodico
Erika Love
Jeffrey Lowe
Amanda Luccarini
Jacquelyn Ludema
Allison Malpass
Sarah Markas
Rachel Marley
126 Juniors
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Joelle Marquardt
Julia Martin
Kate Martin
Brian Masser
Krista Mathis
Melissa Mattner
Leslie Maxey
land Mayo
Devon McCarty
Bethany McCloskey
Ryan McClure
Kellyn McCorkle
Mark McDaniel
Kate McKallagat
Stephanie McNeilance
Andrew Meade
Ethan Merck
Jason Merlde
Alana Merritt
Laura Michaels
Aylin Michelen
Christina Mickey
Anna Mied
David Miedema
Matthew Miklacic
Jonathan Miller
Josiah Miller
Kate Miller
Catherine Mills
Crystal Missler
Jeff Mitchell
Gillian Mocas
Matthew Molby
Sharon Mooney
Rachel Moore
Juniors 127
Emily Morton
Michael Mossop
Romie Mundy
Sigrid Myers
Amanda Nelson
Andrea Nelson
Ashli Nelson
Heidi Neuhart
Andrew Nicholl
David Nickerson
Ben Nickum
Jason Nixon
Ted Norris
Ruthina Northcut
Jolene Nourse
Amanda Oakes
Gwendolyn Oatman
Courtney O'Connell
Kristin Ohman
Samuel Oltz
Laureann Osenni
Rachel Osterman
Rebecca Osterman
Jodie Overholt
Jeremy Owens
Christina Papke
Graceann Pearce
Kristen Pelon
Tim Perez
Kathryn Perine
Kristin Perry
Lance Peterson
Rachel Pierce
Melissa Pinkerton
Brenton Porter
128 Juniors
Corinne Porter
Jason Potts
Nathan Pratt
Jennifer Presley
Ty Price
Elizabeth Proemmel
Lindsay Prowitz
Joseph Filip Quina
Joy Raimondo
Ethan Ransom
Daniel Rasbach
Jonathan Rasbach
Harry Rasmussen
Rebekah Read
Katherine Reed
Elizabeth Reep
Johnathan Reichart
Matt Reno
Melissa Reynolds
Joanna Rirtaldi
Seth Ritchie
Sarah Robertson
Ben Rodak
Leslie Roe
Daniel Roeber
Daniel Rogers
Kim Ross
ICrystle Rossbach
Stacy Rosser
Paul Rothhaar
Paul Round
Jennie Rowell
Adrienne Ruegg
Courtney Ruffin
Leigh Ann Rutrough
Juniors 129
Rebekah Sartori
Carrie Schaeffer
Kate Schauer
Joshua Schmanke
Tiffany Schmoyer
Joseph Schneider
Denise Schoen
Jeremy Schroeder
Jon Schutter
Greg Schwab
Bethany Sears
Beth Secor
Lauren Shackelford
Laura Shank
Steve Sharp
Rachel Shaw
John-Mark Sheppard
Krista Shifflett
Erika Short
Elizabeth Shortt
Kara Simons
Elizabeth Sims
Leanne Sims
Sara Skaggs
Addam Skelly
Rachel Slothower
Mike Slusher
Andrew Smith
Nathaniel Smith
David Snow
Karen Snyder
Melissa Snyder
Jessica Sobonya
Aimee Southwick
Katie Sparks
130 Juniors
Jessica Spears
Sarah Spracklen
Gretchen Sproul
David Staab
Rachel Staab
Beth Stahl
Ben Stairs
Shawn Steele
Katie Steiner
Jason Stephens
Megan Sterling
Matt Sterner
Jeremy Stevens
Jeff Stevenson
Emily Stokes
Walter Stokes
Carly Stoltzfus
Tiffaney Strickland
Ricki Stumpf
Casey Sullivan
Micah Sweeley
Matthew Tabbut
Kristie Tate
Mary Taylor
Mark Tedford
Elizabeth Tegge
Kelly Thomas
Christina Thompson
Emily Thompson
Julie Thompson
Paula Thompson
Mary Todd
Adam Townsend
Sheri Trennepohl
Jennifer Tuttle
Juniors 131
132 Juniors
Joshua Urban
Joy VanBuskirk
Valerie VanWingerden
Nicole Vest
Daniel Vogel
Jessica Waggoner
Clarissa Wagstaff
Michael Waligorski
Timothy Walker
Steve Walters
Tyler Wasson
Carrie Weaver
Michael Webster
Peter Weeks
Adam Weiss
Sarah Weist
Lisa Wendl
Jeff Westlake
Natalie Weston
Jeremy Wheeler
Matt Whitacre
Kaylene Whitaker
Lauren White
Stephanie White
Susannah White
Elizabeth Wickert
Sarah Wiegand
Daniel Wilkins
Kate Williams
Lindsay Williams
Nathan Williams
Jeremy Williamson
Abigail Winbum
Amanda Windom
Lyndsey Wolf
Christopher Zitzmann
Melissa Zurakowski
Paula Thompson struts down the fashion show
runway. (Below Left)
Kelly Woodruff
Joshua Wyse
Sara Yackey
Lewis Yaklich
Andrew Young
Mariana Young
Kristen Zeppenfeld
Michael Zerminski
Tamara Ziegler
Christie Zimmerman
Drew Clauson accepts the Jim and Phyllis Murphy
award during honos day. (Below)
Juniors 133
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Team Places
Third in
NCCAA
One of the toughest seasons in
school history left the Jackets with-
out a place in the American Mid-
east Conference Tournament and
unable to match a 2002 finish in
the NAIA Region IX Final Four.
Despite the tough season, the
Jackets placed third in the
NCCAA National Tournament
with a 4-3 win over Western Bap-
tist. Jon Waldo scored two goals,
while Stephen Brust added his
own, and Peter Dryer scored the
game-winner.
Co-Captain Waldo finished as
Cedarville's all-time leader in as-
sists with 33 and tied for second
with 57 goals.
Senior co-captain Todd Beall,
Tim Thomson, and Grant Knight
were named All-NCCAA Mid-
west Region First Team, while
Waldo and sophomore Tyler
Schumacher were made second
team. Ben Belleman was named
the NCCAA Midwest Region
Coach of the Year.
AMC South Division First Team
honors were given to Waldo, and
Dryer earned second team. Beall,
Knight, Schumacher, and
Thomson received honorable
mentions.
The AMC South Division
awarded the team with the Fair
Play Team Award, acknowledg-
ing good sportsmanship on the
field.
Waldo said, "This past season
my mindset was to truly enjoy the
time on the field. I tried not to take
a game for granted as it was an
opportunity to worship God and
use my talents for His glory."
Alex Benedict heads the ball out of
harm's way as Joel Reemstma jumps
and Tyler Schumacher looks on.
Tim Thomson, Phil Ellis, Todd Beal,
and Tyler Schumacher regroup during a
pause in play.
136 Athletics
(front row left-to-right) Elliot Moore, Jason Auyer, Brian Vance, Brady Carter, Philip Shimer, Jon Taylor, Joe Zuemer, Student Manager
Bob Cassity. (second row) Peter Dryer, Andrew Belleman, Gabe Heagy, Stephen Brust, Tim Thomson, Phillip Ellis, Matt Green, John
Sommer, Assistant Coach Brent Davis. (third row) Ryan Stutzman, Andrew Elliot, Tyler Schumacher, Joel Reemtsma, Casey Sullivan, David
Howdyshell, Luke Marietta, Jon Waldo, Todd Beall, Head Coach Ben Belleman. (Back row) Assistant Coach Kevin Roper, Assistant Athletic
Trainer Lisa Martin, Aaron Bauer, Justin Benz, Marcus Mitchell, Student Assistant Ben Futoran, Trevor Daniel, Grant Knight, Alex Benedict
SCOREBOARD
8-26 @ Notre Dame (OH) 1-1 (2ot)
8-29 @ Wilmington 3-1
9-5 Cornerstone
9-6 Master's
9-9 Wittenberg
9-13 Gmce
9-19 Urbana
9-20 @ Marian
9-26 @ Bethel
9-27 @ Shawnee State
9-30 Rio Grande
10-3 @ Malone
10-11 Walsh
7-1
U-0 (2ot)
3-2 (ot)
2-0
3-2
3-1
0-2
8-0
0-8
2-1
3-0
10-16 @ Ohio Dominican 0-1
10-18 Indiana Wesleyan 3-0
10-21 Mt. Vernon Nazarene 4-1
10-25 @ Tiffin
10-30 Georgetown
11-1 Mobile
0-1
6-0
0-1
11-8 @ Notre Dame (OH) 0-1
11-13 Glace 2-0
11-21 Olivet Nazarene
11-22 Union TN
11-24 Western Baptist
1-0 (ot)
0-1
4-3
15-7-2 Overall
5-3-0 AMC S. Div.
Sophomore forward Alex Benedict jock-
eys for position and tries to get airborne
against an opponent. (Far Left)
Todd Beal waits for the ball to come to
his foot.
Tyler Schumacher unleashes a shot on
goal as his teammates look on.
Athletics 137
Ladies Keep
Improving
The Cedarville women's
soccer season opened with a
dominating 5-2 win at Ohio
Northern and ended with an 8-7-
3 record for their fourth straight
winning season. Michelle
Fawcett set a ndw Cedarville
record with eleven shutouts in the
net while sharing the position with
seniorJessica Balser. Balser said,
The biggest challenge I faced
this season was remembering why
I was playing and keeping my
eyes off myself"
Freshman standout Ashley
Nevitt set her own Cedarville
record for points in a game when
she scored four goals and assisted
two others for ten points. Nevitt
finished with twelve goals and
five assists and was the American
Mideast Conference South
Division Freshman of the Year.
Laura Radcliffe's sophomore
year added to the team's winning
season with eight goals and four
assists, and junior co-captain Jane
Adams led the team in assists with
seven. Both Nevitt and sophomore
defender Lauren Sato made AMC
South Division First Team.
Radcliffe and Adams nabbed
Second Team honors. Co-captain
Chelsea Casto and Nicole James
earned honorable mention. Three
of the team's toughest games
resulted in double overtime ties
against Malone, Taylor, and Tiffin.
Malone entered the game as the
number two team in NAIA Region
IX.
Katie Walter jockeys for position as she
waits for the ball to come down to
earth.
Katie Thompson waits to throw the
ball back into play.
138 Athletics
(front row left-to-right) Lauren Sato, Erin Baranski, Katie Walter, Andrea Bungart, Lisa Blackburn, Colleen Derry, Emily Arimura. (second
row) Katie Mariani, Jessie Gasiorowslci, Jill Losee, Chelsea Casto, Nicole James, Ruth Young, Jessica Thomas, Student Manager Beth Smith.
(third row) Assistant Athletic Trainer Bob Duchardt, Katie Thompson, Becky Kirby, Abby Price, Sarah Andersen, Krista Watson, April
Davoli, Assistant Coach George Weber, Student Athletic Trainer Nate Houghton. (back row) Assistant Coach Kevin Roper, Candi Jelinek,
Sarah Markas, Ashley Nevitt, Jessica Balser, Melissa Fawcett, Karin Nyhuis, Jane Adams, Laura Radcliffe, Karen Ruhlman, Head Coach John
McGillivray.
SCOREBOARD
9-3 @ Ohio Northern 5-2
9-6 @ Seton Hill 0-1
9-13 Oberlin 3-0
9-16 @ Shawnee State 7-1
9-20 @ Marian 9-1
9-23 @ Otterbain 1-5
9-26 Wittenberg 2-1
10-4 @ Indiana Wesleyan 0-4
10-7 Ohio Dominican 0-1
10-11 Grace 1-0
10-16 Malone 0-0(2ot)
10-18 Walsh 2-0
10-21 Urbana 3-1
10-25 @Taylor 2-2 (2ot)
10-28 Mt Vernon Nazarene 1-4
11-1 @ Tiffin 2-2 (2ot)
11-8 @ Houghton 0-6
11-13 Spring Arbor 0-2
8-7-3 Overall
3-2-2 AMC S. Div.
Freshman forward Ashley Nevitt led
the team by scoring the most goals this
season.
Sophomore defender Lauren Sato
helped the team achieve one of the best
seasons in Lady Jacket history. (Far
Left)
Emily Arimura chases down the ball
and the opponent.
Athletics 139
New Coach
Leads to Success
The Cedarville University
men's cross country team posted
impressive times this season under
the direction of first-year coach,
Paul Orchard, and gained the
eighteenth spot in the final NAIA
national rankings. The Jackets
began the season with a win at the
Wittenberg Invitational and
continued to place well, including
a third-place finish in the
American Mideast Conference
Championship, a third-place finish
in the NCCAA National meet,
and an at-large bid securing a
nineteenth-place finish at the
NAIA National Championships
in Louisville, Kentucky.
With three first-place finishes
on the year and a third-place finish
at the AMC Championship,
sophomore Dan Campbell
became an All-AMC First Team
member and an NCCAA All-
American. He led the Jackets all
year and placed 50th in a field of
254 competitors in the NAIA
National Championships. Dave
Balch and Benjamin Shroyer
earned All-AMC honorable
mentions and contributed to the
team's birth in the NAIA National
Championships.
Sophomores Kevin Hall and
Chris Hershey scored in almost
every meet and were two other
key contributors for the team.
Both runners finished the season
in the top five positions. The team
used running as a tool for ministry
and an act of worship. Hall said,
"I had the opportunity to witness
to another runner after the All-
Ohio Championship. It was
awesome that God gave me the
chance to minister to him."
Under the leadership ofDan Campbell,
Cedarville's top runner, the Jackets
prove that they are a young, but very
strong team.
"The race...is tomorrow," Coach Or-
chard says to motivate Chris Jones and
the rest of the team.
140 Athletics
;kneeling left-to-right) Matt Clark, Benjamin Shroyer, Chris Jones, Dave Bakh, Kevin Hall, Bryan Amerine. (standing) Head
7,oach Paul Orchard, Bryan Pittman, Dan Campbell, Mark Swan, Micah Harding, Andy Goodenough, Brian Klay, Student
VIanager Steve Powers.
SCOREBOARD
()I 3 Whittenberg Inv.
Yellow Springs, OH
1" of 3
9-10 13'h Annual Friendship Inv.
John Bryan State Park
3" of 6
9-27 @ Louisville Classic
Louisville, KY
9th of 32
10-10 @ All-Ohio Championship
Delaware, OH
13'h of 37
10-18 @ Ohio Northern Intl.
Ada, OH
3"' of 13
11-1
11-15
11-22
@ American Mideast Con t.
Latrobe, PA
3rd of 12
NCAA Nationals
John Bryan State Park
3" of 19
@ NAIA Nationals
Louisville, KY
19th of 28
19th Overall at
NAIA Tournament
Manager Steve Powers enjoys seeing
Chris Hersey and other sophomores
"develop into the best runners on the
team."
Dave Balch helps lead the team to
NAIA Nationals after a two year hia-
tus. (Far Left)
Andy Goodenough enjoys "combat-
ing the full wrath of Mother Nature"
when he races.
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Team Places
Ninth at NAIA
Nationals
Coming offa nationally ranked
number t*o finish in 2002 and
ranked number four in this season's
NAIA preseason rankings, the
Cedarville University women's
cross- country team had high hopes
for the fall.
The team won four meets
during the season, including the
Shawnee State Invitational, the
Wittenberg Invitational, the
Friendship Invitational, and the
Wilmington Classic.
Seniors Sarah Mark and
Jennifer Tetrick earned All-AMC
First Team honors with top seven
finishes at the AMC
Championship, while Ann-Marie
Wiggins made All-AMC Second
Team, and upcoming freshman
Melissa Wysong grabbed an
honorable mention for the
Cedarville runners.
The NCCAA Championships
crowned Mark, Wysong, and
Tetrick as NCCAA All-
Americans and the three led the
team to a third place tie on
Cedarville's home course.
Mark, a four-time NCCAA
All-American said, "God really is
the one who drives me to run and
do my best every time I start a
race. I know that apart from God
I am not able to do anything."
Mark ended her cross-country
career as the seventh Lady Jacket
to earn NAIA All-American
honors.
The Lady Jacket runners
ended the season ranked number
fourteen in the NAIA national poll
and gained an at-large bid to the
NAIA National meet where the
team placed ninth out of28 teams.
Sarah Mark leaves a legacy of being one
of Cedarville's best runners of all time.
The Lady Jackets take a second to pre-
pare mentally for the race.
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kneeling left-to-right) Melissa Mattner, Susan Knaus, Alicia Elder, Sarah Bailey, Sarah Mark, Kim Fleck, Allison Hope. (standing) Student
anager Jennifer McKellar, Student Manager Caroline Landenberger, Assistant Coach Joyce King, Kris Lang, Kathy Scott, Melissa Wysong,
ennifer Tetrick, Ann-Marie Wiggins, Head Coach Elvin King
SCOREBOARD
8-29 at Shawnee State Inv.
Portsmouth, OH
1" of 7
9-13 at Whittenberg Inv.
Yellows Springs, OH
1" of 4
9-20 13'h Annual Friendship Inv.
John Bryan State Park
1" of 6
9-27 at Louisville Classic
Louisville, KY
5th 01 34
10-10 at All-Ohio Championship
Delaware, OH
12rh of 39
10-17 at Wilmington Classic
Wilmington, OH
1" of 12
11-1 at American Mideast Conf.
Latrobe, PA
3' of 13
11-15 NCAA Nationals
John Bryan State Park
3' of 20
11-22 at NAIA Nationals
Louisville, KY
9th of 28
9th Overall at
NAIA Tournament
Jennifer Tetrick earns NCCAA All-
American status through her consis-
tent running during the season.
These girls focus on running their race
in less than 19 minutes, thus earning
"real runner status" according to Coach's
standards. (Far Left)
The Lady Jackets warm up for the race,
determined to prove that they are a
strong team.
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Team Wins in
Two Countries
Cedarville University
women's volleyball began against
the Costa Rican National Team in
Central America, winning two
games and becoming the only
team in ten years to take the
match to five games. The
successes continued, including a
strong 13-3 finish in the American
Mideast Conference South
Division and a trip to the AMC
Tournament Championship.
Ranked number two in NAIA
Region IX, the team acquired votes
for the NAIA top 25 and finished
31-14 overall. Walsh handed the
Lady Jackets their final two losses
in the AMC Tournament
Championship and in the
semifinals of the NAIA Region
IX Tournament. With Kelsey
Jones injured and on the sidelines,
Christian Heritage defeated the
Lady Jackets, sending them home
from the NCCAA National
Tournament with a 1-4 record in
the tournament. Jones returned
to lead the team in 2003 with
1,820 assists and joined the ranks
of three other Cedarville players
on the All-NCCAA Midwest
Region team. Julia Bradley,
Lauren Mable, and Paula
Thompson were the other
Cedarville members added to the
team.
Bradley led in blocks while
Mable, the AMC South Division
Freshman of the year in 2002, led
the Jackets with 549 kills and 754
digs. "This year our team faced
many injuries and adversities, but
each time God brought us through.
Players, officials, coaches, and
other teams saw our dependence
on God many times from our
team," said Mable.
Anne Lohrenz ties up the ball high
above the net.
Just as the team's theme verse -
Habbakuk 1:5 - says, God blessed their
season by making it one of the best in
Cedarville's history.
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ront row left-to-right) Kathy Godinez, Rachel Anderson, Aaryn Phillips, Lauren Mable, Paula Thompson. (middle row) Assistant Coach
erilee Shank, Student Athletic Trainer Meredith Eckburg, Kelsey Jones, Carrie Hartman, Head Coach Teresa Clark, Assistant Coach Jim
lark. (back row) Michelle Ince, Anne Lohrenz, Julia Bradley, RicheIle Clem, Erica Paugh.
SCOREBOARD
8-29 @ Saint Vincent 3-2
8-30 West Liberty 3-0
8-30 Alderson-Broaddus 3-0
8-30 @ Geneva 2-3
9-2 Saint Francis 3-2
9-5 Grace 3-0
9-5 Central State 3-0
9-5 Robert Morris 3-0
9-6 Bethel 2-3
9-11 Shawnee State 3-2
9-12 Brescia 3-0
9-12 Trevecca Nazarene 0-3
9-13 Georgetown 0-3
9-13 Asbury 3-0
9-13 Pikewillve 3-1
9-16 @ Mt. Vernon 3-2
9-18 Tiffin 3-1
9-20 @ Spring Arbor 3-0
9-20 Taylor 0-3
9-23 @ Tiffin 3-0
9-25 Rio Grande 3-0
9-27 @ Shawnee State 3-0
9-30 @ Urbana 3-0
10-2 Wilmington 3-0
10-4 Mt. Vernon 3-1
10-4 @ Rio Grande 3-0
10-7 @ Central State 3-0
10-10 Walsh 1-3
10-11 Malone 0-3
10-14 @ OH Dominican 3-0
10-18 Spring Arbor 3-1
10-18 Indiana Wesleyan 0-3
10-21 Urbana 3-0
10-28 Central State 3-0
10-30 Palm Beach Atlantic 2-3
10-30 Trinity International 3-1
10-31 Union 0-3
10-31 Christian Heritage 0-3
11-4 OH Dominican 3-2
11-7 @ Walsh 0-3
11-8 @ Malone 3-0
11-14 Ohio Dominican 3-0
11-15 Malone 3-0
11-15 @ Walsh 0-3
11-22 Walsh 0-3
31-14 Overall
13-3 AMC S. Div.
Freshman Julia Bradley enjoys a stellar
first year of collegiate volleyball, leading
the team in blocks.
Paula Thompson tips the ball over a
defender's out-stretched hands. (Far
Left)
Coach Clark prepares her team for the
coming match.
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NAIA Hlite
8 Appearance
Cedarville University men's
basketball capped off a 27-9
overall record with an AMC South
Division championship and a trip
to the Elite Eight at the 2004 NAIA
Division II National Tournament.
The team tied a school record for
most wins in a season, and Coach
Ray Slagle repeated as AMC
Coach of the Year.
Six straight early season wins,
including a major upset victory at
NCAA Division I Wright State,
bumped Cedarville into the number
two spot nationally. Leading the
team in points this season (460)
was NAIA Division II All-
American Honorable Mention Josh
Gast. His career number of three-
pointers (320) is the most by any
Cedarville player. Said Gast,
"When you have a good team you
always seem like you are looking
ahead at the big picture and what
goals you could possibly reach.
I've learned just to relax and take
one day at a time."
Mugabe Thomas joined Gast
on the All-American Honorable
Mention list and led the team in
points per game (14.6). Greg
Guiler set a school record for
most consecutive games played
(123) and became the school's
all-time assist leader (535).
Seniors Guiler, Gast, Barry
Chamberlin, Andrey Arkhipov, and
Brandon Lee all completed their
illustrious careers at Cedarville.
Anthony Delimpo concluded,
"We're a family of fourteen — a
family that never quits and always
responds to adversity. Our close
bond with one another is one of
the reasons we were great this
year."
Mugabe Thomas stuns the crowd with
his arm span, footwork, and slam
dunks.
Freshman Guy Rathmell learns from
the seniors, knowing that one day he
will be leading the team.
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SCOREBOARD
ront row left-to-right) Eric Leininger, Scott Tarvin, Greg Guiler, Josh Gast, Jason Weakley, Josh - Zarrilli, Guy Rathmell. (middle row)
tudent Assistant Jim Verlander, Head Athletic Trainer Bill Vine, Assistant Coach Pat Estepp, Head Coach Ray Slagle, Assistant Coach
nthony Pitts, Student Assistant Andy Allgrim, Student Assistant J.J. Krumlauf. (back row) Brandon Lee, Andrey ArIchipov, Drew Borton,
nthony Delimpo, Barry Chamberlin, Mugabe Thomas.
Indiana Wesleyan
Geneva
Daemen
Central State
Taylor
Berry (forfeit)
Wright State
Wittenberg
Campbellsville
Georgetown
Cardinal Stritch
Indiana Northwest
Malone
Bethel
Huntington
Mount Vernon
Ohio Dominican
Wilberforce
Tiffin
Rio Grande
Walsh
Urbana
Wilberforce
Malone
Ohio Dominican
Mount Vernon
Shawnee State
Tiffin
Urbana
Walsh
Rio Grande
Shawnee State
Daemen
Ozarks
Cornerstone
Oregon Tech
99-84
110-90
91-75
82-74
75-72
89-95
68-66
70-68
92-84
82-84
81-101
112-43
82-74
97-106
68-81
79-76
76-77
119-77
80-64
77-90
93-65
103-90
110-74
102-89
82-68
94-85
67-62
72-64
92-72
93-79
86-74
71-76
77-82
76-75
98-77
78-83
Team Record 27-9
Cedarville's leading scorer for the sea-
son, Josh Gast, lets nothing come in
the way of making a basket. (Above
Left)
Greg Guiler's determination and lead-
ership help drive the ball to the net.
(Above Right)
Anthony Delimpo is thankful that
"God has blessed me with 14 brothers
on this team, each of which has had an
impact on my life that will last forever."
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Women 2nd in
NAIA
The 2003-2004 Cedarville Uni-
versity women's basketball team
became the number two team in
the nation after losing to
Morningside in the NAIA Divi-
sion II National Championship.
The team's 35-3 record included
an 18-0 record in the American
Mideast Conference South Divi-
sion and second consecutive AMC
Championship.
Kari Flunker and Brittany
Smart combined for 54 points as
Cedarville beat two-time
defending national champion
Hastings in the final four, placing
the Lady Jackets in the national
championship against
Morningside. The Mustangs set a
national tournament record for
most three-point baskets in a game
(17).
Flunker earned a spot on the
NAIA Division II All-America
First Team, NAIA Division II All-
Tournament First Team, All-AMC
South First Team, All-NCCAA
Midwest Region First Team, and
received both the NAIA Hustle
Award and NCCAA Midwest
Region Player of the Year. She
led the team in points (662), assists
(178), and points per game (17.4).
Smart became the AMC
South Freshman of the Year and
led the team in steals (88). Said
Smart, "My goal was to be
competitive and have fun and make
this season an act of worship!"
Senior players Julie Stauffer
and Molly Earley repeated as
NAIA All-America Scholar
Athletes while Stauffer earned
All-AMC South Second Team and
is first on the school's all-time list
for career assists (467).
Freshman Brittany Smart has no
problem adjusting to college ball: "I
inunediadey felt included by my
teammates and coaches!"
Coach Joy Fagan says "[the girls had]
a genuine intentionality to appreciate
and care about each other..."
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front row left-to-right) Tami Gheenjulie Stauffer, Molly Earley, Jamie Huffman, Kari Flunker, Crystal Stuckey. (middle
ow) Karah Walton, Alisa Haman, Emily Delimpo, Kristi Beougher, Brittany Smart, Stacie Travis. (back row) Assistant
oach Joy Fagan, Assistant Coach Dan Schetter, Head Coach Kirk Martin, Head Athletic Trainer Bill Vine, Student Assistant
thby Guiler.
SCOREBOARD
v. Roberts Wesleyan 102-63
v. Indiana Wesleyan 76-69
@ Taylor 92-101
@ Madonna 80-72
@ Huntington 90-76
v. Central State 70-57
@ Siena Heights 105-65
@ Grace 70-51
@ Ursuline 92-50
v. Marian 85-64
v. Malone 85-68
@ Ohio Dominican 96-68
@ Spring Arbor 82-68
@ Evangel 72-78
@ Webber Intematl. 94-87
@ Georgetown 76-52
v. Mount Vernon 87-61
v. Wilberforce 104-55
@ Tiffin 77-63
@ Rio Grande 85-67
v. Walsh 88-63
@ Urbana 87-72
@ Wilberforce 75-57
@ Malone 78-68
v. Ohio Dominican 88-65
@ Mount Vernon 102-53
@ Shawnee State 85-80
v. Tiffin 71-53
v, Urbana 66-50
@ Walsh 5-667 
v. Rio Grande 93-59
v. Shawnee State 72-68
v. Daemen 75-60
@ Maine-Fort Kent 79-38
@ Ozarks 82-65
@ Concordia NE 77-69
@ Hastings 82-74
@ Morningside 74-87
Team Record 35-3
Kari Hunker, an NAIA All-American,
states that "we maintain the focus of
keeping Christ first; that's what I love
about our team!" (Above Left)
Senior Julie Stauffer impacts the team
with her ability to score points quickly.
(Above Right)
Freshman Karah Walton has a success-
ful rookie season as one of the team's
top scorers.
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Cheerleaders
Win Top Award
What would have a Cedarville
basketball game been without a
little team spirit? And who brought
that out better than the
Yellowjaclets cheerleading
squad? Headed by Coach Dawn
Scott, the squad of eleven girls
and seven guys was an integral
part of Cedarville basketball
games, pumping up the crowd
with cheers and daredevil stunts.
Said freshman Regan Rice,
"The best thing about being on the
Cedarville cheerleading squad was
promoting spirit to support the
Jackets in all different ways! Not
only did we get to cheer and
mount, but as a squad we had the
opportunity to show our support
through posters and just doing
whatever we could to fire up our
Jackets!"
The spirit of the team did not
just stop off the court. According
to freshman Tim Schriemer, his
favorite part of being on the team
was "the unity we all share. I was
so close to everyone on the team.
They were my brothers and
sisters. Every time we got together
something funny always
happened. I couldn't have asked
for anyone better to spend half of
my week with. These guys and
girls were awesome."
Both on and off the court this
squad of men and women did an
excellent job of glorifying God
and promoting team spirit. The
team also competed at the
Cheerleaders of America
Cheerleading Competition in
Columbus and took first place.
The team prepares for a mount involv-
ing many physical components.
The team holds up Erica and Erin
Cunningham as they climb higher.
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This year's squad perform many diffi-
cult stunts, many of which include
throwing Erica and Erin Cunningham
high in the air. (Above)
Alison Littrell leads the crowd in cheer-
ing for the Jackets. (Top Left)
With the help of the team, Jen Presley
performs her famous Split Mount. "I
love watchingpeople's faces...especially
the guys," she states.
OW 1: Kristen Miller (Asst Coach), Dawn Scott (Head Coach). Row 2: Autumn Howe, Alison Littrell, Julie Richards,
ethany Kirkendall, Regan Rice. Row 3: Jen Presley, Erica Cunningham, Heather Kelton, Jessica Forsythe, Erin
unningham, Laura Teague. Row 4: Johnathon Boche, Tim Schriemer, Nate Leykam, Ben Futoran, Brad Creech, Luke
nider.
Julie Richards waves to the fans as she
stands during a break from the game.
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AMC South
Champs
The Men's Tennis team
enjoyed a once-again successful
and improved season. The Jackets
were pleased with their win
against Georgetown, a team that
defeated them last year, and a
spring break tournament in which
they remained undefeated.
On their spring break, the team
not only went undefeated, but they
were also blessed with being able
to watch senior captain Dave Dice
witness to a worker at the host
school. Senior Scott Kinneburgh
observed, "It was amazing to see
God working through tennis to
glorify Himself."
The team credited their
successful season to the return of
their top six players from last year
and their team unity. Junior Ted
Berry stated, "We have pretty
much the same team as last year,
and the guys have really come
together as a team and have
worked hard." Sophomore Jared
Michonski said that the team was
successful "because we were
unified and encouraged one
another in such a way as to bring
out a higher level of play that was
necessary to beat the top teams."
Senior Gertjian Flikweert
commented that when the guys
played strong as a team, " we
could upset some tougher teams,"
and Kinneburgh remarked, "We
were successful because we
played as a team. Coach Edlund
challenged us to win and lose as
team. If one of our players lost a
match, the team felt that loss, and
when a player won a match we
celebrated as a team." At the end
of the season, the guys enjoyed
being able to celebrate as a team
for their hard-earned wins.
Senior Dave Dice serves during a match.
Tim Hartman returns a serve.
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(kneeling left-to-right) Nate Weeber, Matt Michonsld, Matt Leman, Tim Hartman, Scott Kinniburgh. (standing) Assistant
Coach Jamie Hand, Ted Berry, Gertjan Flikweert, Dave Dice, Jared Michonski, Head Coach Alan Edlund.
SCOREBOARD
3-11 @ Emmanuel 8-1
3-12 @ Reinhardt 6-3
3-13 @ Oglethorpe 7-0
3-19 @ Central State 9-0
3-20 @ Charleston 4-5
3-23 @ Thomas More 9-0
3-25 Findlay 9-0
4-2 @ Asbury 8-1
4-3 @ Georgetown 5-4
4-3 Campbellsville 2-7
4-6 Saint Vincent 9-2
4-8 Wittenburg 6-3
4-12 Bluffton 9-0
4-16 @ Walsh (forfeit) 3-6
4-17 @ Malone 9-0
4-20 N. Kentucky 1-8
4-23 Tiffin 9-0
4-24 @ Bethel 6-3
4-26 Central State 9-0
5-3 @ OH Dominican 8-1
5-6 Malone 1-8
5-7 Walsh 1-8
5-10 North Greenville 1-5
5-10 Palm Beach Atlantic 1-5
5-11 Emmanuel 5-0
5-11 Bethel 5-3
Team Record 20-6
Tim Hartman serves in the warm sun-
shine.
Ted Berry moves closer to the net to
finish off a point. (Far Left)
Dave Dice and GJ Flikweert play on
adjacent courts during a conference
match.
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Jackets
Ranked 21st
in NAIA
The Lady Jackets spent the
spring ranked in the to 25 teams
in the NAIA. They entered the
NAIA tournament with the 21
seed and upset number 13, Shorter,
in the first round with a 5-4 victory.
Carrie Hartman, Courtney Ruffin,
Jolene Nourse, Kathryn Whaling,
Jodi Kraker, and Sarah Rogers
won for the Lady Jackets.
In the NCCAA Tournament,
the tennis team cruised to the
finals as they built up a 9 match
winning streak that encompassed
a month of playing. In the final,
Palm Beach Atlantic edged the
Lady Jackets 5-3, despite having
suffered a loss to the Lady Jackets
earlier in the tournament. Rogers
earned the NCCAA Sportmanship
Award for her outstanding play
and excellent character.
The Women's Tennis team
tied a Cedarville record with 18
wins on the season. They
scattered two losses through the
course of the regular season and
earned the AMC South Division
Title.
Seniors Rogers, Hartman, and
Amy Pearson compiled records
of14-4, 17-3, and 3-0 respectively.
Whaling, a freshman, also posted
an 11-4 record from the number
one singles position.
With the success of the
women's tennis team at the end of
the year, the Cedarville sports
program earned the tenth spot in
the USSA Director's Cup.
Courtney Ruffin serves during a match.
Jolene Nourse waits on the back line for
her opponent to hit.
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kneeling left-to-right) Beth Staten, Colleen Deny, Carrie Hartman, Sarah Rogers, Jolene Nourse, Courtney Ruffin,
amara Ziegler, Amy Pearson. (standing) Assistant Coach Dee Morris, Team Chaplain Eleanor Taylor, Assistant
oach Casey Paugh, Kathryn Whaling, Jodi Kraker, Katie Krumeich, Head Coach Pam Johnson. Not Pictured
ssistant Coach Cliff Johnson.
SCOREBOARD
3-11 @ Spring Hill 0-9
3-12 @ Judson 9-0
3-18 Wilmington 9-0
3-19 Tiffin 6-3
3-26 @ Malone 8-1
3-27 Grace 8-1
4-1 @ Shawnee State 9-0
4-3 Taylor 7-2
4-8 Central State 9-0
4-13 Wittenberg 3-6
4-16 @ Walsh 6-3
4-22 OH Dominican 7-2
4-24 @ Bethel 7-2
5-3 @ Indiana-SE 5-4
5-6 OH Dominican 5-4
5-7 Walsh 7-2
5-10 Palm Beach Atlantic 5-3
5-10 Emmanuel 9-0
5-11 Piedmont 5-0
5-12 Palm Beach Atlantic 3-5
5-17 Shorter 5-4
5-18 Vanguard 0-6
Team Record 18-4
Jodie Kraker starts her serve in a cool,
March match.
Sarah Rogers returns a serve during
doubles action. (Far Left)
Jodie Kraker and her partner wait for
the opponents to hit.
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On the Green
Men's golf at Cedarville
University opened the season in
the fall, playing a few unofficial
tournaments before the NCCAA
Nationals. The team finished in
the middle of the pack at
Nationals, placing tenth out of
nineteen teams at the Hombre Golf
Club in Panama City, Florida.
Cedarville started with a fresh
roster, looking to replace two of
their top players from the previous
season. The team turned to
freshman Adam Schlappi and
sophomore Aaron McDivitt who
stroked identical 162 two-round
totals in Panama City.
The spring season opened with
a duel match win against Central
State. Both Schlappi and
McDivitt were the only players to
break 80 amidst hazardous
conditions at Sebastian Hills Golf
Club.
The Malone Invitational put
Schlappi on the all-tournament
team after he posted a fifth place
individual finish with rounds of
74-72. The team finished eleventh
overall in a field of sixteen.
Shawnee State hosted an
eleven team tournament and the
Jackets placed fifth overall, while
team leaders Schlappi and
McDivitt shot rounds of 77.
Travis Roach and Ben Foreman
finished only a few strokes behind
at the Elks Country Club.
Said Schlappi, "I think we
could be a lot better if we got to do
some of the things that the other
top programs do — like practice
rounds."
The young team finished the
season 13th at the NAIA
tournament. Schlappi was the
only one to make the 27 hole cut.
Travis Matthiesen follows his iron shot
on the back nine.
A short chip puts this golfer on the
green in regulation.
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(front row left-to-right) Head Coach Ryan Bowen, Travis Roach, Travis Matthiesen, Jeff Hinson.
(back row) Jonathan Brust, Adam Schlappi, Aaron McDivitt, Ben Foreman.
SCOREBOARD
10/13 NCCAA National
Tournamanet
Panama City FL
10th of 19
3/22 Central State
Sebastian Hills OH
1 of 2
3/26 Malone Invitational
Alliance OH
11th of 16
3/29 Shawnee St. Invitational
McDermott OH
5th of 11
4/9 Urbana Invitational
Cable, OH
7th of 10
4/12 Walsh Invitational
Uniontown OH
10th of 11
4/17 MV Nazerene Classic
Howard OH
7th of 9
4/19 Cedarville Invitational
Beavercreek OH
5th of 7
4/29 NAIA Tournament
Howard OH
13th of 13
13th at NAIA
Regionals
Adam Schlappi knocks his putt in the
hole.
Travis Matthiesen lines up a long
putt. (Far Left)
Ben Foreman talks with Coach Ryan
Bowen as they head for the club-
house.
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Breaking
Records
The Cedarville University
men's track and field team began
the season with new facilities
both indoor and out and a new
coach, Jeff Bolender, replacing
new cross country coach, Paul
Orchard.
The team opened the season
indoors on January I 6th at Ohio
Northern placing third in a field of
eight. Tim Beck won the long
jump and joined the winning 4 X
800 meter relay team composed
of Adam Laskos, Ryan
Bundenthal, and Chris DeLange.
Beck broke the Cedarville long
jump record at the DePauw Indoor
Invitational with a leap of 23 feet
7.25 inches. He then broke his
own record and set a new meet
record at the NCCAA Indoor
Nationals at 23 feet 8 inches.
The NCCAA IndoorNationals
crowned twelve All-Americans
from Cedarville and the team
finished 2nd overall. Jason Scott
earned rights to the NAIA Indoor
Championships in the pole vault,
Tim Beck won the long jump, and
Dan Campbell repeated as 5K
champion.
Cedarville faired well at the
NAIA Indoor Championships and
Jason Scott earned a spot as an
All-American in the pole vault
after placing third. Chris DeLange
then set a new school record in
the 400 meter dash with a time of
49.95 seconds.
Scott placed first in the Pole
Vault in the NAIA outdoor
championships. Said Scott, "I
desired to honor the Lord in all
that I did on and off the track, and
finally ifLord willing, maybe break
a few school records in the mean-
time."
Dan Campbell pulls ahead of the pack
in the 5K.
A Jacket makes the final turn in his
spring during the Cedarville Invita-
tional.
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kneeing left-to-right) Head Coach Jeff Bolender, Josh Mark, Justin Mattern, Brad Miller, Jason Mattern, Matt Clark, Ben Shroyer, Bryan
Nmerine, Kevin Hall, Bryan Pittman, Scott Marquardt, Assistant Coach Phil Scott. (standing l-r) Assistant Coach Paul Orchard, James Yahara,
)ave Balch, Jason Scott, Chris Stairs, Chris DeLange, Chris Hershey, Dan Campbell, Tim Beck, Micah Harding, Todd Marquardt, Ryan
iundenthal, Adam Laskos, Joel Smith, Brian Klay, Jimmy Sawin, Andy Goodenough, Michael Angle, Student Assistant Steve Powers,
Nssistant Coach Jon Plush.
SCOREBOARD
1/16 Ohio Northern Indoor,
Ada OH
3rd of 8
1/30
2/7
2/13
2/21
3/4
3/20
3/27
4/3
4/10
4/16
Findlay Indoor Classic,
Findlay OH
Non Scoring
Depauw Indoor Invitaitonal
Greencastle IN
5th of 22
Findlay Indoor Open,
Findlay OH
Non Scoring
NCCAA Indoor Nationals
Findlay OH
2nd of 13
NALA Indoor Championships
Johnson City TN
32nd of 47
Indiana Wesleyan Invitational
Marion IN
Non Scoring
Muskingum Weslyan Invitational
New Concord OH
4th of 10
Ohio Invitational
Athens OH
6th of 12
Miami Invitational
Oxford OH
5th of 10
Yellow Jacket Open
Cedarville OH
1st of 8
4/24 AMC
Rochester NY
2nd of 9
5/6 NCCAA Nationals
Marion IN
3rd of 16
5/14 Windsor Open
Windsor Ont.
Non-Scoring
5/27 NAIA Championships
Louisville, KY
28th of 101
28th in NAIA
Cedarville hurdlers work on their form.
Todd Marquardt tries not to catch the
pole on his way down as he pole vaults.
(Far Left)
Joel Smith attempts to clear 6'6" in an
outdoor meet.
Athletics 159
12th in
NAIA
Cedarville University
women's track and field added
sixteen new members to the
twenty-six person team but looked
to build on the few promising
returnees after a successful
previous season.
The team's veterans
immediately made an impact as
Sarah Mark and Rachael Castro
met the NAIA indoor qualifying
standards in the 5,000 meters and
pole vault. Castro set a new
school record in the pole vault,
and freshman Sarah Ensslen joined
the ranks of NAIA qualifiers in
the triple jump.
School records continued to
be broken throughout the season
by Castro in the pole vault, Lauren
Mable in the 55 and 200 meter
dashes, the 4 X 200 relay team,
Keri Hilty in the 500,600 and 800
meters, and Michaela Bolton in
the weight throw.
Cedarville came back with nine
All-Americans from the NCCAA
Indoor Nationals and won six
events at the meet, adding NAIA
automatic qualifiers eligible for
the Indoor Championships.
Cedarville returned with four All-
Americans from the NAIA Indoor
Championships, including Castro,
Mark, Ensslen, and Samantha
Maat in the 5,000 meters.
Maat and the rest of the Lady
Jackets continued to challenge
themselves in the outdoor season,
winning seven events in the
outdoor opener at Indiana
Wesleyan and then placing second
overall at the Muskingum
Invitational.
Said Castro, "There were
always more things to achieve no
matter what area of life you were
in.,,
Michaela Bolton begins to throw at a
home meet.
A Jacket makes the final and races to-
ward home.
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seated left-to-right) Lauren Mable, Sarah Mark, Sarah Bailey, Christina Hovestal, Rachel Anderson, Jennifer
cKellar, Rachael Castro. (kneelingl-r) Abigail Winburn, Colleen Kirby, Krista Watson, Deborah Sweede, Michaela
olton, Sara Williams, Bonnie Wright, Sarah Ensslen. (standingl-r) Head Coach Jeff Bolender, Assistant Coach Paul
rchard, Keri Hilly, Taylor Hawkins, Melissa Wysong, Kathy Scott, Samantha Maat, Assistant Coach Jon Plush.
SCOREBOARD
1/16 Ohio Northern Indoor
Ada OH
3rd of 8
1/30 Findlay Indoor Classic
Findlay OH
Non Scoring
2/7 Depauw Indoor Invitaitonal
Greencastle IN
4th of 16
2/13 Findlay Indoor Open
Findlay OH
Non Scoring
2/21 NCCAA Indoor Nationals
Findlay OH
2nd of 11
3/4 NAIA Indoor Championships
Johnson City TN
12th of 37
3/20 Indiana Wesleyan Invitational
Marion IN
Non Scoring
3/27 Muskingum Weslyan Invitational
New Concord OH
2nd of 9
4/3 Ohio Invitational
Athens OH
8th of 13
4/10 Miami Invitational
Oxford OH
7th of 10
4/16 Yellow Jacket Open
Cedarville OH
2nd of 6
4/24 AMC Tournament
Rochester NY
2nd of 9
5-6 NCCAA Nationals
Marion IN
4th of 14
5-14 Windsor Open
Windsor Ont
Non-Scoring
5-27 NALA Championships
Louisville KY
19th of 99
12th in NAIA
Indoor Tournament
Emily Peacock throws a javelin.
Colleen Kirby gets airborne in the
pole vault. (Far Left)
A Cedarville runner completes a leg of
a relay.
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NCCAA
National
Appearance
The Cedarville University
baseball team returned from a
2003 NCCAA Midwest Regional
championship and a trip to their
first NCCAA National
Tournament appearance. Eight
of the nine top hitters returned this
season, adding depth to an
experienced roster.
Cedarville opened the season
Feb. 28 with an 11-2 victory over
Georgetown with pitcher Matthew
Bonin getting the win.
After dropping a loss to
Warner Southern, the Jackets won
big in Clearwater, Florida against
a struggling Philadelphia Biblical.
Twelve CU players had hits, and
they combined for 31 hits in the
doubleheader.
Lowe said, "The ability God
has given me to hit the ball and be
at it is definitely my biggest
contribution to the baseball team."
Tough midseason losses came
from NCAA Div. I Eastern
Kentucky and Ohio Dominican,
but the Jackets vowed to play
dedicated and committed as a team.
"This team has been different
from previous teams because of
its desire for selflessness. We
pushed each other to realize that
no single person could win a
baseball game by himself —
baseball is a game where nine
individuals work together to win,"
said Oren.
"We were committed to making
Cedarville's baseball program
better for ourselves and also for
the future players," said Oren.
"I try to think ahead two or three
pitches," strategizes Matthew Bonin.
Forest Greetham appreciates "being a
part of the team...I may not have met
this amazing group of guys had we not
shared a common passion."
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Cedarville University Yellow Jackets Nit 
BALL STRIKE OUT
ront row left-to-right) Brady Ratzlaff, Mark Eisentrager, Kid Boynton, Dan White, Richie Reeder, Eric Johnson, Eric Carroll, Phil Buben,
m Hubler, Adam Wise. (middle row) Dave Terrill, Forest Greetham, Brody Morris, Josh Smith, O.J. Sidles, Matt Bonin, Alex Pummel,
evin Brown, Bryan Metcalf, Justin Ensign, Chris Gompf, Phil Westenbarger. (back row) Head Coach Greg Hughes, Assistant Coach Ben
albreath, David Snow, Jeff Lowe, Andrew Noble, Scott Tarvin, Mike Zerminski, Travis Allen, Jon Oren, Assistant Coach Jameson Adams,
ssistant Coach John Meyer.
SCOREBOARD
2-28 Georgetown 11-2, 3-7
3-8 @ Warner Southern 6-9
3-10 PBU 16-0,14-4
3-11 @ Webber 2-7
3-12 Atlanta Christian 5-4
3-13 @ Southeastern 1-6,2-3
3-20 @ Eastern Kentucky 3-26
3-23 Tiffin 3-0,4- ')
3-24 Kenyon 2-3
3-26 @ Rio Grande 4-5,3-12
3-27 @ Rio Grande 6-9,0-8
4-1 @ Bluffton 14-9
4-3 OH Dominican 1-4,3-20
4-5 OH Dominican 1-4,0-5
4-6 Tiffin 10-9,0-3
4-8 Walsh 2-4,4-5
4-9 @ Wilmington 5-8
4-16 @ MV Nazarene 3-1,7-8
4-17 @ MV Nazarene 1-8,8-14
4-19 Cumberland 2-6, 1-11
4-23 @Urbana 4-0
4-24 Urbana 2-3,4-5, 2-4
4-30 @ Shawnee State 2-3,4-5
5-3 @ Shawnee State 9-1,3-4
5-6 Concordia 0-1
5-6 @ Spring Arbor 6-5
5-1 @Sping Arbor 7-6
5-19 Oakland City 0-3
5-19 Judson 5-3
5-20 Geneva 1-2
Team Record 14-33
"I love the feeling I get in my arms as
I drive the ball to the gap and then
slide into second popping up after
stretching a single into a double,"
states Mike Zerminski.
"It always seems to come down to
pitching," explains Coach Hughes.
Backed by their catchers, they have noth-
ing to worry about. (Far Left)
Andrew Noble is one of the team's
main batters with a number of home
runs to his name.
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Shutting
Them Out
At the start of the season
Jackets softball at Cedarville
University looked solid as the
majority ofveterans returned from
last season. Pitching played a
huge factor in the team's success
and rested on the shoulders of
sophomore Allie Smith and junior
Natalie Fox. Fox became the all-
time strikeout leader for the team,
pitched a no-hitter, and set a new
school record for shutouts with 10
while she posted a .96 ERA.
Said Smith, "As a pitcher, I
desired to serve my team and
supported them as we worked
together to glorify God."
A number of Lady Jackets lit
up the scoreboard, including
Ashley Smith who led the team in
hits with 44. She also set a record
with 11 triples in the season. She
homered twice and knocked in 19
runs. Jackie Greetham had a
great season, leading the team in
batting average with .365.
Leading the team this year in stolen
bases was Ginger Keithley who
swiped 37 in 40 attempts.
Coach Sue Carpenter added
her own statistic by getting her
100th career win against Rio
Grande on April 3rd.
The team finished 27-15 and
8-6 in the AMC South and avenged
its losing season last year.
"I expected my team to play
their hardest and to honor the
Lord through their playing. I had
complete faith in my team to back
me up and I love playing with
them!" said Fox.
Natalie Fox swings hard and contrib-
utes both on the mound and in the
batter's box.
A Lady Jacket lays down a bunt in
double-header action.
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front row left-to-right) Courtney Brott, Ginger Keithley, Tara Munson, Jackie Greetham, Erin DiMeolo. (middle row)
Assistant Coach Jay Skrabacz, Student Manager Becca Phillips, Ashley Smith, Allie Smith, Student Manager Jessica Spain,
Head Coach Sue Carpenter. (back row) Assistant Athletic Trainer Lisa Martin, Kailin Acheson, Katy Dellicarpini, Richelle
Clem, Courtney Thayer, Natalie Fox.
SCOREBOARD
2-28
2-28
3-8
3-8
3-9
3-9
3-11
3-11
3-12
3-12
3-13
3-13
3-23
3-24
3-27
4-3
4-6
4-7
4-14
4-15
4-17
4-19
4-23
4-23
4-24
4-24
4-26
5-4
@ Cumberland KY 7-0,9-4
@ Cumberland TN 1-2,2-0
@ Aquinas 2-1
@ Saint Ambrose 3-4
@ Cornerstone 1-0
@ Robert Morris 5-0
@ Bridgeport 2-0
@ Central Methodist 3-6
@ Assumption 1-2
@ Cornerstone 3-8
@ Saint Thomas 3-0
@ Saint Lawrence 9-5
Tiffin
@ Findlay
Geneva
Rio Grande
Notre Dame
@ OH Dominican
Shawnee State
Malone
@ MV Nazerene
@ Urbana
Concordia
Spring Arbor
Concordia
Indiana Wesleyan
Walsh
@ Point Park
2-3,2-1
3-4,4-0
1-0,4-0
2-0,6-5
5-0,6-1
0-2,1-13
4-1,1-6
1-0,4-1
1-2,2-3
6-1,0-1
4-0
1-2
2-1
0-1
4-0,7-0
11-0,8-0
Team Record 27-15
Lady Jackets kick dust around as they
warm up for a game.
Jackie Greetham celebrates a victorywith
the rest of her team. (Far Left)
Richelle Clem and her teamates watch
the Jackets bat.
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Isaac Abbott
Christopher Ables
Allen Acker
Katherine Ackerman
Ryan Adams
Tom Agrimson
Sarah Alexander
Jessica Allen
Ben Amberg
Jenet Amstutz
Amanda Anderson
Jillian Anderson
Karen Anderson
Tyler Anderson
Jamie Anfang
Cameron Arch
Emily Arimura
Mark Austin
Megan Bailey
Sarah Bailey
Thomas Bailey
Luke Baker
Chelsea Ball
Kaeli Ball
Erin Baranski
Brandon Barnes
Andrea Barnett
Jessica Barnette
Megan Bartoletti
Charity Baston
Kendra Battaglia
Ashley Battles
Alison Bauer
Sarah Bayne
Conrad Bear
Stacey Beaty
168 Sophomores
1
4•00
Mary Becker
Jennifer Beckes
Lewis Beeler
Melanie Befus
Alex Benedict
Justin Benz
Michelle Bicking
Brandiann Biggar
Alyssa Billhartz
Virginia Bishop
Karis Bissett
Tyler Bixel
Andrew Black
Jessica Black
Denver Blackstone
Megan Blalock
Andy Blankenship
Julie Bledsoe
Alison Blythe
Cara Bodenmiller
Beka Bole
Suzanne Boltz
Matthew Bonin
Nicole Boop
Heather Born
Jonathan Boston
Michael Bouchard
Curtis Boudreau
Brenna Bowman
Kathryn Brady
Tiena Britton
Bethany Broesder
Laura Brookman
Ashley Brown
Sarah Brown
Suzanne Browning
Sophomores 169
Donald Buczek
Lauren Burch
Jennifer Burdine
Sara Bursack
Philip Buskohl
Lauren Callahan
Dan Campbell
Katie Campbell
Shannon Carr
Crystal Cave
Joy Chandler
Becky Chasnov
Hannah Christofer
Michael Cimba
Beth Cinson
Krysten Clark
Sarah Clift
Sarah Cline
Joshua Clore
Jeremy Cobb
Josh Cobb
Kimberly Cocca
Sarah Cochran
Rachel Coffey
Brandon Colas
Esther Cole
Anna Coleman
Michael Colletto
Brianne Collier
Kristine Collins
Justin Colon
Alex Costa
Amanda Cowell
Jesse Cowell
Christina Craig
Joshua Craig
170 Sophomores
Rachel Crouch
Cassie Crum
Rebecca Crunelle
Melinda Culpepper
Stephanie Dager
Stephen Danielsen
Joshua Davenport
Melissa Davis
Andrea DeGugliemo
Emily Delimpo
Marie Denio
Lori Dennis
Heather De Pree
Aimee Dilcher
Erin DiMeolo
Jessica Dodson
Emanuel Dolph
Molly Dovan
Rich Driessnack
Kimberly Dudick
Rachel Duke
Jonathan Dunkin
Ryan Dunlap
Elizabeth Dye
Jonathan Eaby
Carey Edgren
Allison Eklund
Jonathan Elchison
Karen Elliott
Justin Ely
Lisa Engel
Thomas England
Sara Eplin
David Erlandson
Jennifer Evens
John Ewing
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Shauna Fabian
Sarah Fakan
Christina Farmer
Nicole Fenstermaker
Abby Fenton
Kyle Ferguson
Martha Ferguson
Katie Fickes
Cody Fisher
Tammy Fitzgerald
Sarah Flanagan
Joshua Flynn
Mark Forsberg
Nathan Fox
Laurie Fraser
Luke Frederick
Holly Friend
Donyo Frisco
Daniel Gallagher
Stacey Galley
Travis Gasser
Grace Gebert
Daniel Gier
Jessica Gigliotti
Sarah Gilbert
Earl Girouard
Kathy Godinez
Melissa Gostigian
Jennifer Grant
Katherine Green
Jackie Greetham
Heather Grier
Brian Groff
Sarah Grollimund
Scott Gruber
Jessie Gustafson
172 Sophomores
Amanda Haag
Angela Hagensen
Kevin Hall
Stacia Hall
Brad Halladay
Thomas Hamilton
Piper Hamlet
Thomas Hancock
Michaela Hand
Lauren Hanna
Kristin Hansen
Katie Harpest
Andrew Harris
Timothy Hartman
Megan Heagy
Kristen Heiner
Kelsey Hendrix
Ethan Hennessey
Lindsay Hennig
Sarah Henry
Becky Henschel
Kyle Hiestand
Jonathan Hill
Joanna Hinlcs
Jamie Hishmeh
Benjamin Hobbs
Amelia Hoganson
Sarah Holden
Anne Holman
Allison Hope
Rebecca Hornbrook
Will Horosz
Jacqueline Horst
Ben Howard
Stephanie Hueni
Eric Huffer
Sophomores 173
Aftan Hunt
Hillary Hunt
Amanda Hunter
Brigette Hunter
Jocelyn Izor
Chase Jackson
Jessica Jantzen
Phil Jarvis
Candace Jelinek
Sarah Jett
Clinton Johnson
Heather Johnson
Jennifer Johnson
Nate Johnson
Rachel Johnson
Sarah Johnson
Kelsey Jones
Amanda-Jo joswig
Darin Kaiser
JaneIle Kamauf
Abbey Kauffman
Allison Keller
Naomi Kenner
Andrew Kerns
Daniel Keslar
Dustin Keslar
Clair King
Bethany Kirkendall
Corey Knoedler
Jen Knudsen
Megan Kolanko
Suzanne Kooy
Elizabeth Korver
Hannah Kowatch
Jodi Kraker
Jonathan Krull
174 Sophomores
Diana Kurin
Mark Kwast
Benjamin Lake
Daniel Landeck
Jonathan Lane
Michelle Lanham
Jessica Laniper
Grant La Rouere
Sara Larsen
Benjamin Lawrence
Catherine Lawrence
Sarah Leary
Jennifer Leasure
Rebecca Lescure
Jonathan Lett
Allison Lewis
Scott Lewis
David Livingston
Holly Livingston
Peter Locke
Peter Loeser
Michelle Loftis
Holly Luiken
Joshua Lumpkin
Jennifer Lusk
Lauren Mable
Amber Mack
Lisa Mackillop
Anthony Mandela
Ellen Mapes
Luke Marietta
Heather Markley
Scott Marquardt
Lindsey Martin
Nathan Martindale
Georgia Massar
Sophomores 175
Aaron Mast
Jason Mattern
Justin Mattern
John Mattheis
Travis Matthiesen
Jessica McCammon
Andrea McCarthy
Lauren McCotter
Jackie McKeon
Cristine McKinney
Brittany McNichols
Christy Medors
Jake Merritt
Joy Merritt
John Michael
Patricia Michalko
Jared Michonski
Melody Midgley
Amy Miller
Kate Miller
Kristin Miller
Nathaniel Miller
Rachel Miller
Melissa Monroe
Brenton Moore
Paul Moore
Chris Moran
Brody Morris
Hannah Morris
Sara Morrow
Emily Moser
Jeremy Motta
Laura Mruk
Trevor Mueller
Andrew Myers
Alissa Neal
176 Sophomores
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Lydia Nemitz
Rebekah Nettekoven
Jason Ney
Amber Nielsen
Erin Norris
Julianne Null
Kelsi Nussbaum
Sara Oddis
Tim O'Donnell
Hannah Officer
Krista Olson
Casey O'Neal
Lizzie Orrison
Ashley Ort
Anna Pabody
Joshua Parker
Lisa Partain
Rebecca Patterson
Erica Paugh
Geoffrey Peck
Israel Peck
Joshua Perkins
Rachel Petersen
Tabitha Pfoutz
Alissa Phillips
Isaac Pittman
Randall Plate
Jennifer Porter
Courtney Potter
Kathleen Powers
Phillip Prater
Alexander Pummel
Jennifer Quidor
Jessica Quidor
Kathryn M Quist
Katie Rabe
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Melissa Raber
Douglas Radtke
Jamie Ralston
John Raymond
Rae Read
Robert Reid
Maria Reigner
Katie Rexford
Jacqueline Richards
Karissa Richardson
James Ripley
Leah Robertson
Ginger Roller
Brian Rothhaar
Ryan Rotman
Candace Rowe
Stephanie Rudd
Richard Russell
Christopher Salzmann
Marybeth Sattler
Ryan Schildroth
Rebecca Schillack
Hannah Schnake
Trevor Schuh
Steven Schutter
Janna Schwab
David Scott
Kathy Scott
Ashley Selegue
Lindsey Selegue
Jason Shaeffer
Kim Shank
Jennifer Shelamer
Lindsey Shev
Beth Shimer
Matthew Shiraki
178 Sophomores
Amanda Shriber
Benjamin Shroyer
Laura Shuneson
Joel Sigmon
Jeff Simon
Katherine Simpson
Nikole Simpson
Katherine Sipe
Andrew Skaggs
Jason Skelton 
Elizabeth Slavish
Allison Smith
Andrea Smith
Cody Smith 
Georgeanna Smith
Joel Smith
Joshua Smith
Kayla Smith
Nathan Paul Smith
Sarah Smith 
Stephanie Smith
Rachel Solsky
Jamie Spader
Lacy Sposato
Ryan Stalker
Mike Standish
Bethany Staten
Emily Stephens
Katie Stephens
Kristen Stewart
Timothy Storer
Bethany Streitmatter
Walter Strickland
Rachel Talbott
Courtney Tardy
Joshua Teekell
Sophomores 179
Rachel Tellish
Lana Terpstra
Melody Terry
Jonathan Thomas
Michelle Thomas
Katherine Thompson
Teah Thomson
Megan Thornburg
Kipp Tiger
Danielle Tisdale
Amanda Tsermengas
Roleigh Tuazon
Mark Tucker
James Tullett
Steve Turkovich
Dustin Tursack
Crystal Tuxhorn
Justin Underwood
Seth Unruh
Megan Vance
Andrew Van Curan
Sarah VanWinkle
Kate Varney
Ashley Varvell
Elissa Vaughn
Kevin Vaughn
Richard Velilla II
Rachel Verosky
Hannah Vitt
Carol Vollnogle
Kimberly Volpe
Lindsay Von Der Mehden
Jessica Waggoner
Diane Wagner
Catherine Walker
Nicholas Walker
180 Sophomores
Stephen Ziegerfuss
Sarah Walker
Katherine Walter
Melissa Walter
Mallery Waters
Nathan Weeber
Natalie Weil
Denny Weinman
Anthony Weleski
Jillian Weleski
Rebekah Wells
Allison West
Andrea West
Autumn West
Scott Whitaker
Charis Whitney
Amanda Wiederhold
Michelle Wilkey
Meghan Wilkins
Andrew Wilkinson
Jeremy Willets
Jordan Williams
Aaron Wilson
Timothy Wilson
T. Chad Winder
Alissa Wingenroth
Adam Wise
Richard Woodward
William Wright
Rebecca Wyatt
Mirshad Yibrin
Sophomores 181
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Women's Residence Life
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Living on campus distinguished the
college years from any other time in a
girl's life. Many girls found living with
other wothen was one of the best aspects
ofcampus life. It allowed them to "connect
with the girls at a much deeper level,"
sophomore Lindsey Selegue said.
New students asserted that they had
to adapt to dorm life.
Sarah Hall, a freshman,
remarked, "When I first
arrived, I was a bit
overwhelmed. I walked
into my dorm room and
thought, 'Wow! There is
no way that all of the
junk my roommate and I
brought would fit into
such a small space."
Once settled, however,
many new students
appreciated the way
dorm life helped them
develop friendships.
Freshman Sharma Banks
commented, "While
living in the units, I have
been able to meet people
quickly and establish relationships that
can continue to develop and strengthen
throughout the year."
Unitmates and hallmates provided
support. Girls were constantly nearby to
encourage their struggling friends by taping
verses and Reese's cups to their
doors or by letting them know they were
praying for them. Also, RD's and RA's
provided mentoring relationships. Meredith
Irving in Printy was the only new women's
RD, and as junior RA Bethany Doupe
observed, "She is soft-spoken, godly model
for us RA's and for the girls. She goes out
of her way all the time by making us
delicious brownies and
sending us encouraging
notes. We couldn't
have asked for a better
RD." RA's also
worked hard at
developing meaningful
relationships with their
fellow residents. Many
girls took the chance to
learn and grow with
their friends.
Finally, dorm life
provided unforgettable
memories. It allowed
girls to analyze late-
night DTR phone
conversations with their
roommates over
buttery kettle corn. It
offered fellowship around pizza and CS/
episodes, praise and worship with guitars
and peanut M&M's, and open houses with
cookies and giant stuffed gorillas. Any
inconveniences of dorm life lost
significance alongside the friendships and
memories dorm life produced.
"We were just be
explains as she an
Rice tango in the
ing silly," Libby Reep
d co-unittnate Regan
hallway.
Amy Cuthbert and Carolyn Reiley take advan-
tage ofa peaceful night to study outside Printy.
(Above)
"It's a batdefield in there!" Courtney O'Connell
says of the Printy laundry room situation.
"Dryers are never available!" Pictured here,
Jennifer Lambert claims her dryer space.
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Angela Courtade and Traci Weiss remind us
to "never mess with McKinney women."
There's one small bathroom and eight people
getting ready for bed. Tori Duff, Jessica
Scheidt, Becky Walter, Lindsay Laning, Megan
Bartholomew, Nicole Coakley, Ivey Harrell,
and Anna Curbey, all ofPrinty 19, make it look
easy. (Top)
"I'm playing my guitar to comfort Nelson,"
explains Katie Fickes, but by the looks of
things, it seems as if the stuffed gorilla is
comforting Katie instead.
Activities 185
Men's Residence Life
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Men's residential life at Cedarville
University was about much more than
room and boatd; it was about brotherhood.
The guys learned a lot about God this
year. In the words of freshman Joel
Hoffman, "It is so refreshing to make good
solid Christian friends!" Through unit-wide
devotional meetings,
personal accountability,
and times of sharing,
Cedarville men found
many opportunities
to grow in their
relationships with the
Lord.The men were
devoted to their studies
this year, but they also
had good times.
Cedarville dorm life is
rich with tradition.
From the annual
football face-off
between Lawlor and
The Hill to Brock's
early-morning jogs,
from painting and re-
painting the Rock to
great times in the Meat
Market, there were plenty of exciting
things to do. Can Hall men even invented
a new game this year; with the help of an
arm that broke off a chair and an old tennis
ball, Hallway Baseball became the sport
of interest for late night intermissions from
cramming.
John Sommer and A
rat in its final mom
snake is hungry.
St. Clair men watch a friendly game of chicken,
while the bravest of the bunch tries not to
flinch. (Above)
These St. Clair guys reach the ceiling during a
game of "buck-buck": Donyo Frisco, Charlie
Orwig, Nathan Arnold, Matt Wailes, Dan
Gallagher, Brad Miller, Matt Knudsen, and
Jonathan Beatty.
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In the evenings, the guys often
"relaxed" with intense, hall-wide computer
gaming, interspersed with some quality
conversations with girls over AIM. As
they interacted together, the bond between
the men tightened; only brothers could
have so much fun. Weekends consisted of
Madden and NCAA
football competitions
with seedings,
champions and
bragging rights.
Life was not
always easy; conflicts
occasionally came to
the forefront, but
struggles are a part of
brotherhood. The
men were a great
encouragement to one
another. SGA
President K.C. Myers
put it well: "The unique
thing about dorm life
here is that instead of
dragging you down
with negative
examples, as is the
case in so many colleges, Cedarville dorms
were designed for building others up and
pushing them along in their Christian walk."
Brotherhood—it was the spirit behind
men's residential life at Cedarville
University, in academics, faith, and fun.
drian Ramos watch a
ents; Adam Wilson's
Simeon Switzer plays some hallway homerun
derby. "Some injuries may occur in the course
of the game," he warns; "the bat was the
armrest on my chair."
Stay away from the Meat Market, especially
when three Lawlor guys are launching water
balloons into it. (Top)
Lawlor guys line up for wheelbarrow races
across the parking lot. "Lawlorpalooza was a
rowdy affair," RA Ethan Merck said.
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SGA Chapel
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The auditorium grew dark as the
colorful blend of three thousand voices
faded to a whisper and then exploded into
cheers with the Student Government
Association's weekly proclamation—le s
Friday!"
SGA chapel services were engaging,
relaxing, and honest. From memorable
moments creatively
designed to stimulate
student unity, to the
heartfelt praise led by
Ivan Batista and the
SGA band, Fridays were
a great time to connect
with other students
through fun and worship.
Hilarious skits and
videos only Cedarville
students could truly
appreciate were a
regular routine. With
parodies of popular
movies and dramatic
clips ofthe Dixon Statue,
many students found
SGA chapels to be an
excellent way to unwind at the end of a
busy week. In the words of Angel Voris
('07), "I love SGA chapels!"
Greg Guiler, the SGA Chaplain, gave
regular messages concerning the
immanence of God's prophetic plan for
the church and the crucial responsibility
that Christians have to seek to emulate
Christ as we look eagerly forward to the
Second Coming. Greg used Biblical appeals
to each of the five senses, tying his
encouragement and instruction to poignant
imagery.
SGA chapel services were as diverse
as they were exciting. On some Fridays,
extended periods of
prayer, song, and
testimony brought
Cedarville students
together in deeper
worship. On one
occasion, a symbolic
representation of the
ancient Jewish Temple
was explored to help
connect students to the
rich legacy of
Biblical history and
the fascinating
metaphorical ties
between the Old and
New Testaments.
During each
service, leaders
achieved diversity in worship through visual
art, lighting, and times of silence and
renewal. Josh Moody ('07) summed it all
up: "SGA chapels have been a source of
encouragement and uplifting to me in my
spiritual walk with God."
Bring on the next remove.
John Haber's clarinet provides sooth-
ing music that enhances the worship.
Walter Strickland pounds away on his drums
with the worship team. (Above Right)
Matt Kaufman interviews athletes during SGA
Chapel.
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"It has seriously been an incredible priviledge
to lead worship this year in SGA," says Ivan
Batista. (Fop)
Laura Ransom loves "leading this student
body in praising our God; collectively lifting
our voices to Him! What an awesome
privilege yet responsibility at the same
time!" (Above)
"Live not only in anticiaption of the near
future, but ultimately in anticipation of the
Judgement Seat of Christ," states SGA chap-
lain Greg Guiler.
Activities 189
Projects
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The engineering department was busy
with a variety of projects that ranged
beyond the scope of class labs. Projects
included Solar Splash, Formula Racing, a
Water Filtration System,
the Canard Team, and
the Femur Team.
The Canard team
was "a true aeronautics
project, which Cedarville
had never done before
for senior design,"
according to Jesse
Frederick. The team's
goal was to "design a
flap system for a canard
style aircraft that would
increase the lift
coefficient at takeoff
and shorten the total
takeoff distance by at
least twenty percent."
Team members included
Nathan Foote, Jesse
Frederick, Mark Ross, and Jordan Sipes.
On the other side of things, Anthony
Gianettino, Aaron Julian, Matthew
Michonski, and Joseph Proctor worked
on the Femoral Canal Sizing Device
(FCSD). Joseph Proctor explained that
their goal was to "design a device
capable of measuring the internal three-
dimensional geometry ofa human femoral
intramedullary canal." In simpler terms,
they wanted to design technology that
would aid in hip
replacements.
Dr. Norman
advised the project,
contributing
significantly with his
experience in the field
of biomechanics. His
guidance encouraged
some of the project
participants to consider
careers in the field.
Proctor said, "We hope
our device will lead to
longer-lasting hip
prostheses."
The Solar Splash
team was led by Dr.
Dewhurst and included
Adam Felmlee, John
Hagley, Brian Montague, Brian Morgan,
Joshua Root, and Emily Snyder. The team
aimed to design a boat that would "obtain
an average speed of 25 miles per hour in
the sprint event and at least 5.5 miles ger
hour in the endurance event, placing them
fifth in the competition."
Engineering students, like Peter Locke,
invest many hours into designing and
creating their projects.
Earl Girouard takes a break in the frame o f his
car, proving that engineering can indeed be
fun. (Above Right)
Brian Morgan takes the solar splash boat on
its first test run; it floats!
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Brian Morgan takes advantage of Cedar Lake
to test his boat. (Top)
Brian Morgan and Joshua Root put the
outboard motor on their solar splash boat.
(Above)
Tim Vandekopple works diligently on his
mechanical engineering senior design project,
a culmination of their four years of intense
study.
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Intramurals
iendi caonyiefilion
As Cedarville students waded through
their classes, rehearsals, and ministries,
most of them made time for more activi-
ties: intramural sports. Intramurals in the
fall included everything from volleyball,
basketball, and softball to ultimate Frisbee,
racquetball, and wallyball. In the spring
that list expanded to in-
clude bowling, table ten-
nis, pool, foosball, and
badminton. The large
variety offered some-
thing for everyone, and
different leagues on dif-
ferent nights let students
play around their sched-
ules.
Intramural sports of-
fered the opportunity for
physical activity and a
break from studies.
Sophomore Ben Amberg
stated, "Playing an in-
tramural sport has given
me the chance to be a
little more active than
I'm allowed in the li-
brary."
Sophomore Mike Collett° acknowl-
edged, "Intramurals provided a great blend
of socialization, stress release, and exer-
cise, and I really appreciate the opportu-
nity to escape everything else and have
organized fun once in a while."
Intramural sports also provided the op-
portunity for students to meet new people
and spend time with old friends. They
allowed students to play games they love
but were not normally able to play. They
offered the challenge of creating the coolest
team name (e.g.
Cedarvillains and
BlitzKreig), and they
presented the hope of
winning a champion-
ship. Senior Nisha
Strauch summed up
the benefits of
intramurals in her state-
ment, "Let's be hon-
est! You participate in
intramurals so you can
win the glorified t-shirt.
Other than the T-shirt,
you play for fun, love
of the game, and
pride."
At the end of the
year, intramurals had
supplied students with
many memorable experiences. Junior
Courtney Ruffin and sophomore Stephanie
Hueni each mentioned that playing sand
volleyball barefoot in subzero tempera-
tures was something they will never forget
and will probably do again next year.
Basketball intramural games are charac-
terized as being fast-paced and intense.
A cool fall afternoon, a grassy field, and a hard
intramural game of soccer create the perfect
combination! (Above Right)
"I really enjoy playing intramurals!"
exclaims Andrea Johnson, in a game with
her teammates Brian Carlson, Anna Mied,
and Travis Allen.
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Team David Ksagle, led by Captain Jason
Howard, plays an undefeated season and be-
come the intramural basketball champions.
(Top)
Bethany Hochstaetter enjoys watching base-
ball: "It truly is the all-American sport. There's
no sound quite like the crack of a bat hitting a
home run." (Above)
These girls concentrate on their 3-on-3 intra-
mural basketball game.
-
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Chapels
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Every Monday morning students
stumbled out of bed, not quite ready to face
days of schoolwork after a relaxing and
fun weekend. Classes before chapel could
be particularly challenging as most students
struggled to stay awake. However, at
10:00, everyone anticipated an enjoyable
chapel message from Dr. Bill Brown. "He
is the only reason I look
forward to Mondays
every week!" said
freshman Claire Palmer.
Dr. Brown's chapels
were always informative,
insightful, and humorous.
He spoke on relevant
topics such as various
worldviews and Christian
worldview development,
balancing the Christian
life, and encouraging
others. Dr. Brown, while
a very knowledgeable
man, did not let the
intellectual aspect of his
messages overshadow
the personal application
and the warmth with
which he presented them.
His messages emphasized servanthood
and relationships. One of Dr. Brown's
messages, "Making the Most of the
Journey," encouraged students and faculty
not to lose sight of the big picture of life. He
noted that Christians should not be quick to
of •Cedak Ville
criticize, but to build each other up. Dr.
Brown backed up his words with his
actions, as his smiling face was always
uplifting, and his cheerful "Have an
awesome day!" was an encouragement to
everyone.
Cedarville was blessed by a range of
guest speakers who addressed the student
body on many relevant
issues. Rev. Joe
Novenson shared his
wisdom and counsel
during his poignant Fall
Bible Conference
series. In October,
New York Times best
selling author Donna
VanLiere, an '89
graduate of Cedarville
University, spoke about
her life experience and
the joy of serving
God as a writer.
Evangelist Mark Cahill
brought significant
perspective on
Christian testimony in
early November.
Chapel speakers at Cedarville
provided fresh, godly outlooks on a
range of issues pertinent to the student
body. In the words of Freshman Josh
Moody, "I like how Cedarville gets a
wide range of speakers, from diverse
areas of ministry. I think that's important."
Dr. Brown has a he
and loves sharing i
body.
Mark Kordic, a long-time addition to CDR
Radio and a recent cancer survivor, shares his
journey through the cancer and his newly-
strengthened trust in God. (Above Right)
Dr. Albert Mohler, President of Southern
Baptist Seminary, provides the students with
solid, Biblical advice on meeting culture's
challenges straight-on.
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The theme of chapels was "Excelling in Christ,"
and a variety of speakers shared personal
experiences and advice while integrating Bib-
lical truth. (Top)
Tommy Nelson explores the Song of
' Solomon, encouraging male and female rela-
tionships to be grounded on the guidance
found in God's Word. (Above)
Dr. Kurt Wise, professor at Bryan College,
provides an interesting, thorough lecture on
"The Age ofThings and Why it Does Matter."
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Guest Concerts
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Few things in school were greater
than guest concerts at Cedarville
Uniirersity—especially when those guest
concerts were awesome Christian artists
such as Switchfoot and Tait.
Switchfoot rocked the campus during
Homecoming in
October. Freshman
Jenna Jackson said that
her favorite part was
seeing "a band that is
becoming more
successful every day,
while praising God in the
secular world, come to
our school." Johnny
Veerkamp, also a
freshman, added that his
favorite part of the
concert was when "they
played the song ` 24.' It
was one of
favorites and it
a nice ending
an electrified
performance."
Cedarville students agreed that Jon
Foreman's mouth performance on the
guitar was "incredible," "the best part,"
and "like nothing I had ever seen before."
Tait, who came to Cedarville in
December, was equally as popular.
Sophomore Virginia Bishop exclaimed
afterwards that it was the "best two dollar
concert I'd ever been to!" Sophomore
Jessica Waggoner credited the
responsiveness of the audience with the
fact that he used some old DC Talk songs.
Good audience interaction, which included
going down into the
crowd and pulling
students onto stage
with him, added to
Tait's rave reviews.
Overall, the
concerts were a huge
success at Cedarville
mostly due to the fact
that, gccordin5 to
Jenna, "they
connected well with
the audience because
they were so casual.
In between songs it
my Guest concerts allow for classical as was almost as if
was well as contemporary musical they were having
to expression, appealing to varied a conversation."
tastes.
A classical guitarist plays in chapel. (Above
Right)
Switchfoot entertains the crowd during home-
coming festivities.
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"Catchy guitar hooks
and vocals also got
people nodding their heads or tapping their
feet even if they didn't know any of the
songs," added Johnny. Freshman Ricky
Normandeau said that he thinks Cedarville
"should have had more special guest
concerts." With two such successful
concerts, who knows? Maybe they will.
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Switchfoot makes some noise in the DMC.
(Above)
The Newsboys stop at Cedarville on their
Adoration Tour. (Fop)
The Tait drummer plays a solo during the
concert.
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Choral Groups
The flatlands were alive with the
sound of music. Cedarville's choral
groups, including Concert Chorale.
IONNPNVomen's Choir, NW 's Glee
Club, and Gospel Choir, continually filled
the campus with song. With
international tours, choral festivals, the
masterpiece series, and holiday events
on the docket, the choral groups were
one of Cedarville's most far-reaching
ministries.
The Choral Masterworks Serie
featured the Concert Chorale, Women's
Choir, and Men's Glee Club joining with
the Orchestra to perform
Mendelssohn's Elijah.
The performance included faculty
soloists and over one hundred voices
backing up a full Orchestra. Senior
member Mimi Grossman said, "Dr.
Anderson does a great job of selecting
choral classics which are challenging,
fun, and beneficial to be familiar with."
Junior chorale member and tour
participant Chris Moran said, "Whether
it's a bass or soprano these people are
amazing singers, have a passion to sing,
and are professional about it as well."
Women's choir performed a full-
length concert in March, featurin
classical, popular, and ethnic piece
This fifty voice choir, known for
diverse repertoire and sometimes qui r
choreography, also toured.
Jubilate boasted 40 members and a
contemporary praise and worship style
as they ministered in area churches.
On the contemporary end of the
spectrum lay the Jazz Singers, a fledglin
vocal group whose tight harmonies and
free style draw crowds. Under the
direction of Dr. O'Sullivan, the Jazz
Singers performed at a number o
concerts, recitals, and jazz conferences.
New member Jessica Waggoner
z anderj*
a chat! 
group that forces me to develop and
improve my abilities."
44
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Women's Choir
Jubilate
b
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Instrumental Groups
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Whether they were traveling across
the world, performing in chapel, or
entertaining at the mall, the instrumental
gr y MOE an
array of sounds and styles from the
contemporary to the classica
maintaining their reputation for
glorifying God through beautiful music.
The Cedarville Jazz Band
performed a number of gigs including
a jazzy Christmas stint at the Mall at
Fairfield Commons and a performance
at the prestigious Ohio Music Education
Association Conference in Columbus.
Michael DiCuirci credited this
year's outstanding sound to the
"excellent and experienced rhythm
section and the tightest sax section
we've ever had." Two members of the
rhythm section, Mike DiCuirci Jr. on
bass and Chad Winder on drums, were
named members of the Ohio Private
Colleges Honors Band. Brett Fisher on
trumpet and Tyson Herald on
saxophone were also selected as honors
band members.
As the largest instrumental group at
Cedarville, the Symphonic Band
performed at most major campus
functions including Dr. Brown's
inauguration ceremony in which they
performed a piece arranged by faculty
member Dr. Mortenson.
The Symphonic Band toured the
Midwest in November, performing in
churches across Indiana, Illinois, and
Iowa. The band played seven concerts,
and according to band director Mr.
Michael DiCuirci, "received standing
ovations at each stop."
This year's Brass Choir traveled
once again to Greece with Torn Maharis.
With this tour and a Pennsylvania tour
in October, the brass choir stayed busy
and shared its talents abroad.
The University Orchestra underwent
ognized music educator Shirley Mullins
conducted the Orchestra.
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Brass Choir
Symphonic Band
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Pep Band
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When people thought of Friday night
basketball games, what came to mind?
For most people the image probably included
lots of energy, cheering until they were
hoarse, and loud,
enthusiastic music. This
upbeat music would not
have been possible
without the Jacket Pep
Band.
The pep band,
directed by Mr. John
Harner, required no
auditions and consisted
of volunteer players.
The band met a few times
to rehearse the tunes for
the show, but most of the
music was familiar to
both the players and the "A fun fact of the
fans and didn't require all of us who plays
extensive practice. Michigan!" Cane
Fans entered the
gym to the energetic sounds of drums,
brass, and woodwinds. The band started
the game offby playing the national anthem
and continued to play during time-outs and
halftime. Some of the favorite tunes fans
could count on hearing were "Surfin'
USA," "Johnny B. Goode," and "Wipe
Out."
The band members were not required
to attend all the games, but were asked to
make a commitment to as many as they
could. They could count on having a great
time and fun with fellow
band members.
Freshman Crystal
Baldwin said, "Pep band
was such an exhilarating
experience because we
were exciting the fans
to support the Jackets
through our loud, peppy
music! Besides,
jamming on my sax was
one of my favorite
pastimes!"
Junior Andrew
Nicholl added, "Pep
dnim section [is that] band has become a
nare drums are from favorite pastime of
Walker exclaims. Cedarville basketball.
The pep band added a
great amount of energy to the fans and
team. John Hamer was an amazing
trumpeter who headed up the band. It was
a great time to go into a large room and
blow our brains out for a couple hours just
to bring some enjoyment to some fans and
to spice up the game."
The Cedarville Bee entertains the fans by
leading them in "the wave" and dancing to the
pep band's tunes. (Above Right)
According to basketball guard Jason
Wealdey, "It is a privilege to play basketball
for Cedarville University. We have the best
small college atmosphere in the nation!"
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The Cedarville University Pep Band, led by
Director Harner, makes the gym come alive
and enhances its spirit-filled atmosphere.
(Top)
No Cedarville basketball game would be com-
plete without Chris Brown prancing around
the court with the flag to "Hang on
Sloopy".(Above)
Crazy headwear and talented musicians, such
as Aaron Hofner, characterize the pep band.
Activities 203
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-G. M. Hopkins, "Hurrahing in Harvest"
Adam Abraham
Michelle Acheson
Amanda Acker
Rebekah Ackland
Ellen Ahern
Brian Alburger
Karen Alenskis
Stacy Alexander
Paul Alfred
Andrew Althouse
Tyler Amburgy
Bryan Amerine
Sarah Anderson
Ben Andrews
Michael Anfang
Tammy Angelini
Mike Angle
Jessica Aruriable
Ashley Anzalone
Daniel Archer
Drew Armstrong
Daniel Arnold
Amanda Babbitt
Sarah Baczek
Bryce Bahler
Crystal Baldwin
Shanna Banks
Brandon Barr
Megan Bartholomew
Tyler Barton
Daniel Basham
Kayla Bassett
Aaron Bauer
Deanna Baugh
Anna Baustian
Brendon Bayley
Danielle Beal
Melanie Beatty
Katie Behlert
Julie Bell
Jessica Bellew
Kristi Beougher
206 Freshmen

Ryan Bundenthal
Andrea Bungart
Sarah Burke
Elizabeth Burkett
Naomi Burks
Ashley Burnett
Lindsey Burns
Greg Butz
Jesse Byerly
Jessica Cable
Benjamin Cady
Julie Campbell
Rachel Capps
Brian Carlson
Brandon Carrier
Nikki Carroll
Rachel Carter
Timothy Carter
Tiffany Cary
Jonathan Case
Laura Castle
Helen Kathryn Chasnov
Laura Cheyney
Nicholas Chmielewski
So Mang Cho
Matthew Clark
Nathaniel Clark
John Clauson
A.J. Clemans
Steven Clemons
Pat Clinton
John Cody
Naomi Cofer
Katherine Cole
Laura Connolly
Douglas Conway
Jeremy Conyers
Kathryn Cook
Shannon Cookson
Jessica Corbin
Ruthie Corley
Christi Coulter
208 Freshmen
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Kimberly Cowell
Lesli Crady
Stacie Crissman
Christina Cronshaw
Christopher Cuffman
Erica Cunningham
Erin Cunningham
Lindsay Curtis
Amy Cuthbert
Jonathan Daiello
Ruth Daniel
Trevor Daniel
Andrea Dankert
Kelli Daughtery
Michelle Davidson
Katie Davis
Nathanael Davis
Melanie Day
Matthew Deakin
Debra DeConcini
Bethany Deidel
Abby Delange
Drew DePenning
Colleen Derry
Darcy Dillon
Jonathan Dinkins
Casey Doremas
Mary Douglas
Sara Douglas
Rachel Dremann
John Drum
Chester Dudick
Philip Dudley
Ryan Dudley
Kristin Dudreck
Victoria Duff
William Duncan
Benjamin Dungan
Katherine Dunn
Deborah Dunteman
Elizabeth Durkin
Zack Eagle
Freshmen 209
Jennifer Earls
Seth Eaton
Megan Eddy
Kimberly Ehlers
Joseph Eisentrager
William Elgersma
Charles Ellington
Abby Ellis
Aaron Emmons
Stacey Engel
Sarah Ensslen
Joshua Erlandson
Jonathan Evans
Elizabeth Fannon
Jason Farnsworth
Craig Farrell
Kimberly Feiler
Michael Feiler
Tiffany Ferchlartd
Christopher Few
David Few
Victoria Fiorelli
Chris Fisher
Jeremy Fitchett
Adam Flenar
Caleb Fletcher
David Flowers
Jamie Foo
Jessica Forsythe
Janna Foster
Janette Foy
Danielle Frady
Melanie Frageorgia
Nathan Franke
Nicholas Fridenmaker
Michal Friend
Sarah Friesen
David Fuls
Kari Gannon
Matt Gatton
Julia Gebert
Christina Center
210 Freshmen
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Bethany George
Gabrielle George
Elizabeth Gerard
Kelly German
Brian Gibbs
Sarah Gibson
Shelley Gilbert
Dan Giles
Timothy Gill
Justin Gillett
Bethany Gilmour
Cori Ginter
Jessica Glass
Monica Godinez
Peter Gohdes
Catherine Gooch
Kristen Grace
Erin Green
Joel Green
Shawn Green
Jedediah Gregory
Joshua Greve
Adam Grieves
Josh Gruber
Abby Guiler
Michael Gumprecht
Kyle Gunn
Ryan Haag
Ruthann Hager
Sarah Hall
Nathan Hamilton
Michael Hand
Megan Hanes
Daniel Harder
Chris Harmon
Ivey Harrell
Jessica Harris
Rachel Harris
Erin Harrison
John Harrison
Nathan Harro
Taylor Hawkins
Freshmen 211
Jason Hay
Drew Heasley
Nathaniel Heber
Aaron Hedges
Elizabeth Heinig
Daniel Hekel
Angela Henker
Stacey Henness
April Henrickson
Jessica Henry
Sarah Henslin
Mark Hershey
Kristin Hessler
Dana Hicks
Benjamin Himsel
Elizabeth Hinks
Melanie Hitchcock
Matt Hobbs
Joel Hoffman
Joseph Holecko
Aaron Hollopeter
Sara Hoover
Emily Hose
Ben Houghton
Christina Hovestol
John Howell
Daniel Hoyt
Jen Hoyt
Aaron Huffman
Julie Hull
Ashley Hume
John Hummitzsch
Ashley Hunt
Ashley Hunter
Chad Imgrund
Michelle Ince
Jenna Jackson
Daniel Jaquery
Alyssa Johnson
Chris Johnson
Eric Johnson
Joseph Johnson
212 Freshmen
Melissa Johnson
Lauren Jones
Leah Jones
Isaac Judd
Rachel Keating
Jack Kehl
Justin Keller
Kristina Kelley
Heather Kelton
Michael Kemper
Rachel Kindig
David Kindt
Erin King
Kelley Kinnard
Colleen Kirby
Amy Kisner
Brian Klay
Jane Knable
Susan Knaus
Andrea Kneezel
Jaime Kobialka
Heather Kopsco
Laura Kormash
Ben Kouba
Derek Kreider
Jennifer Kries
Loren Kuhn
Amanda Kuntz
Jennifer Lambert
Kara Landis
Nathan Landis
Joshua Lansford
Jessica Laporte
Evan Lee
Stephen Lee
Andrew Leeds
Justin Leonesio
Grant Letizia
Timothy Leuty
Jacob Lewis
Sara Limkeman
David Lindholm
Freshmen 213
Christine Littell
Lindsay Lodico
Kevin Lofthouse
David Logan
Justin Logan
Anne Lohrenz
Anna Long
Joshua Long
Caitlin Longfellow
Jillian Losee
Trevor Love
Dennis Lunt
Laura Lustig
Colin Luther
Justin Lyon
Rebekah Lyons
Samantha Maat
Jennifer Magin
Matt Majewski
Morgan Maltsberger
Jonathan Manchester
Adrienne Mansker
Katie Mariani
Brittany Marietta
Brooke Marietta
Stephanie Mamitz
Todd Marquardt
Jennifer Marsteller
Ashley Martin
Rachel Martindale
Matthew Martinez
Stephen Mason
Amy Masterson
Lauren Mathis
Meredith Maupin
Hannah May
Kathryn McCay
Caleb McCollim
Amy McCormack
David McCune
Bethany McDaniel
Naomi McDivitt
214 Freshmen
Abbie McGaha
Lauren McGrew
Jennifer McKinley
Jessicia McNutt
Cassandra Mendenhall
Vashti Mensah
Kara Merrick
Krista Merrick
Griffin Meyers
Christopher Mikesel I
Kala Miller
Timothy Miner
Jonathan Mingonet
Eric Mishne
Amy Miura
Andrea Moeller
Michael Montagnon
Josh Moody
Daniel Moore
Elliot Moore
Stephanie Moore
Jamie Morrow
Stephanie Mullenhour
Benjamin Nanney
Brian Napp
Rebekah Nearhoof
Timothy Neetz
Kathryn Nicholl
Alecia Niese
Christin Nightingale
Daniel Nikitin
Aaronso Niznick
Rondi Noden
Ricky Normandeau
Lauren Nuss
William Obaker
Dan O'Callaghan
Ashley O'Dell
Erin O'Keele
Whitney Oiler
Holly Olmstead
Laura Olmstead
Freshmen 215
Brynn Paine
Claire Palmer
Kaitlin Pankratz
Michael Parido
Andrew Parks
Neil Patnaude
Andrew Patton
Julianne Paulson
Emily Peacock
Stephen Pendleton
Charese Pepper
Michelle Percival
Joshua Perrell
Mark Perrotta
Maribeth Phillips
Rebecca Phillips
Matthew Philpott
Shannon Picazo
Hannah Pilgrim
Bryan Pittman
Adam Ploeg
Natalie Plunket
Karen Poch
David Podboy
Joseph Poelzer
Matthew Potter
Kristen Pregizer
Joshua Presley
Abby Price
Ryan Prins
Mary Pritts
Michael Pritts
Daniel Prokop
Nichole Putnam
Caleb Puzey
Sarah Pyles
Michael Rall
Laura Ramey
Misty Ramirez
Matthew Rasnake
Matthew Redinger
Richard Reeder
216 Freshmen
Andrew Reep
Jameson Reichert
Carolyn Reiley
Stephanie Reneson
Kathleen Renshaw
Kelly Rhoads
Courtney Rice
Keith Rice
Mallary Rice
Regan Rice
Crystalin Richards
Karen Rieck
Rachel Ried
Amy Rigel
Jennifer Rinoldo
Ashley Risner
Kara Robertson
Emmett Robinson
Tiffany Roman-Rivera
Michelle Roop
Jordan Root
Jason Rosien
Caleb Rowe
Christine Rozelle
Karen Ruhlman
Jennifer Russell
Steve Rustine
Anthony Rutrough
Kelsey Salisbury
Brian Sallee
Aubrey Samuelsen
Tim Sandlung
Daryl Sando
Katherine Sawdon
Jim Sawin
Phil Schanely
Jessica Scheidt
Josh Schenk
Matthew Schermer
Bradley Schmoyer
Rebecca Schrank
Timothy Schriemer
Freshmen 217
Karah Schroeder
Brittny Scott
Erin Scott
Jason Scott
Todd Scott
Megan Scroggins
Katie Scull
Lukas Seelye
Stephanie Shank
David Shattuck
Daniel Sheaffer
Peter Shellabarger
Andrea Sherman
Philip Shimer
Christopher Shirey
Nate Shumaker
Bethany Sibbitt
Keith Sider
John Silfies
Kay Simon
Eric Simonaire
Tasha Simons
Cara Slaybaugh
Rebekah Smallwood
Brittany Smart
Anna Smith
Brandan Smith
Candace Smith
Elizabeth Smith
Luke Snider
Sophie Sorenson
Daniel Sprague
Andrew Staab
Robert Staht
Sheera Starbuck
Jesse Steinberger
John Steinhoff
Shelly Sterner
Andrew Steury
Latice Stickland
Christin Stock
Valerie Strattan
218 Freshmen
Elisabeth Strobridge
Rachel Sturgis
Ryan Stutzman
Deb Sweede
Donna Sweede
Simeon Switzer
David Taranto
Daniel Tate
Kindrea Tatem
Christina Taylor
Jonathan A. Taylor
Jonathan David Taylor
Rebekah Taylor
Laura Teague
Rachel Teat
Daniel Tello
Cornel Terreblanche
Brian Teysen
Amber Thane
Mary Thengvall
Amanda Thomas
Jessica Thomas
Crystal Thompson
Kristen Tisdale
Kelly Toney
Justin Traucht
Stacie Travis
Courtney Trim
Julie Tullett
Chad Turner
Matthew Uplinger
Mark Urman
Christina Vanderschuur
Jennifer Vandyke
Tim Van Valkenburg
Emily Van Vliet
Jim Verlander
Baillie Voelkel
Andrew Wailes
Shawna Waldo
Paul Walker
Joel Wallen
Freshmen 219
Rebecca Walter
Karah Walton
Stephanie Warren
Timothy Warren
Matt Watson
Marcus Weaver
Matthew Webster
Mark Weflen
Dan White
Alicia Whitman
Joshua Wilcox
Katie Willaman
Kimberly Williams
Sara Williams
Kristen Wills
Jordan Winar
Jamee Winchester
Lindsay Wirt
Tiffany Wise
Kelly Witte
Ivan Wohner
Rebecca Wolff
Thomas Woltman
Amber Womack
Andrew Wong
Karlene Wood
Elizabeth Woodard
Philip Woodbury
Bonnie Wright
Tiffany Wyant
Steven Wynn
Melissa Wysong
Stephanie Yoder
Tyler Yodes
Deborah Young
Rachel Young
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A brother and sister unit hold hands during
beachball-volleyball. (Top)
John Kragel and Matt Potter take in a soccer game.
Freshmen get psyched for the Lawlor-Hill Football
Game.
Elissa Vaughn waits for Dr. Brown to read a late-
night Christmas story. (Below)
Freshmen 221
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- John Charles Earle, "Lo, I am with you always"
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Row 1: Leah Haynes, Laura Shuneson, Julie Miller,
Sarah Friesen. Row 2: Charity Barton, Amanda
Elliott. Not Pictured: Beth Zimmerman, Rachel
Althaus.
Row 1: Megan Blalock, Marigrace Guce, Kelly Thomas, Kara Jodry. Row 2:
Anna Craycraft, Sharon Foley, Molly Dovan, Rachel Shaver, Tasha Lawson,
Colleen Fitzsimmons.
Afarni Valley Women's TNIuiHIi Valley Women s
Center (Xenia) Center (Kettering)
Pre ancv Reso
Row 1: Susan Fultz, Victoria Fiorelli, Elizabeth Stahl, Jennifer Row 1: Kelsey Hendrix, Jessica Cable, Gena Kinker, Tarah
Himes. Row 2: Katie Cook, Cara Slaybaugh, Naomi Cofer, Boone. Row 2: April Hilgeman, Kristen Hein; Laura Connolly,
Kristen Zion, Tamara Ziegler. Not Pictured: Ashlee Gallaugher, Jillian Weleski, Sarah Scott. Not Pictured: Kathleen Scull.
Kari Gannon.
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Row 1: Rebecca Chasnov, Jessica Soronya, Julie Thompson,
Alana Merritt, Mallery Waters. Row 2: Andrew Jenkins, Daniel
Hekel, Michael Hubenthal, Nathan Pratt. These girls say good-bye after a busy week together.
Adopt-A-Bloc
Central State 1-1 -vangelism
and Discipleship Team
*1
Students at Hayward Tutoring grab a seat during
an event.
Row 1: Melody Midgley, SaraBeth Dull, Jennifer Muka, Nisha Strauch. Row
2: Sara Bursack, Lindsey Bailey. Not Pictured: Evan Day, Abigail Wagner,
Jessica Gasiorowski, Donyo Frisco, Derek Beresky.
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Row 1: Jennifer Johnson, Melissa Zurakowski, An-
drea Deguglielmo, Jane Kimble. Row 2: Jonathan
Schutter, Joelle Marquardt, Rebecca Lescure, Lind-
say Prowitz. Not Pictured: David Podboy, Stephanie
White, Stephanie O'Hara, Jason Shaeffer, Amanda
Acker, Bethany George, Adam George, Katherine Kelly, Christina, and Dorothy share a quiet moment in Castle Knoll Nursing
Hekel, Clarissa Linde. Home.
Dayton Gospel Mission
.
,
Rebekah Christman enjoys playing Row 1: Amy Kennard, Allison Krizo. Row 2: Emily Dyer, Michael Slusher, Samantha Slushe
with the children. Not Pictured: Christopher Hershey, Gertjan Flikweert.
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Row 1: Rebecca Wyatt, Stacey Beaty, Bethany Streitmatter,
Regan Rice, Shelley Gilbert, Jennifer Lambert, Brittney
Bowman. Row 2: Rebekah Sartori, Kelsey Salisbury.
Row 1: Lauren Mathis, Shelly Sterner, Jannette Foy. Row 2: David
Taranto, Matthew Zimmerman, Shaw Steele, Holly Friend. Not
Pictured: Adam Grieves, Brad Ferrance, Matthew Shiraki, Rachel
Dremann, Chris Guarnera.
(Elementary)
Daytot hurch
is
Cedarville Tutoring
(High School)
Tuto
Row 1: Laura Michaels, Jamie Foo, Adelle Schanely, Sara Firebaugh.
Row 2: Josiah Schmidt, Brandon Hoffman, Jason Ney. Not
Pictured: Greg Vruggink, Krysten Clark, Joan Gardner, Rebecca
Gross, Ana Gebert, Rachel DeArmon, Adrienne Ruegg.
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Row 1: Melanie Hitchcock, Jamie Spader, Adrienne Ruegg,
Courtney Butterfield. Row 2: Brianne Collier, Rebecca Patterson,
Kimberly Shank, Ethan Merck, Bethany Gilmour, Hannah Pilgrim,
Christi Flick.
Youth/Whittikedb eYAinizikieb
Row 1: Abby DeLange, Rebekah Taylor, Tana Adams. Row 2: Justin Price,
Joshua Blackburn, Sarah Franitza. Not Pictured: Eric Robinnette
Row 1: Meghan Bates, Jane Cummins, Katherine
Reed; Stephanie Wood. Row 2: Jessica Annable,
Benjamin Sprague, Emilie Geissler.
woi '
Wilmington Hispanic 7ion's Light
Outreach Tutoring
Row 1: Tracy Geiser, Katie Helland, Kassy Keller, Elizabeth Row 1: John Veerkamp, Julie Hull, Anna Faulkner, Deanna
Wickert. Row 2: Janna Schwab, Michael Baker, Chad Hofstetter, Austin, Jese Cowell. Row 2: Philip Attard. Not Pictured: John
Scott McCurdy, Daniel Gier, Amy Rigel. Not Pictured: Amanda Drum.
Byers, Jeremy Willetts
Ministries 229
Row 1: Luke Ewing, Nathan Shumaker, Andrew Sweigard, Kathryn Mowrey.
Row 2: Angel Voris, Aaron Davis, Tiffany Cary, Ivan Davis, Benjamin Walsh,
Naomi McDivitt, Sarah McDivitt. Not Pictured: Istvan Miko, Sarah Bailey,
Joshua Rowland, Tiffany Rowland, Erin Adams, Ashely Eubank, Adam Flenar,
Aylin Michelen, Jenny Anderson. Learning with older kids can be fun.
CedarKids Cedarville
Row 1: Kristen Wills, Ashley Risner, Michelle Wilkey, Stacey
Galley. Row 2: Robert Stahl, Brad Ference, Jameson Reichert,
Jordan Root, Michael Bouchard. Not Pictured: Thomas Hamilton.
230 Ministries
Row 1: Ashley Ross, Leslie Roe, Jennifer Evens, Emily Furler,
Misty Ramirez, Caitlin Longfellow. Row 2: Brian Gibbs, Ashley
Burnett, Jennifer Porter, Jessica Allen, Brittny Scott, Jennifer
Magin, Christina VanderSchuur, Stephanie Kreuder-Crowell, Jer-
emy Chandler.
Row 1: Michael Anfang, Alicia Mays, Marie Schumacher, Andrea Sherman,
Deanna Austin, Brynn Pain, Cristine McKinney, Peter Shellabarger.
Row 2: Sarah Andersen, Laura Cheyney, Rachel Shaw, Rebekah White
Not Pictured: Tiffany Wise, David Miedema. on Begg goes to the hoop in the name of missions.
Clowns 4 Christ
The Rock
II
ow 1: Claire Palmer, Jennifer Krier, Candace Rowe, Jamee Winchester, Kara
oberson. Row. 2: Ashley Hunt, Jaime Kobialka, Jaime Morrow, Katie Davis,
ecky Schillack, Michal Friend, Michelle Roop, Lori Dennis. Row 3: Jennifer
Quidor, Michelle Percival, Amy Miura, Dave Logan, Jared Michonski, Kathine
kerman.
Row 1: Megan Thornburg, Melissa Walter, Rebecca
Walter, Elizabeth Woodard. Row 2: Stephanie
Shank, Gretchen Brewster, Kyle Hiestand, Lisa
Partain, Jennifer Magin. Not Pictured: Natalie
Weston.
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Row 1: Ashley Hunt, Erin Norris, Jennifer Wilson, Stacy Alexander,
Lindsay Prowitz. Row 2: Nathan Vitatoe, Chad Imgrund, Nathan
Williams, Joshua Urban, Andrew Clemans, Joshua Schmanke.
Not Pictured: Russell Nelsonm Daniel Jaquery.
Row 1: Ellen Ahern, Caitlin Longfellow, Sarah Rogers. Row 2
Michael Waligorski, Justin Price, Anthony Rutrough, Josep
Knable. Not Pictured: Benjamin DeLarrne, Megan Vance, Romi
Mundy.
A
Sonshine Club
I `),
ayton Detention Home
Greene Co
Greene County Juvenile
DeIcntion Center
Row 1: Mark Ross, Jaclyn McKeon, Elizabeth Hartman. Row 1: Tammy Angelini, Danielle Goodling Row
Krista Merrick, Daniel Sheaffer, Lindsay Wirt. N
Pictured: Melissa Wagner, Geoffrey Peck, Rach
Coffey.
232 Ministries
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Row 1: Jeffrey Cassano, Michael Bouchard.
Row 1: Megan Hanes, Anjel Stough. Row 2: Jessica Hall, Erin
Seeloff, Rachelle Roller, Jessica Busch. Not Pictured: Hannah
Hermiz, Tammy Angelini.
Greene County Treatment Greene County Treatment
Center (Boys) Center (Girls)
Children's Medical
Center—Greene Memorial Hos sital
Row 1: Charese Pepper, Sara Morrow.
Row 2: Andrea Kneezel, Julie Bell, Kelly Myers.
Row 1: Amber Nielsen, Danielle Beal, Monica Godinez, Erin Harrison,
Christina Craig, Andrea Galehouse. Row 2: Virginia Bishop, Kristi Collins,
Kelly Witte, Heather Coon, Alyssa Billhartz. Not Pictured: Amanda Thomas,
Adrian Dans, Kristen Pregizer, Hilary Bromley.
Ministries 233
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Row 1: Lindsey Selegue, Sara Hoover, Jennifer Lambert, Julia Lewis, Kayla
Bassett, Shannon Brunner, Julie Tullett, Bethany Hochstaetter. Row 2:
Row 1: Lydia Nemitz, Andrea Moeller, Vashti Sameep Naik, Deborah Dunteman, Ashley Hume, Jason Ney, Dennis Lunt,
Matthew Spena.Mensah.
May MedicTCenter onaid -McDonald House
Row 1: Katrina Ellcey, Nichole Putnam, Rebekah Read, Molly Christina Papke helps Myrtle as she heals in the hospital.
Brown, Sara Eplin, Elizabeth Clawson, Elizabeth Weaver.
Row 2: Baillie Voelkel, Jessie Gustafson, Jonathan Dinkins,
Kathryn Quist, Sara Firebaugh, Leah Jones. Not Pictured:
Timothy Holzmann, Elizabeth Tegge, Mary Becker.
234 Ministries
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Row 1: Christina Papke, Rachel Talbott, Georgia Massar. Row 2: Eric Bryant, Row 1: April Price, Laura Mruk, Courtney O'Connell.
Timothy Rosie, Michaela Hand, Corinne Porter. Not Pictured: Kristin Perry.
Ca-stle KnOTNursmg Home siTe Re7r717n7
Home
ulie Bledsoe, Justin Underwood, Stefanie Clarke,
Deborah Young. Not Pictured: Katie Bledsoe.
Eric Bryant helps his adopted grandmother at Castle Knoll Nursing Home.
Ministries 235
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Row 1: Sarah Brazofsky, Markis Taylor, Anna Curby.
Not Pictured: Sara Grosskopf, Eric Kramer, Sheena Row 1: Michael Ens slen, Lauren Stewart, Sarah Ens slen, Heather Kelton,
Chalmers, Nicle Coakley, Diane Wagher. Philip Woodbury. Not Pictured: Andrea Clark.
Liert177-diTng Lib Nursing Center(Xenia 
Center (Jamestown)
Ridgewood Nursing Home eller Center
Row 1: Justin Ippoliti. Row 2: Micah Sweeley, Sarah Brown, Row 1: Katie Roggie, Mark McDaniel, Aubrey Furlong. Row 2
Susan Bosworth, Jeffrey Conklin. Not Pictured: Amanda Kuntz, Rebecca Crunelle, Bonnie Ladwig. Not Pictured: Sharon Hershey
Nicole Fenstermaker, Steven Clemons.
236 Ministries
Zoratc-Outkeh dil ee
tow 1: Sarah McDivitt, Kenna Stark, Emily Peacock, Heather Eger. Not Row 1: Katy Wiggers, Rachel Staah. Row 2: John-
nctured: Perry Kuhn, Melissa Monroe. Mark Sheppard, Tamara Ziegler
win Valley Behavioral Healthcare All Nations
Bible Fellowship
Centerville Grace
ahcatha VAL
. .
eft
net
1.
cbekah White Row 1: Tabitha Pfoutz, Ryan Simmons, Bethany Lindholm. Not pictured:
Michele Thomas, Alecia Niese, and Michael Rall.
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Row 1: Amanda Guy, Zachary Eagle, Christina Nathaniel Miller, Carol-Beth Hewitt. (Not Pictured): Michael Cimba, Josep
Hovestol. Row 2: Samantha Maat. Dugan, Jennifer Wood, Heather Eger.
County Line
Baptist --
Dayton
County Line Baptist Crossroad Baptist Church
Dayspring Baptist Fad Tills Baptist
(Columbus) a A a on
Fl
Row 1: Jenna Ellis, Courtney Rice. Row 2: John Durkee, Justin Ippoliti, Row 1: Dana Hicks, Rachel Jodry. Row 2: Micha
Timothy Miner, David Czechowski. Not Pictured: Shannon Keyser, Shelby Proudfoot, Anna Coleman
Keyser.
238 Ministries
Row 1: Seth Eaton, Crystal Baldwin, Marcus Weaver, Ashley Risner,
Jedediah Gregroy
Row 1: Jason Miller, Robin Acheson, Lana Christensen, Emily
Plate, Randall Plate. Row 2: Nathan Hay
rellowship Baptist Church Fiist Reformed Xenia
Grace Baptist Church Grace Baptist Church
. 
Sunday School 
 (Wednesday Night)
•
-
Grace Baptist
(Sunday Group)
— Cedarville
( Av. 1: Shannon Carr, Richard Velilla, Catie Walker. Row 1: Rebecca Phillips, Kane Harpest, Traci Weiss, Kala Miller. Row 2:
Stacy Rosser, Jessica Hall, Mary Taylor, Laureann Osenni, Laura Cheyney,
Jami Ralston, Alissa Phillips, Lindsey Burns, Holly Congden. Row 3: Jillian
Anderson, Brittny Scott, Bonnie Wright. Row 4: Karley Wood, Valeri Strattan.
• Row 5: Daniel Wilkins, Joshua Krupka, William Obaker, Billy Shuben,
Jonathon Estes, Timothy Warren, Andrew Meade, Andrew Brown, Bryan
Horton, Richard Velilla, Jeremy Estes, Jonathan Boston, Benjamin Cady,
Wayne Fannon.
Ministries 239
Row 1: Brian Carlson, Angela Gentry, Stephanie Reneson, Tricia Michalko,
Michael Webster. Row 2: Thomas Agrimson. Not Pictured: Travis Gasser,
Julie Ackerman, Michale Parido, Peter Romaine. Ryan Adams helps a child open a can.
ran eights Baptist
Church (1-ilairborn)
Lebanon Fvangelical The Nehemiah
Free Church wok AmmUniversity Cha s e
k 4
Row 1: Robert O'Brien, Emily Pfeister, Benjamin Evenson, Marcy Evenson,
Nathan Smith.
Row 1: Brandon Colas, Nic Fridenmaker, Ben
Amberg. Row 2: Heather Grier, Karen Poch,
Gabby George.
tow 1: Cara Slaybaugh. Row 2: William Lawler, Matthew Row 1: Benjamin Britton, Autumn Howe. Not Pictured: James
3igelow, Joshua Perrel. Mackiewicz, Naphtali Wall.
Northside Baptist
(Sunday Group) -
Springfield
Northside Baptist Northside Baptist
(Springfield)
ow 1: Rebecca Brown, Sarah Thengvall, Jonathan Gott. Row 2: The boys sit down and take a breather during some fun Awana activites.
ric Brown, Jeff Westlake, Ryan Rotman. Not Pictured: Susan
ultz, Michael Goodwin.
Ministries 241
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Row 1: Nate Tallman, Molly Sutton, Andrea Johnson, John
Michael. Row 2: Elizabeth Clawson, Lauren Crissman, Erica Micah Gillett, Lisa Bleikamp. Not Pictured: Justin Gillett
Massie. Andrew Brewer, Tim Eichner.
\a/m.
BMercreek Baptisr Berea Bible Crurchw
Calvar B fist S s tin eld
A student works with an Awana group at Grace Row 1: Heather Grier, Lauren Berry, Bethany Peterson, Kathryn Lakomy, Lis
Baptist. Mathews. Row 2: Andrea West, Nicholas Fridenmaker, Patrick Dudenhofe
Jessica Corbin. Not Pictured: Matthew Brunelle, Jessica McCammon.
242 Ministries
Row 1: Julie Campbell, Marguerite Hansell, Rebekah
Sartori, Rachel Dremann. Row 2: Joel Lansford,
Joshua Lansford. Not Pictured: Megan Vance
49:er
Row 1: Janna Foster, Emily Stokes. Row 2. William Duncan,
Joshua Wyse. Not Pictured: Joshua Foster.
alvary Baiptst e a CöIoniäFBap1is
(New Carlisle)
Cornerstone Ba rt. le 0 Fnimanuel Baptist a on
ow 1: Cori Ginter, Adrienne Ruegg, Katherine Cole. Row 1: Tammy Moore, Nathan Williams, Amanda Allen
Ministries 243
Row 1: Karen Dimatteo, Rani Bird, Lindsey von der Mehden,
Jennifer Mellor. Row 2: Katie Steiner, Ted Norris, Kay Ellen Row 1: Rebekah Henschel, Yosef Hassan, Sara Scaggs, Melissa
Simon, Shannon Cookson. Not Pictured: Douglas Conway Johnson
Fairhaven Church (Da on) Firs-Thaptist Church (E,non)
For t Rici _Tiaptist_AmmErie a fist
Row 1: Tiffany Cary, Christi Coulter. Row 2: Nathan Johnson, Mark Kwast. Row 1: Christine Fairchild, Amy McCormack, Stacia
Hall. Not Pictured: Jason Milich, Peter Shellabarger,
Steven Rustine, Kelly Hand.
244 Ministries
Matt Soules of the Eleuthera Christmas Team says good-bye to a
friend he has made on the trip.
Row 1: Hannah Mingonet, Autumn Howe, Rachel Shellenbarger.
Row 2: Timothy Miner, Benjamin Britton, David Livingston.
Not Pictured: Erin Taylor, James Mackiewicz, Emily VanVliet,
Emily Mace, Jonathan Dunkin, Jennifer Himes.
Shawnee Hills Baptist
Northside Rapti,t
I AW ANA
Springfield
Northside Baptist
(Springfield)
Row 1: Ashley Ellis, Bethany Kirkendall, Lisa Wendl. Row 2:
Benjamin Walsh, Ryan Shanley, Lindsay Henning, Adam Flenar,
Christopher Brown. Row 3: Michale Colletto. Not Pictured:
Charlotte Hager, Ruthann Hager, Melinda Culpepper.
Row 1: Michelle Koziol, Michael Forrer, Joelle Marquardt. Row
2: Summer Brewster, Andrea Bungart, Marie Denio, Heather
Coon. Row 3: Sarah Markas, Andrea McCarthy, Eric Jingst, Adam
Abraham, Mark Erikson. Not Pictured: Donald Buczek, Carrie
Churchward, Daniel Keslar, Stephanie Lewis, Joshua Lumpkin,
Jonathan Mohr, David Terrill.
Ministries 245
Row 1: Mark Irving, Ellie Irving, Meredith Irving, Erin Delp, Amanda Hecker,
Dan Rasbach, Greg Schwab, Yosef Hassan. Row 2: Adele Schanely, Jack
Curran, Rachel Klawer, Krista Augustine, Jackie Recktenwald, Sharon Mooney, Matt Soules fixes some hair after a game of bas-
Michael Lyons. ke tb all.
Arizona Spring Break
razil
A churchbell tolls on a crisp Caribbean morning.
246 Ministries
Row 1: Phil Shimer, Peter Dryer, Joe Zuerner, Ben Belleman. Row.
2: Brent Davis, Andrew Elliott, Andrew Belleman, Josh Flynn
Row 3: Tyler Schumacher, Elliot Moore, Jason Auyer. Row 4
Grant Knight, Jon Taylor. Row 5: Todd Beall, Matt Green, Rya
Stutzman. Row 6: Phil Ellis, Marcus Mitchell, Casey Sullivan
Tim Thomson, Justin Benz.
A horserider races through the surf.
,/k"zoiorb.f)
Row 1: Kari Flunker, Stacie Travis, Josh Flynn, Meredith Eckburg, Julie
Stauffer. Row 2: Molly Earley, Brittany Smart, Tami Gheen. Row 3: Emily
Delimpo, Aleda Niese, Kristi Beougher.
Brazil Women's Waisketball
he Utah team huddles for a pictures on the last day of the trip. Row 1: Christi Flick, Laura Michaels, Adelle Schanely, Rachel
Marley. Row 2: Andy Jenkins, Jessica Allen, Rachel DeArmon.
Row 3: Joshua Wyse, Greg Vruggink. Row 4: Bob Kinney,
Carl Ruby.
Ministries 247
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Row 1: Forest Greetham, Joshua Smith, Grug Hughes. Row 2: Mark Eisentrager,
Richie Reeder, Kiel Boynton, Phil Buben. Row 3: Mike Zerminski, Tim
Hubler, Phil Westenbarger, Eric Johnson. Row 4: Alex Pummell, Dan \Vhie.
Row 5: Dave terrill, Travis Allen, O.J. Skiles. Row 6: Matthew Bonin, Jeff
The baseball team prays with the Pirates after a game. Lowe.
Dominican Republic
Baseball
Dominican Republic
S'tin. Break
Fans climb on top of the dugout to catch a glimpse of the Jackets playing. Row 1: Cody Fisher, Brian Diercks.
248 Ministries
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Row 1: Jason Williams, Stephanie Hueni, Emily Pfeister, Leanne Sims, Men i Herder, Michelle Kuhns, Lindsey Wolf, Bekah Christman,
Megan Driscoll, Deanna Austin, Jamie Anfang. Row 2: Jon Begg, Mark Caterinacci, Leah Haynes, Erika Love, Sandy Ewerth. Row
3: Ryan Flunker, Jesse Leightenheimer, Brian Iezzi, Ryan Adams, Ben Foreman, Matt Soules.
Guatemala Softaball
()
It is not all work when you go on a missions trip on a tropical island. Row 1: Sheila Schetter, Hillary Skrabacz, Natalie Fox, Rebecca
Phillips. Row 2: Allison Smith, Sue Carpenter, Jackie Greetham.
Row 3: Kailin Acheson, Katy Dellicarpini. Row 4: Dan Schetter,
Courtney Thayer, Ginger Keithley.
Ministries 249
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Row 1: Josh Greve, Pat Estepp, Andrew Allgrim.
Row 2: Mugabe Thomas, Josh Zarrilli, Brian Teysen.
Row 3: Maicol Venter, Anthony Delimpo. Row 4: Jesse Lightenheimer, Stephanie Heurii, Mark Caternauci, and Matt Soules
Drew Borton. display their fine painting ability
Jamaica Men's
Basketball
Row 1: Naomi Burks, Joy Raimondo, Matt Leman. Row 2: Row 1: Elisabeth Keim, Jenni Delk, Emilie Geissler, Jennifer
Lewellyn. Row 2: Jessica LaPorte, Krisit Miller, Sarah Andersen.
Not Pictured: Kristen Ahtila.
Shannon Carr, Mike Colletto.
250 Ministries
Row 1: Mark Button, Amy Button, Kevin Bunnell, Jess Busch, Carol Vollnogle,
Stacey Galley, Bethany McClosky, Daniel Brewer, Stephanie Smith. Row 2:
Phil Blodgett, Holly Congden, Laura Shauneson, April Henrickson, Steve
Rustine, Rachel Talbott, Seth Richie, Peter Romaine. Row 3: Mike Standish,
Beth Shimer, Lynsey Perry, Lisa Wend!, Lindsey Everswick, Andrea West,
Janna Schwab, Joel Tomkinson Emily Pfiester pauses from her labor.
Mexico Spring Break
North Carolina
Ryan Flunker waves from a rock before taking a Row 1: Andrew Jamieson, Rachel Jamieson, Tim Storm, Ben Sprague, Stuart
plunge. Sheldon, Curtis Boudreau, Maggie Suchorzewski.
Ministries 251
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Row 1: Amanda Burger, Martha Ferguson, Crystal
Missler. Row 2: JoAnn Frank, Sara Firebaugh,
Sandy Baczek. Row 3: Dwayne Frank, Andrea
Johnson, Brianne Collier, Stan Baczek. Row 4:
Daniel Jaquery, Geoffrey Peck, Doug Ryles. Brian Iezzi hurls his best stuff under the lights.
Portugal
Russia
Row 1: Hannah Schnake, Jennie Myers, Alyssa Johnson. Row 2:
Lindsey Ellis, Autumn West, Nick Walker, Sara Bursack, Katie
Fickes. Row 3: Justin Underwood, Jeremy Sutphen, Nathan
Smith.
252 Ministries
Not everyone can play pro ball. Ryan Adams and Jason Will-
iams trash talk the opponen
behind their mitts.
Row 1: Aftan Hunt, Becky Stowers. Row 2: Melissa Raber, Lizzie Gwitl,
Marcia Yamarino, Kara Everett. Row 3: Grant Drallette, William Lawler, Nick
Chmielewski.
e_ .616i0/71,6
Ricki Stumpf makes new friends in Trinidad.
South Africa Bethesda
ow 1: Debra Ceconcini, Jessica Waggoner, Lana Terpstra. Row
Michael Halsmith, Mark Tucker, Susan West, Miriam Grossman.
Members of the Utah team read a Book of Mormon.
Ministries 253
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The Trinidad team crams into a full bus for the
ride to the airport.
Row 1: Rachel Osterman, Scott Wrigglesworth, Amy Dirr, Katherine Ackerman.
Row 2: Amy Gish, Allison Eklund, Stephanie Lewis, Ashley Battles, Ricki
stumpf. Row 3: Matt Gish, Lauren Hanna, Megan Bailey, Allison Martin,
Laura Cheyney, Joelle Marquardt, Holly Luiken, Lisa Engel. Row 4: Russ and
Becky Morningstar.
Team leaders make themselves comfortable in a host home.
254 Ministries
Row 1: Jessica Barnette, Adam Leffell, Angi
Hagensen. Row 2: Art Suchorzewski, Shaun Hanna
Mark Hershey.
A warm swim is the perfect way to end a missions trip.
Cedarville's all-star team of slow-pitch softball players pauses during the 7th inning stretch.
Ministries 255
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Serving Cedarville Athletics
An athletic trainer ices a leg injury during a track meet. An athletic trainer' guards the Gatorade at a the Cedarville Invitational.
Josh Flynn wraps a softball player's leg before a game.
258 Ministries
C.u.
ATHLETIC
TRAINING
c.u.
ATHLETIC
TpaINING
c.U.
ATHLETIC
rRAININC
c.u.
ATHLETIC
TRAINING
C.U.
ATFILETIr
RAINI
Front Row: AmMTurroughs, Shawna Waldo, Sarah .johnson, essica Bellew. Second Row: A. . Miznick, Joel Smith, Adam P oeg,
Joel Pulzer, Rachel Johnson, Brian Alburger.
Sarah Johnson remains pepared for anything at a baseball game. Josh Flynn gets caught sucking ice out of a bag.
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Faith Hall Murphy Hall
Ministries 261
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Maintaining Quiet Hours
Rickard Hall
262 Ministries
Law?Sir Hall
McChesney Hall
Ministries 263
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Heartsong Teams
Robert Reid takes after his father o lissaWigem nd Stcphanie King sing during chapel.-
Front Row: Jessa Fausch, Robert Reid. Second Row: Sara Yackey, Kate McKallagat, Alison Whitely. Back Row: Keith Sider, Ben
Waddell, Matt Anderkin, Filip Quina
264 Ministries
Front Row: Alissa Wingenroth, Stephanie King, Adrian Ramos, Sarah Buller. Second Row: Laura Ransom. Back Row: Isaac Pittman,
Tyler Anderson, Walter Strickland, Trevor Schuh.
""_Namgamitaliormien'
Front Row: Katie Hayes, Thomas Mack. Second Row: Kim Jacobs, Amy Hollins, Liz Katie Hayes leads chapel in song.
Pesce. Back Row: Drew DePenning, Chris Hennig, Tony Bostic, Eric Marler.
Ministries 265
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Drama Teams
Mr. Cato introduces Heartsong.
Front Row: Rebekah Read, Kelly Schriemer, Aaron Mast. Back Row: Matthew Watson, Lucas Seelye, Elizabeth Slavish.
266 Ministries
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ow: iniiininillithalski, Kristen Banas. Second Row: Joshua Cobb, _Jessica Waggling!' Giddings.
M.M.....02.../...41.*101•Mil LIMMOMMOMMIOMIMMIRIL ANL
Front Row: Rachel Ried, Katie Rexford, Brian Carlson. Back Row: Chad Jackson, Alex
Hollander, Nikole Simpson.
Tony Bostic joins in on the chorus.
Ministries 267
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Playing Quality Christian Music
Hilbert talks on air during a broadcast. Students prepare for live broadcasts outside the SSC.
Mark Austin hangs out with other Tuneami workers.
268 Ministries
OLD.
200.
011.11111111 11111/MIS, Elizabeth Maynard,.1 en 'lifer 'crier, Elizabeth Lemma Row 2: April Hilgeman, Amanda Thomas, Anna Smith, Matthew Up
Richard Reeder, Kyle Kettering, Nicholas Fridenmakerjacob Merritt. Row 3: Jeffrey Simon, John Clauson, ameson Rehm, Mark Austin, Samuel Hilbert, Zack Eagle,
Brandon Geary. Not Pictured: Jared Pyles, Justin Ippoliti, Nathan Hood, Julie Marshal, Dennis Weinman, Paul Karlberg, 1.ynsey Fabian, Kristyna Hynes.
A student makes some fine sound adjustments. Elizabeth Maynard turns down the music volume and begins
speaking.
Ministries 269
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Fiditing and Revising
A student revises her work in the Writing Center. Katie Sparkcorrects a paper with a student.
Lindsay Marks helps a student develop a thesis for her paper.
270 Ministries
First Row: Jenny Hime, 'Jeff Stevenson, Nate Andrews, Michael T.,yons, Mike Collett°. Second Row: Ilan Ellis, Karen Mowrer, Megan
Grove, .len Himes, Desi DePenning, Lindsay Marks, Lisa Wendl, Cindy Rich, Libby Shorn, Kristen Perry, Mrs. Julie Moore.
An engineering student reads through his paper one more time. Katie Sparks discusses a paper with another worker.
Ministries 271
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Learning to Serve
Despite the rain and sleet of early
January, Cedarville students returned to the
university to kick off the spring semester
with the annual Missions Conference.
Missionaries from different agencies,
countries, and diverse experiences came to
meet with tire students and share their life
stories. The DMC was lined with information
booths; it was a time of both education and
interaction. In the words of Kate Lakomy
(07), "It was nice to see all the
missionaries.. .and come together in
fellowship."
Throughout the week, the Cedarville
drama team ministered through a special
presentation of For This Cause: The
Ministry and Martyrdom of John and
Betty Stam, selling tickets to raise around
$4,000 for the work of Nadine Henessey in
Kosovo. Several missionaries shared with
the students during the morning chapel
services. Then, in the evenings, Hans Finzel,
President of CBInternational, shared
engaging messages with the student body
concerning missionary life and the
importance of supporting those who have
answered that calling. Mr. Finzel reminded
students that many people groups still have
not been reached with the life-changing
Gospel of Christ. He encouraged all to
consider whether God was nudging them in
the direction of missions.
On the last night of the conference, Mr.
Finzel offered an invitation to any who felt
God's leading toward a life of foreign
missions. For those who did not feel this call,
he gave an important reminder: just as the
Church needs some who are willing to go, it
is also essential that some are willing to
"hold the ropes" for those who take that
step of faith. At the very end of the service,
as those who accepted the invitation made
their way forward, Mr. Finzel asked for
anyone willing to commit to "holding the
ropes" to stand up. The remaining students
sprang to their feet.
Students take advantage of the opportunities
they have to interact with missionaries from all
over the world during the conference.
Dr. Frank Severn encourages students to pur-
sue missionary work abroad on both a short-
term and a long-term basis. (Top Right)
Missionaries take time during chapel to intro-
duce themselves and tell the students what
organizations they represent.
274 Spring
"I am not happily single for the Lord; I am still Four by Grace sings before the evening service.
very available and looking," Marilyn Laszlo (Top)
declares during a morning service.
Dr. Hans Finzel encourages students to "hold
the ropes" in support of missionaries all over
the world.
Spring 275
(rite 0 Meatify and flee
1-intering a Magical World
"Once upon a time, in a land far, far
away..." The winter play was a fairy tale,
telling the story of The Masque of Beauty
and the Beast. The theater department
produced and performed an excellent play,
which ran several days over the week of
January 31 to February 7.
Bonnie Ladwig and Matthew Beres led
the cast as Beauty and the Beast. Beauty's
two conceited sisters, played by Hannah
Christofer and Amber Mack, provided
comic relief. The play also featured masked
grotesques, who performed dance and
pantomime routines to enact certain parts
of the story.
The technical aspects of the play were
impressive. Sophomore Phil Schanely
remarked, "The lighting and sets were
amazing! They helped set a good atmosphere
for the play." Members of the theater
program contributed their time and effort to
create elaborate costumes and set designs.
The set incorporated the rotating stage,
which minimized the time needed in changing
scenery.
At the end of the play, an ensemble
gathered to sing a medley of songs from the
Walt Disney Broadway show Beauty and
the Beast. The dancing grotesques
performed routines to the songs. "Singing in
the ensemble for Beauty and the Beast was a
fun experience! The cast and crew worked
long hours rehearsing lines, painting sets, and
meticulously cutting out the rose backdrop to
make the show the best it could be," said
freshman Crystal Baldwin.
The play provided a good opportunity for
students to sharpen their acting skills and
entertain audiences, including the younger
siblings who came to the performances over
Li'l Sibs Weekend. Freshman Ashley Risner
affirmed, "I thought the play was performed
really well, and it was nice to have my sister
there with me to see it." The cast and crew of
the play were proud of a job well done.
The cast in full costsume. Each costume was
handmade by Hannah McGinee and her crew.
(Above)
Grotesques (Suzanne Boltz and LaVaughn
Rica) crown the Beast after his transformation
into a prince. (Above Right)
Beauty's evil stepsisters ridicule her for being
content in a less-than-luxurious life.
276 Spring
Beauty begs the Beast not to leave her as he lies The grotesques deliver the "mask within the
mask:" the story of how the beast acquired his
curse. (Above)
on his deathbed. (Top)
The narrator, Candice Smith, brings the fairy
tale to life.
Spring 277
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Evaluating the rimerging Church
Dr. D. A. Carson addressed the
Cedarville chapel audience on February
10-12, addressing the "emergent church"
movement in postmodern Christianity. In
the three days, the renowned exegete first
discussed the movement and its strengths
and weaknesses and then explained
Scriptural passages as they related to the
topic.
Even though most students had no prior
knowledge of the topic, Dr. Carson's
lectures were timely: the emergent church
movement and postmodernity began to
manifest themselves in discussion at
Cedarville this year, particularly in the form
of Brian McLaren's book A New Kind of
Christian
Dr. Carson spent little time defining the
emergent church, focusing more on a
conservative evangelical response to it.
Senior Alyson Perry said, "I would say the
point was to 'call to balance,' a balance in
Scriptural interpretation, worship, and in all
other areas.
Junior Dan Roeber most enjoyed the
third day of the lecture: "I appreciated Dr.
Carson's exposition of the Scriptures on
the final day - his application to today's
society was very meaningful." Freshman
Joe Dugan agreed, noting that "Dr. Carson
is a deeply respected biblicist."
Dr. Carson is research professor of
New Testament at Trinity Evangelical
Divinity School in Deerfield, Illinois.
Students respect D.A. Carson not only for his
vast knowledge, but for the way he commu-
nicates it in an understandable way. (Above)
Paula Thompson explains, "When I am [on
stage] ...I think about the fact that I am joining
with 10,000 angels praising God. That allows
me to really worship!" (Above Right)
Dr. Miller explains that the purpose of this
event is "to enrich the quality of Christian
service and sharpen the effectiveness of Chris-
tian witness."
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Celebrating Faculty Scholarship
Faculty Chapel took place on March 31
and began with announcements and prayer
requests given by Pastor Rohm. Dr. Duane
Wood, Academic Vice President, followed
and presented the Faculty Scholar of the
Year award to Dr. Mark McClain,
Associate Professor of Chemistry. The
remainder of the chapel went to Dr.
McClain, who used the opportunity to
address the student body with a speech
entitled "Carrots, Conjugation, and
Conductivity."
Dr. McClain's first words were to thank
God, his parents, and his wife. He brought
the chapel to laughter with the promise to
her, "I'll keep the plaque, but you can have
the check!" He also mentioned his love
for the element molybdenum.
The speech was filled with encouragement
to student scholars to "Dream big" and
"Become!" Dr. McClain also noted that
when you get lemons and make lemonade,
enjoy the lemonade because it's full of
vitamin C. Such clever quips filled the
speech, keeping students' attention and
giving Dr. McClain a platform to discuss
another favorite topic: electrically conduc-
tive polymers.
He explained these plastics that conduct
electricity with humor and simplicity, citing
exciting possibilities for their future use.
Dr. McClain's strongest advice, however,
was to pursue God. "Read A.W. Tozer's
Pursuit of God again and again."
Dr. Taylor Ferranti, new Assistant Professor
ofMusic as of 2003, accompanies himself as he
sings Chris Rice's "Untitled Hymn" (Come
To Jesus). (Top Left)
Dr. Wood and Pastor Rohm look on as the
chapel proceeds. During the special chapel,
Pastor Rohm gave announcements and prayer
requests, and Dr. Wood announced the Fac-
ulty Scholar of the Year.
Dr. Mark McClain, Faculty Scholar of the Year,
holds up a picture book about a boy and a
carrot, which he used as an illustration during
his address. (Above)
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Visiting Heroes
Over the weekend of February 6 and 7,
students had an opportunity to invite their
"Li'! Sibs" dut to Cedarville for a time to
stay in the dorms, hang out with their big
siblings, and enjoy lots of fun activities.
"My sister and I had a fabulous weekend,
running from one activity to the next! She
thought it was so cool to hang around with
the college girls!" said freshman Crystal
Baldwin.
The weekend's activities began Friday,
with registration open all day and the winter
play and Alpha Chi talent show in the
evening. The gym was open until midnight,
and adventurous students and siblings could
go late-night bowling from midnight until 2
a.m. The fun continued on Saturday, with
activities from noon to 4 p.m. and two play
performances of The Masque of Beauty
and the Beast. Students and their families
packed the gym on Saturday night for the
women's basketball game at 5:30 p.m. and
the men's at 7:30. After the game, students
and their siblings could watch "A Bug's
Life" at a movie night sponsored by Alpha
Delta Omega and Delta Omega Epsilon.
Most siblings just enjoyed the
opportunity to be with their college-age
siblings. Freshman Monica Godinez enjoyed
her first year hosting a "Li'l Sib": "Li'l Sibs
weekend was such an awesome time! My
brother came down, and it was great to
share with him the part of my life here at
Cedarville."
Although students take many things here
for granted, including the food, many sib-
lings had never experienced the novelty of
the cafeteria before: "It gives you a new
appreciation for Chuck's when you see
kids running around with gleeful looks on
their faces," sophomore Philip Schanely
observed. Li'l Sibs weekend was a memo-
rable time for students to gather with family
and show their siblings a taste of all the fun
times they have at college.
Chris Moran is joined by his little brothers
John and Jeremy. They enjoy watching the
game, seeing Mugabe dunk, and getting a free
pizza from the cheerleaders! (Above)
Bobblehead Cedarville bees are a big hit with
the lil sibs! (Above Right)
Jordan Williams and his younger brother
Matthew make the most of their time to-
gether playing video games, going to the play,
climbing the wall, sledding, and playing bas-
ketball.
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The showing ofA Bug'sLJ:fe, hosted by Alpha
Delta Omega, provides a fun time for siblings
to hang out, eat popcorn, and watch a classic
Disney movie. (Top)
Leslie Maxey spends the weekend with three
of the girls - Taylor, Josie, and Abbi - she
coaches in Grace Baptist Church's Upward
Basketball.
Aaron Bauer spends time with Kyle Oldiges:
"The best part [of the weekend] was at Cob -
ma! Pizza; Kyle was absolutely out of control
and hilarious!" (Above)
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Skills Unleashed
Visitors of all ages attended the 36th
annual Alpha Chi Talent Show over Lil'
Sibs weekend. Decorated with graffiti,
subway stations, and nighttime cityscapes,
the show highlighted an unconventional
side of Cedarville University. Junior Brian
Couzelis stated, "The talent show brought
out a part of Cedarville many had never
seen. My favorite aspect was the decor. I
thought the hip-hop theme was very original
and created an entertaining atmosphere."
Michael Dorsey and Jen Irish emceed,
keeping the audience well-supplied with
knock-knock jokes and haircut coupons.
FloTown opened with a hilarious rap about
the Dixon statue that had the audience
participating from the start, and Frisco Kid
then wowed everyone with a dance routine
that won him second place. Two comedy
acts by Julianne Howe and Ryan Atkinson
had the audience rolling in the aisles, and
the band Thomas Walker followed them.
Freshman Joel Green and sophomore
Andrea West then performed a side-splitting
piano duel in which West finally cracked
Green on the head with a giant mallet. A
group of music majors, Desert Storm, then
sang their way to third place with Justin
Timberlake's "Where is the Love?" The
program concluded with last year's
defending champions reclaiming their title
with the theme song from Carmen
Sandiego that took every college student
back to his childhood.
Afterwards, sophomore Laura
Shuneson commented,"! thought the talent
show was very well done."
Senior Patrick Dudenhofer remarked,
"This year's show was the best overall
talent show I've seen since coming to
Cedarville. High quality production and
preparation all around."
Andrea West continues to play Liszt's Hun-
garian Rhapsody #2 as Joel Green lies on the
floor. "[In practice], she nailed me in the head
as hard as she could; the foam top came off the
mallet and I had a welt on my head all night!"
(Above)
FloTown, led by Micheal Clutz, brought some
rap into the house with their original song
'We Back the Statue All the Way." (Above
Right)
The popular campus band, Thomas
Walker, consisting of Seth Wiebe, Mike
Walker, and Greg Lynch, performs their
original song "Speak to Me."
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"Where in the World is Carmen Sandiego?"
David Erlandson, Jason Shaeffer, Trevor
Schuh, of Five Men and a Big Bass, earn first
place with this song. (Top)
Donyo Frisco, known as the Frisco Kid, dances
his way into earning second place in the talent
show.
Seth Wiebe is the lead singer and songwriter
of Thomas Walker: "Each place is the same.
The names may be different, but you don't eat
the sign" (Speak to Me). (Above)
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One Last Blast
The lights dimmed as giant plasma
screens counted down the remaining
seconds until the show; the air was thick
with balloon-frisbees and anticipation as
Cedarville students crowded together in
the Jeremiah Chapel. Eight o'clock arrived,
the lights went out, and an incredible
"glow-stick" routine opened Elliv 2004.
The Elliv Awards, a Cedarville
University tradition, brought together many
talented students who entertained the
campus with exciting song-and-dance
numbers. Interspersed with the
performances were presentations of
awards in various categories, including Best
Athlete, Best Musician and Best Alpha
Film Video. Students dressed up in formal
attire or costumes, savoring the chance to
stay out late and enjoy fun and fellowship.
In the words of Freshman Joe Holecko,
"Elliv was an awesome experience—a night
ofrelaxing entertainment that pulled students
together to share a last memorable moment
before finals give way to the summer. It
was a brilliant concept."
Elliv was the most elaborate event of the
year. The amazing technical feats that
went on during the ceremony impressed
sophomore Keith Siders: "It was a truly
stimulating experience. They put on a really
professional show." SGA invested a
considerable amount of time and money in
Elliv. Dozens of volunteers worked together
to ensure that the presentation was of a superb
quality.
One of the most enjoyable aspects of Elliv
was the interaction between faculty and
students. The Lifetime Achievement Award,
presented to Pastor Rohm, demonstrated the
affection felt by the student body for their
resident pastor. A closing "Beatles" number
featuring Dr. Brown and several professors
was fun for all.
At the end of the show, students gathered
outside around candle-lit tables, enjoying a
sumptuous dessert under the stars while a
band entertained with live music. All in all, Elliv
2004 was the perfect end to a great year.
Kristen Zion, Karen Poch, Jessa Fausch, and
Bonnie Ladwig perform "Leviticus" as an
encore to the success of Ruth, the Musical.
Matt Kauffman and Peter Dryer perform"I've
Got an Elliv ticket," based on Charlie and the
Chocolate Factory's "I've Got a Golden
Ticket." A ticket to Filly is much better!
`NSync, made up of Joseph (Nate) Leykam,
Caleb Rowe, Ben Futoran, Peter Dryer, and
Rob O'Brien, dance to a remix of "Bye, Bye,
Bye" and "Tell Me, Tell Me Baby."
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Two Acapella performers, Mike Smith and
Mark McDaniel, make their way to the red
carpet accompanied by Kristin Heiner and
chauffered by John Clauson and Kiel Boynton.
J arid Mayo and Jessica Spears perform the
Samba. 'We had so much fun doing this
number!" Jess exclaims. "I loved it so much
that I'm gonna try to take some Latin dance
lessons this summer. Bailamos!" (Top)
The Beatles, aka Dr. Mortenson, Dr. Brown,
and Tim Nester (not pictured), steal the show
with their performance of "Help!"
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Recreation and Reunion
March 26-28 was not a typicatweekend
on campus. As Parents' weekend, it brought
extra hugs and laughter, postponed
homework, and made for fatter wallets and
fuller qoolcie tins. The magnitude ofactivities
from which to choose kept both students
and parents far from boredom and
wondering what to do next.
Students performed Arthur Miller's All
My Sons every day of the weekend, and
Karen Mowrer's Ruth the Musical showed
twice on Saturday. These performances,
together with the Pops Concert featuring
the Concert Chorale, Women's Choir, Jazz
Singers, Symphonic Band, and Jazz Band,
left no doubt in parents' minds as to
CedarvilleUniversity's quality in the area
of fine arts.
Friday night offered Beavervu Bowling
to families, and Saturday brought
opportunities for attempting the climbing
wall, scrapbooking, golfing, hiking the gorge,
eating Young's ice cream, viewing dorm
rooms, and getting free family portraits.
Saturday also found some families cheering
on the Jackets in tennis and softball or
watching the NCAA regional basketball
tournament on the big screens in the event
rooms.
However, amidst all the activities, many
students' and parents' favorite aspects of
the weekend lay elsewhere. Some students
enjoyed being taken out for meals
away from campus, but most people's
favorite part of the weekend was found in
relationships. Freshman Conrad Bear said,
"Parents' Weekend provided a great op-
portunity to connect with parents, which
doesn't happen so often any more."
Sophomore Tim Hartman said that his
parents enjoyed just being able to watch
him and his senior sister Carrie "serve up a
few tennis victories." Sophomore Brandon
Colas remarked that his parents' favorite
part ofthe weekend was "reminiscing about
their college experience," and freshman
Rachel Dremann stated that she most en-
joyed "being able to show my parents
the buildings where I spend most ofmy time
and to introduce them over lunch to the
people who I spend the most time with."
The scrapbooking session is a fun time for
mothers and daughters to spend time to-
gether talking and organizing pictures. (Above)
"My dad was really excited about the AC! I
know he tries to keep somewhat active, and I
enjoy working out..." so Erin O'Keefe and her
dad take advantage of the treadmills! (Above
Right)
Siblings Stacy and Shawn Alexander spend
quality time with their parents in between the
weekend's scheduled events.
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The game room offers an opportunity for
students to challenge their parents to a game
of ping-pong or pool. (Top)
"It was really enjoyable to spend time with
my mom and sister working on our
scrapbooking together!" Julie Richards
states. (Above)
Mr. Bieliek, a staff member and father of a
Cedarville student, gets ready to climb the
wall. "I made it to the top!" he affirms.
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All My Sons
An intricate set, authentic costumes,
even the smooth jazz music playing in the
beginning all worked together to transform
the audience into the world of 1947 and the
time of Arthur Miller's award-winning
drama All My Sons. Sophomore Rachel
Dremann summed up the show, which
packed the theater all six nights it ran: "I
really enjoyed seeing All My Sons. The
acting was superb, the set was fantastic,
and the plot had a real message for the
viewers."
Directed by Mrs. Rebecca Baker and
starring an incredibly talented cast, the play
captured the post-World War II era,
centering on the Keller family and the
terrible secret that loomed over them. Joe
Keller (played by Senior Scott Ryan)
embodied the stereotypical American, a
man dominated by hard work and
perseverance, determined to make a better
life for his family, especially his son Chris
(played by Sophomore Josh Cobb).
However, in his resolve to improve life, he
only worsened it by sacrificing integrity
until a scandal at his factory coupled by the
death of his eldest son to the war explodeed
in his face, tearing down the false walls he
had built up around his family.
All My Sons was about so much more
than World War II. As Freshman Abbie
McGaha, who played the part of Ann
Deever, put it, "Working with this show
really made me think about my personal
integrity and values. The way honor and
truth were tossed around in the Keller
family made me think about the legacy I will
be passing on to my children and the
devastating results of deceit."
In his frustration with Chris' lack of under-
standing as to why he did it, Joe Keller screams,
"For you! A business for you!"
Jim advises Chris not to bring Georgie in
because he has come to take Annie home and
he knows there will be a fight. (Above Right)
"You don't hate, Georgie. I know you. I
diapered you." Kate Keller tries to convince
George to stay and get reacquainted.
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The characters of Frank and Lydia, the couple Kate Keller begs Chris not to take Joe to jail,
that move in next door, brings a ray of sun- but Chris says, "It's not enough to be
shine to the play. sorry...there's a world out there and we're
responsible to it." (Top)
George contemplates what Joe did to his
father before telling his sister what really hap-
pened.
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Staff Member of the Year
If the students of Cedarville University
will remember one bald head when they
graduate, it will be that of Mr. Mark Button,
Staff Member of the Year.
Mr. Button graduated with a
broadcasting degree from Cedarville in 1997,
and for the past seven years he has worked
with the production group on campus,
primarily managing stage set-up and
producing chapel and special events. He
has far surpassed these duties.
Though he did not ask for all the attention
he received, students did recognize him.
They saw him switching out microphones
during chapel services, talking on his headset,
sitting crouched on the front row, calmly in
control of the production going out to
thousands of people. He was an example to
his division of work ethic and excellence. It
was not just his competence on the job that
impressed students enough to nominate
him for Staff Member of the Year; it was
his interaction with them beyond his job.
Mr. Button and his wife, Amy, have
mentored couples in the Fit To Be Tied
program as well as spoken at pre-marriage
seminars for the program. They have led
two MIS trips, served as the advisors to the
Class of 2002, and worked with the Junior/
Senior Banquet committees. They also spent
time co-hosting radio shows on U99.5.
Mark Button invested his lives into students.
Mark Button jokes about receiving the Staff
Member of the Year award.
Although he is known as Superman, Mark
Button is the first to give the glory to God and
thank his supportive wife, family, and friends.
(Above Right)
"Thanks, guys! This is really neat!" Mark
Button, Staff Member of the Year, adds an
enhusiastic flare to all he does.
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Facukv Member of the Year
As Autumn Howe, SAAB president,
noted, Dr. Dewhurst deserved the Faculty
of the Year Award "not just for what he has
done, but for the lives he has affected: and
he's affected plenty of lives."
Dr. Dewhurst, Professor of Mechanical
Engineering, has taught at Cedarville since
1996. He is a graduate of Cornell University
and worked at the University of Maine
prior to joining the Cedarville University
faculty.
Engineering students knew Dr.
Dewhurst for his excellent teaching, which
they commonly called challenging yet fun.
His peers recognized him for the same
accomplishments. One said that he has a
"unique ability to take a complicated course
and make it enjoyable as well as
understandable."
Students also viewed Dr. Dewhurst as
a professor whose dedication to teaching
and students went beyond what was
expected of him. Rumors spread this year
of him staying up late to finish a lab set-up
for his students. He advised the Solar Splash
competition and has joined an intramural
soccer team with his students. He was also
known outside the department for hosting
an annual New England day and a Maine
night for students from the East.
Dr. Dewhurst set an example of a man
who loves his family, church, and school.
A young Dewhurst tries to steal the stage from
his father. (Top)
Mrs. Dewhurst congratulates Dr. Dewhurst
on his award.
The Dewhurst family parades on stage to
celebrate the Faculty of the Year award.
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Diligence Rewarded
The University celebrated its 40th annual
Honors Day on March 26th, its first with Dr.
William Brown as President. The Brass
Choir played "Entrance to the Court” from
Othello as faculty marched forward in
their academic regalia and visiting parents
and grandparents squeezed into crowded
pews. Dr. Brown opened the day with
prayer and a few encouraging words for
students whose semester was quickly
wrapping up.
Dr. Wood recognized the class of 2004,
asking those graduating with honors to
stand. Thirty-seven students stood to be
recognized for graduating with highest honor,
and even more were applauded for their
high honor and honor status.
Each department presented their awards
in turn, honoring students who have
displayed excellence and integrity in the
classroom, in ministry, in their church, in
their dorm, and in student life. A total of
ninety-six awards went out to students
from all disciplines, issuing grants,
scholarships, and other honors for
achievement.
SGA Chaplain Greg Guiler was granted
the prestigious James T. Jeremiah award.
This award honors a senior student entering
full-time pastoral ministry. Kara Gilmore,
formerly Howe, received the Ruby Jeremiah
award for her faithfulness to both academics
and ministry during her year of marriage.
Alumni Scholarship and Grant
Endowment Fund awards went to Alyson
Perry, Bethany Streitmatter, Ethan Ransom,
Rebekah Read, Matthew Sterner, Kimber
Porter, Lisa Wendl, Conrad Bear, Amy
Kennard, Elizabeth Proemmel, Kimberly
Shank, and Courtney Butterfield. These
students all represented outstanding
scholarship within their departments.
The chapel ran late, but the parents,
grandparents, award recipients, and proud
friends didn't mind: the slips of paper,
plaques, and handshakes represented
hundreds of hours of work and were well
worth their time.
The Business Department's Chair, Dr. Walker,
presents Karin Nyhius with TheMarinusHaen
MemorialScholarshO, given in memory of Rene.
(Above)
Jeffrey Doub proudly accepts The AuSable
Fe11owsh0 Award from Dr. Flentge, given for
his strong commitment of stewardship of
creation. (Above Right)
The professors' academic regalia prove that
Cedarville University has very qualified faculty.
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Dr. Brown states that he is proud to work with Dr. Miller proudly hands The Daniel Award to
faculty who have a love for truth, a love for a grateful Drew Carroll, who is planning to
learning, and a love for students. (Top) continue his education at seminary. (Above)
Dr. Irene Alyn and Krista Elwood get close for
a picture.
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Timeless
Candles spilled light onto white
tablecloths and rosebuds floating in glass
bowls of water. An Eiffel tower glowed
over a stopOed clock, a wooden footbridge,
and a bench. Behind it all, a night sky
sparkled with electric stars.
The 2004 Junior Senior Banquet's theme
was "Timeless"—committee members
encouraged participants to pause for a
moment away from finals, stress, and
rushing schedules to reflect on their years
at college and the "Paris" evening. Held at
the Northern Kentucky Convention Center,
the evening boasted a swing band, though
Dr. Simms encouraged guests to constrain
their movements to foot tapping rather than
hip swaying.
Dinner included salads and rolls, beef
and chicken, horseradish, mashed potatoes,
and mixed vegetables. Desserts were
chocolate cake and berry-marbleized
cheesecake.
The senior video tribute included pictures
and interviews with various staff and faculty
members detailing their interaction with
and opinions of the senior class. Drs.
Bloomenstock, Wilfong, and Jenista were
among those who commented on both
their departments and the class in general.
Following the show, the seniors were asked
to stand and were presented with DVDs of
the tribute.
Tuxes, satin, corsages, and hairspray
were all captured in the most popular event
of the evening: pictures. Couples and
individuals wandered the room and hallways
with their cameras, finding friends to pose
with and exchange hugs. With graduation
looming a week away, the night was
especially poignant. The theme may have
been "Timeless," but all in attendance were
acutely aware of the time.
Jonathan Coleman, Hannah Kowatch, Abby
Fenton, and Mark Yorgeyl enjoy the banquet
and each other's company.
"I like the swing band!" exclaims junior Jen-
nifer Presley. "It creats a great atmosphere and
makes me want to grab a partner and dance:
even Carl Ruby wants to!"
Matt Gumm, Julie Marshall, Stephanie
O'Hara, and Kevin Brunnell lay aside their
dinner to pose for yet another picture.
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JonRasbachjessica Waggoner, ZachTrimble, It looks like Carl Ruby and Pastor and Mrs.
Jon Struebel, Andrew Smith, Andy Tathum, Rohm are up to trouble!
Aaron Davis, Aubrey Frulong, Brooke Colon,
and Adele Schanely enjoy spending one of
their last weekends together. (Top)
Scott DeClark and Kristen Sando take a slight
advantage of the swing music.
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It's Finally Over
Hundreds of seniors paraded into the
field house already packed with thousands
of friends and family who flooded into
Cedarville to hear Dr. Lynne Cheney, the
wife of the Vice President, speak. After
dodging rain-drops early in the morning and
waiting for an hour in the gymnasium,
seniors squirmed with anticipation as the 10
o'clock hour arrived. Dr. Dixon addressed
the seniors one last time before
commencement began and led them in his
favorite southern gospel choruses. Finally,
Mr. Terri Chamberlain sent themto graduate
in the new field house.
After all the seniors marched in and
were seated, a board member gave a
prayer, and Dr. Brown introduced Dr.
Cheney. As she came to the podium,
camera flashes started a brilliant light show
on the ceiling that continued throughout her
speech. She began with a story about her
grandchild naming her the Grandma of
America and then gave the audience five
keys to success. The five keys included
confidence, humility, and hard work. She
wrapped up with a joke about the best
graduation speeches being short and
received a boisterous round of applause for
her efforts.
Commencement proceeded with Dr.
Estes encouraging the audience to honor
graduates in silence. Then he read every
senior's name as Dr. Brown handed out
diplomas and shook happy hands. Dr.
Wood waited behind him and gave out
Bibles as students exited the stage. Dr.
Brown awarded Greg Guiler and Serena
Luke with the President's Trophy and
honored Benjamin Lynch and Erin Avery
for achieving cumulative 4.0's in math and
physics. A blessing for the graduates from
Dr. Brown ended the event.
Following graduation everyone
streamed out the exits for congratulations
and pictures with family and friends.
Dr. Brown welcomes Dr. Cheney to the plat-
form during commencement.
Dr. Brown begins commencement activities
as Dr. Dixon looks on with approval. (Above
Right)
Dr. Cheney gives the audience five keys to
success.
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Dr. Brown gives Matt Myers his diploma. Students parade into the field house for
graduation. (Top)
Phil Miller flaunts his honors cords as he
passes into the field house.
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Dr. Brown gives Aaron Sattler his diploma
with a smile.
Greg Guiler accepts the President's Trophy for
his academic, spiritual, and athletic contribu-
tions to Cedarville University. (Above Right)
Dave Emerson celebrates graduation with his
friends.
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Ben Futoran celebrates graduation. Seth Borland glancesback as he waits to receive
his diploma. (Top)
Jack MacKeverican walks off stage with his
diploma.
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Mrs. Dorothy Spencer
After a long bout with cancer, marked
by years of steadfast faithfulness, Mrs.
Dorothy Spencer went to meet her Savior
in the spring. She left a lasting imprint on
Cedarville University through many years
of service to the school in a number of
roles. She and her husband, Professor
Spencer, have invested nearly a century
into Cedarville University.
She was eulogized as a "a lady of great
character whose judgment, humor, and
friendly spirit brought out the finest in
those around her. The influence of her life
upon others is a flame that will burn brightly
forever. She left so much good with every
soul she touched on this earth."
Mrs. Spencer contemplates the contribution
she and her husband make to the school.
Professor Spencer and Mrs. Dorothy Spen-
cer celebrate their marriage on June 8, 1946.
(Top)
Marabeth Elmore, Mrs. St. Clair, Dorothy
Spencer, Virginia Taylor, and Kitty Vine
enjoy 103 collective years of service with
Cedarville University.
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Professor Spencer and Mrs. Spencer sit for Alumni and friends spend a warm Sunday
a portrait. afternoon with the Spencers. (Top)
Mrs. Spencer laughs while she works.
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(Top Row) Cynthia Messer, Stephen Blauert, Emily Morton, Cynthia Rich, Laura
Jaeger, Jon Reichart, Philip Kirby, Deborah Berruti, Lindsay Marks, Aaron Sattler,
Sarah Baczek, Phil Schanely, (Front Row) Abigail Fenton, Ashley Risner, Rondi
Nowden, Dani Cobb, Jessica Busch, Andrea West, Bethany Streitmatter, Kathryn
Behlert
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Miracle 2004
PUBLISHER
The 2004 Mirade was published by Jostens, Inc. It was printed at their plant located in State College, PA. Our Jostens' representative
was Tillie Billheimer. Our plant representative was Tom Yontosh.
COVER
The 2004 Miracle cover wasLithcraft Pictorial cover, using photographs provided by our photographer. It was rounded, sewed, and
bound. It was printed on High Gloss Litho and had a matte finish. The ink used was Black 395. The end sheets were Gloss White 304
Stock and used Black 395 ink.
PAPER STOCK
The 2004 Miracle's 320 pages were printed on Glossy 80# paper.
COLOR
The 2004 Miracle contained 76 pages of four color process ink and photos. These pages were located in the Opening, Academics,
Senior, and Spring Semester sections.
PRODUCTION
The 2004 Miracle was produced on IBM compatible computers. Layouts were produced using Adobe PageMaker 7.0. Photos were
scanned using HP Precision Scan. Photos were cropped, resized, and manipulated using Adobe Photoshop 7.0. Text effects were
produced using Adobe Photoshop as well. Copy was typed into Microsoft Word and then imported into PageMaker.
THEME
The 2004 Miracle theme "Versed in Country Things" was selected by the editors of the yearbook at the beginning of the school year.
Wanting to portray the beauty of the enivornment and celebrate the rural location of the school, the editors chose to use the words of the
Robert Frost poem "The Need of Being Versed in Country Things." Through the opening, dedication, dividers, and closing, the editors
hoped to portray the pristine Cedarville countryside during every season. Permission has been granted by Henry Holt and Company.
DESIGN
The 2004 Miracle cover, opening, dedication, dividers, section layouts, and closing were designed by Stephen Blauert, Andrew Harris,
and Aaron Sattler.
TYPOGRAPHY
The 2004 Miracle contained a variety of fonts throughout the book. The stories are in Times New Roman 11 with the captions in
Garaomond 10. The cover was in AYT Cowgirl 56 and Garamond 14. The Introduction type was Garamond 14 and AYT Cowgirl
36. All of the dividers also used AYT Cowgirl 24 and Garamond 52. The large titles on the pages used Garamond 36, and the small
headings used AYT Cowgirl 24 except for in the spring section where the large titles were AYT Cowgirl 38 and the small titles were
Garamond 36.
PHOTOGRAPHY
The 2004 Miracle candid photos were taken by Photography Editor Andrew Harris. He also directed a staff of photographers who
took many of the pictures. The older pictures found in the Academics section were donated by various members of the school commu-
nity. Our DaVor representative was Jim Rainey. Some sports pictures, play pictures, music groups pictures, and concert pictures were
taken by Scott Huck, Photographer for Cedarville University, Public Relations.
INQUIRIES
The 2004 Miracle may be contacted for additional information about its production at:
Miracle, Cedarville University (937) 766-4995
251 North Main Street nairacle@cedarville.edu
Cedarville, OH 45314.
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who contributed to the production of this
book. To those who ground out stories,
wrote captions, made layouts, took pic-
tures, placed mug shots, typed in countless
names, and then did it all again, thank you.
To Emily, thank you for putting up with the
name Becky with a smile, keeping this book
on track, keeping the fridge stocked, and
being willing to do anything. To Cindy Rich,
thank you for eliminating copy as a worry
for me. I think I may still be looking for a
sports story or two, though. To Andy, thank
you for the long hours, the good layouts, and
the hundreds of pictures. To Abby, thank
you for getting pages done and eating all the
Candy Corn. To Kimberly Edlund, thank
you for doing half of this book for us. To
Cyndi Messer, thank you for your brilliant
ideas, willingness to let me try things, and
constant support. To the fine people at
Computer Services, thank you for limiting
the number of times the network went
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crashing to only a few dozen. Thank you
also for rectifying that ERROR: T-DRIVE
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Robert Frost's poem "The Need of Being
Versed in Country Things."
From Jack Riggs who poked his head in
every night, to the cleaning guy that came
in the morning, to Matt Davis who let me
sleep at his house, thank you to everyone
who contributed to this production. To the
Cedarville family and surrounding commu-
nity, thank you for making sure that we
were all Versed in Country Things.
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,For them there was really nothing sad.
But though they rejoiced in the nest they kept,
One had to be versed in country things
Not to believe the phoebes wept.
- Robert Frost
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